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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
The items in this catalog were received within the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.
NEW NON-FICTION

3865428 GROUPIES. By Baron Wolman. In February 1969, Rolling Stone published an issue called “The Groupies and Other Girls” featuring the work of photographer, Baron Wolman. This volume includes previously unseen out-takes and contact sheets, as well as the original Rolling Stone text. 192 pages. Iconic Images. 11x9¼. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

3867838 THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO. ARCHIVE COLLECTION. By R. Leftingwell & D. Holstrom. Showcases the Motor company’s unrivaled motorcycling treasure collection, featuring examples of its most significant machines. The company has collected at least one example of nearly every model ever produced and many more. 79 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3867161 THE POCKET GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL KNOTS: A Step-by-Step Guide to the Most Important Knots for Everyone. By Peter Owen. This compact little reference guide includes knots for a wide range of functions, from home to work, hobby to play activities. Provides simple step by step instructions and clear line drawings. Among the knots included are: overhand knot, heaving line knot, bowline, half-hitch, pile hitch and more. 79 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3865460 RUSSIAN DECORATIVE ARTS. By Cynthia Coleman Sparker. Offers a guide to precious metal, enamel, jewelry, Faberge, and decorative porcelain, glass, metalwork, lacquer, papier-mache, and bone. Each topic is discussed in beautifully illustrated chapters that introduce the techniques and specifically Russian characteristics, and give an overview of the principal makers. 299 pages. Antique Collectors’ Club. 9½x12. Pub. at $59.95

3867846 THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON STORY: Tales from the Archives. By Aaron Frank. With unprecedented and exclusive access to the Harley-Davidson Museum and Archives Collection, Frank recounts the founding and subsequent growth of the Motor Company in a new and much expanded third edition. The Harley-Davidson story is set against the singular stories of the museum’s unique artifacts. Well illus., most in color. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 11x9½. Pub. at $40.00

386720X THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO HOME BUTCHERING, REVISED: How to Prepare Any Animal from Hog to Duck to Hare. By Tom Cotton. From field dressing, skinning, and boning out a whole deer to efficiently plucking ducks and bleeding out hogs, this is the one-stop guide to help you become more self-sufficient in preparing meat for your table. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3866734 LENIN: The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of Terror. By Victor Sebestyen. Biography of Vladimir Lenin that is not only a political examination of one of the most important historical figures of the twentieth century but also a portrait of Lenin the man. Sebestyen also brings to light important new revelations about the Russian Revolution, a pivot point in modern history, 156 pages of photos. 696 pages. Perseus Books. 10½x7½. Pub. at $35.00 $10.95

3867773 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PONTIAC GTO: Every Model Since 1964. By Tom Glatch. Explores every version of the first car created specifically for the American muscle car market, with rare photography from the archives of Hot Rod and Motor Trend magazines. This attractive volume is the complete resource for fans of the world’s first muscle car. 176 pages. Motorbooks. 9x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3863440 ORAL SEX FOR EVERY BODY: Giving and Receiving for Men and Women. By Tina Robbins. Offers a practical, uninhibited guide to making sex imaginative and pleasurable. Teaches you foreplay, the erroneous zones, tricks to create a sensual ambiance, fantasies without limitations, and much more. Adults only. Illus. 156 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3867862 HOOVER: An Extraordinary Life in Extraordinary Times. By Kenneth Whyte. Presents the definitive biography of Herbert Hoover, one of the most remarkable and least understood Americans of the 20th century. Whyte’s wholly original account will forever change the way you understand the man, his presidency, and his battle against the Great Depression. 16 pages of photos. 728 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


386927X FIRST KILLS: The Illustrated Biography of Fighter Pilot Wladyslaw Gysy. By Stefan W. Gysy. Drawing from his father’s logbooks, this fascinating biography is the most in-depth account of the polish hero’s life from childhood through his time flying in three Allied air forces during WWll, to his reconciliation with the German Stukas pilot Frank Neubert in 1988. Well illus., some in color. 238 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $8.95

3864256 WAYNE AND FORD: The Films, the Friendship, and the Making of an American Hero. By Nancy Schoenberg. For more than 20 years John Ford and John Wayne were a blockbuster Hollywood team, turning out many of the finest Westerns ever made. Drawing on previously untapped caches of personal documents, Schoenberg dramatically narrates a complicated and iconic friendship and its impact on American culture. Illus. 240 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

3863953 SACRED DUTY: A Soldier’s Tour of Duty in a Landscape of Technology. Part history of The Old Guard—the U.S. Army’s official ceremonial unit–part memoir of the author’s time at Arlington, part intimate profile of today’s soldiers, this is an unforgettable testament to the timeless power of service and sacrifice to our nation. 16 pages of color photos. 301 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

3876705 TEXAS FLOOD: The Inside Story of Stevie Ray Vaughan. By A. Paul & A. Aleodrat. Provides the unadulterated truth about Stevie Ray Vaughan, the world’s first true blues guitarist from Texas who, with his brother, Jimmie; his Double Trouble bandmates, Tommy Shannon; Chris Layton, and Reese Wynans; and many other close friends, family members, and fellow musicians, managers, and crew members. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3865215 BRITAIN’S LOST RAILWAYS. By John Minnis. This special edition is a tribute to Victorian Britain’s finest railway architecture. During the twentieth century, hundreds of railway buildings and structures were torn down and replaced. In this volume the author reveals the extent of this loss, to offer a sweeping pictorial testament to Britain’s lost rail heritage. Illus. 192 pages. Aurum. 9x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

3865479 THROUGH HER LENS: The Stories Behind the Photography of Eva Sereny. On set, Eva Sereny bore witness to the making of movies that shaped late twentieth century cinema. Her behind the scenes photographs of celebrities offer a unique perspective on the life and work of the cultural giants of the 1960s, 70s and 80s as she tells the stories behind the photographs. Illus. 192 pages. ACC Art Books. 9x11¼. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

For more information, visit our website at: www.rollingstone.com
NEW NON-FICTION

3869148 PRISONER OF THE SWISS: A World War II Airman's Story. By D. Culler & R. Morris. The true story of U.S. Airman Dan Culler's ordeal in a Swiss internment camp, how betrayal dominated his cruel fate–by American authorities who never acknowledged the camps existence, by the Swiss, and in a twist in a second planned escape, a trap turned out to be a trap. 16 pages of photos. 120 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3869237 BAC SI: A Green Beret Medic's War in Vietnam. By J. Krizan & R. Dumont. Tells the story of Sgt. Jerry Krizan, who was assigned to Special Forces Camp A-331 in the Ill Corps tactical zone, only 10 miles from the Cambodian border. Because of its proximity to a major north-south NVA infiltration route, there were constant enemy troop movements through the camp's area. Illus. 22 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $5.95

3869253 FIRE IN THE STREETS: The Battle for Hue, Tet 1968. By Eric Hammel. Re-issues the only complete and authoritative account of this crucial battle ground of the 1968 Communist Tet Offensive. A dramatic narrative of the clash unfolds hour by hour, day by day, focusing on the U.S. and South Vietnamese soldiers and Marines in an engrossing mixture of action and commentary. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

3869083 KHE SANH: Siege in the Clouds. By Eric Hammel. This groundbreaking and influential commentary. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95

3866785 ON GRAND STRATEGY. By John Lewis Gaddis. In chapters extending from the ancient world through World War II, the author assesses grand military strategy and practice in Herodotus, Thucydides, Sun Tzu, Octavian/Augustus, St. Augustine, Machiavelli, Elizabeth I, Phillip II and others. For anyone interested in the art of leadership, this volume is, in every way, a master class. 368 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


3869059 FROM MOSCOW TO STALINGRAD: The Eastern Front, 1941-1942. By Yves Buffetaut. Features over 100 photographs of the tanks, trucks, aircraft, and weaponry used by both sides in the battle, alongside detailed maps and text outlining the constantly changing strategies of the armies as events unfolded. 128 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3867870 HOT ROD EMPIRE: Robert E. Petersen and the Creation of the World’s Most Popular Car and Motorcycle Magazines. By Matt Stone with G. Carleton. Following WWII, the car hobby was growing fast. Hot rods, custom cars, sports cars, drag racing–it was happening, and Southern California was the epicenter. Stone details the birth and explosive growth of the transportation phenomenon that was the postwar Hot Rod Movement. 378 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95 $16.95


3871460 US SOLDIER VS AFRIKAKORPS SOLDIER: Tunisia 1943–Combat 38. By David Campbell. Investigating the battles at Sidi Bou Zid, the Kasserine Pass, and El Guettar, this fully illustrated study pits the U.S. Army against the best that the Axis forces in Africa had to offer. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

3875857 HUMAN DIVERSITY: The Biology of Gender, Race, and Class. By Charles Murray. All people are equal, but as Murray explores, all groups of people are not the same–this is a fascinating investigation of the genetics and neuroscience of human differences. Drawing on the most authoritative scientific writings, the author celebrates our many differences and our common humanity. 508 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3865487 TRADITIONAL INDIAN JEWELLERY: The Golden Smile of India. By Bernadette van Gelder. Explores the rich heritage of Indian jewelry and its significance in past and present Indian society. Here we see jewelry playing an important part in the everyday lives, important moments, festivals and religious aspects of Indian culture. The legends and stories behind the gems used in traditional Indian jewelry are explained in detail. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. ACC Art Books. 9½x12. Pub. at $95.00 $21.95

3867935 MEETINGS WITH REMARKABLE MANUSCRIPTS: Twelve Journeys into the Material World. By Christopher dow. Drawing on a captivating examination of 12 illuminated manuscripts from the medieval period. Part travel guide, part detective story, part conversation with the reader, this volume allows us to experience some of the finest works of art in our culture to give us a different perspective on history and how we came by knowledge. Well illus. in color. 632 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $45.00 $8.95

3865038 RED FAMINE: Stalin’s War on Ukraine. By Niall Ferguson. In 1929, Joseph Stalin launched his policy of agricultural collectivization, forcing millions of peasants off their land and into collective farms. The result was a catastrophic famine, the most lethal in European history. This masterfully written, revelatory history examines Stalin’s greatest crimes–the consequences of which still resonate today. 24 pages of photos. 461 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3867234 THE NEW BASEBALL BIBLE: Notes, Nuggets, Lists, and Legends from Our National Pastime. By Dan Schlossberg. Covers the following topics: beginnings of baseball, rules and records, umpires, how to play the game (strategy), ballparks, famous faces (e.g., Hank Aaron vs. Babe Ruth), managers, executives, trades, the media, players in history, the language of baseball, superstitions and traditions, today’s game through the 2019 season and much more. Well illus. 465 pages. Sports Publishing. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3873447 THE JOHNSTOWN FLOOD. By David McCullough. The terrible story behind one of the most devastating natural disasters America has ever known, the flooding of a booming coal and steel town by a hastily rebuilt dam for an exclusive summer resort patronized by tycoons. 16 pages of illus. 302 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

3869199 THE 2ND SS PANZER DIVISION DAS REICH. By Yves Buffetaut. A look at the 2nd SS-Division, which was a battlefront mainstay for Nazi Germany throughout WWII–from the invasion of Poland in 1939 to the final surrender in May 1945. In between it was switched back and forth between east and west depending on the crisis, and fought in nearly every major campaign. From Barbarossa to Normandy. Fully illus. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3867188 DICTIONARY OF FURNITURE, THIRD EDITION. By Charles Boyce. Offers a detailed examination of artistic and cultural trends of this publishing subject category. The book is the definitive reference on how furniture affected the time in which it was made. Each comprehensive entry illuminates readers about furniture styles, construction details, terminology, designers, and more. Drawings. 378 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

3867129 THE YEAR OF FEAR: Machine Gun Kelly and the Manhunt That Changed the Nation. By Joe Uriscl. In 1933, George “Machine Gun” Kelly and his two Kalibyn, were two hardened fugitives with their eyes on an easy-money kidnapping racket. J. Edgar Hoover was a Justice Department bureaucrat in desperate need of a successful prosecution. Their stories collided in a living, true crime history, charting the landmark case that launched the FBI. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3865452 LED ZEPPELIN LIVE, 1975-1977. By Terry O’Neill et al. Between 1975 and 1977, there is little doubt that Led Zeppelin ruled supreme as the biggest band in the world. Bigger audiences, bigger stage settings, bigger venues—lights, lasers and dragon suits. All this combined to produce some of the most iconic images of the 1970s rock era. Fully illus., some in color. 192 pages. ACC Art Books. 8¼x12 Pub. at $45.00 $11.95

3864030 THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: A Short History of the French and Indian War. By Fred Anderson. Takes readers on a remarkable journey, explaining in rich detail how this war, also known as the Seven Years’ War, helped shape a generation and made America the country it is today. Companion to the PBS documentary series. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of color illus. 294 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $6.95

3874382 POGROMM: Kishinev and the Tilt of History. By Steven J. Zipperstein. With new evidence culled from Russia, Israel, and Europe, Zipperstein brings much-needed historical insights to a misunderstood event—the massacre of Jews in Kishinev, April 1903—that would do much to upend Jewish life in the decades to come. Photos. 261 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

38615X THE FLEET AT FLOOD TIDE: America at Total War in the Pacific, 1944-1945. By James Hornfischer. In this tour de force of dramatic storytelling, distilled from extensive research in primary sources, Hornfischer brings to life the campaign that was the fulcrum of the drive to compel Tokyo to surrender. This volume is a stirring, authoritative portrayal of World War II’s world changing finale. 48 pages of color illus. 602 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

3877226 WEIRD NEW ENGLAND: Your Travel Guide to New England’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Joseph A. Citro. Most travel guides will not point out the places chronicled here, including Rockport’s newspaper house, Dino Land, the Pigman of Devil’s Washbowl, Melrose, the Monkey Town of Weymouth, and a last little town at Dudleytowm, and more. Illus., most in color. 285 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3867455 THE POCKET GUIDE TO OUTDOOR KNOTS. By Geoffrey Bodworth. Provides easy to follow, step by step diagrams and instructions for tying over eighty knots. More than three hundred full color illustrations and photographs guide the reader through the stages of each knot correctly. Any reader can master knots for fishing, boating, camping, and more. 160 pages. Motorbooks. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3868001 THE PERFECT HORSE: The Daring U.S. Mission to Rescue the Priceless Stallions Kidnapped by the Nazis. By Elizabeth Letts. During WW II, Hitler stockpiled the world’s finest purebreds in order to create an equine master race. But with the Russian army closing in, the animals were in danger of being slaughtered for food. With hours to spare, U.S. Army caviarman Colonel Hank Reed decided to mount a covert rescue operation—an exhilarating true story. Illus. 360 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

3865223 CLASSIC RAILROAD SIGNALS. By Brian Solomon. Examines how different railroads developed specific hardware to serve their unique needs, in the process tracing the lives of a population of hard-to-locate items and highlighting when, how, and where they were used. Illustrated with gorgeous period and contemporary photography, this volume makes a fine addition to any railroad enthusiast’s library. 160 pages. Voyageur. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3866535 ART AS JEWELLERY: From Calder to Kapoor. By Louisa Guinness. From Alexander Calder, Man Ray and Pablo Picasso, through to Anish Kapoor, Damien Hirst and Cornelia Parker, many of the great figures of modern art have borned thought and talents to jewellery. The authors explore the role and significance of jewelry in each artist’s wider body of work. ACC Art Books. 1½x12. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

3866475 DIRECTORATE S: The C.I.A. and America’s Secret Wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan. By Steve Coll. With unique expertise, original research, and attention to detail, here is the definitive explanation of how America came to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate, covert, and seemingly unending conflict in South Asia. Photos. 757 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

3863598 FRANK KINGDON WARD’S RIDDLE OF THE TSANGPO GORGES. Kenneth Cox et al. The authors spent ten years retracing the route of the 1924 expedition of plant hunter and explorer Frank Kingdon Ward and managed to reach further into this magical and only partly explored land. This is the story of its exploration and the accompanying adventure of the rich plant and animal life that was there. Illus., many in color. 335 pages. ACC Art Books. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

387334X THE FRIARS CLUB ENCYCLOPEDIA OF JOKES, REVISED. Compiled by D. Douggherty & H.A. Cohl. Hundreds of the world’s best comics contribute their material to this situation: lightbulb jokes “he’s so dumb” jokes, mother in law jokes, dirty jokes, and more. Adults only. 512 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

3867781 CONSTITUTIONS: The Story of Space Told Through the 88 Known Star Patterns in the Night Sky. By Gower Schilling. The authors take us on an unprecedented visual tour of the constellations that fill the night sky in the northern and southern hemispheres. Profiles of each constellation include key information such as size, visibility, and number of stars, as well as information on discovery, naming, and associated lore. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10x¾x10¼. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

3863492 AMERICAN MOONSHOT: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race. By Douglas Brinkley. Months after being elected, John F. Kennedy made an announcement to the nation: we would put a man on the moon by the end of the decade. This epic story of contemporary history is a portrait of the men and women who made this giant leap possible. This is living history at its finest. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 548 pages. Harper at $35.00 $17.95

3866028 RARE BOOKS UNCOVERED: True Stories of Fantastic Finds in Unlikely Places. By Rebecca Rego Barry. Recounts stories of unearthed treasures and discoveries from the world of book collecting. Features tales of a home’s basement closet; a first edition of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird; a signed photo of the man on the moon by the end of the decade. This epic story of contemporary history is a portrait of the men and women who made this giant leap possible. This is living history at its finest. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 548 pages. Harper at $35.00 $17.95

3866117 TOM COTTER’S BEST BARN-FIND TALL TALES. By Tom Cotter. In this collection of the best barn-find stories from around the globe, all of which are presented in this illustrated volume. From Shelby Cobras to classic Duesenbergs to Harley hoards and love supercars, Cotter brings to light the automotive equivalent to gold and diamonds. 88 pages. Motorbooks. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3865266 STARS & CARS: Mythical Pairings. By Jacques Braunschtein. A celebration of the most unforgettable automotive moments in film, TV, and popular culture. Profiles of the iconic stars that have made their mark to together the iconic cars that made an impact on our collective psyche, and the stars, the actors, musicians, writers, and painters, who drove, raced, collected, created, or simply loved them. 224 pages. Aurum. 9½x12. Pub. at $30.99 $7.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

3863484 ALOHA RODEO: Three Hawaiian Cowboys, the World’s Greatest Rodeo, and a Hidden History of the American West. By D. Wolman & J. Smith. In this drama set against the rough-knuckled frontier, Wolman and Smith unspool the fascinating and little-known true story of the Hawaiian cowboys, or paniolo, whose 1868 adventure to test themselves against the toughest riders in the West, upended the conventional history of the American West. Photos. 242 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 **$6.95**


3872661 THE TIMECHART HISTORY OF JEWISH CIVILIZATION. By Meredith MacAndie. This unique and superbly illustrated volume features a concertina-fold format that spreads out to 11 feet long. One side offers a wealth of events, leaders, and developments in Jewish cultures around the world, from 3761 BC through AD 2004. The other features maps, sacred texts, beliefs, memorials, and tribal chart. 386 pages. Collector’s Edition. **$10.95**

3869424 CRUSADER: General Donn Starry and the Army of His Times. By Mike Guardia. Like most battled commander from the Vietnam era, Starry’s legacy is often overshadowed by the war itself and the turmoil of the immediate postwar Army. For this new biography, Guardia has utilized interviews with veterans and family, and Starry’s personal papers to create a new examination of the life and work of this pioneering officer. 32 pages of photos. 206 pages. **$6.95**

3862020 7 LEADERSHIP LESSONS OF D-DAY. By John Antal. This work is not a full history of D-Day. It is, however, a primer on how you can lead today, no matter what your occupation or role in life, by learning from the leadership of these seven men, including Eisenhower, Theodore Roosevelt and Lieutenant Dick Winters. Illus. 209 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $27.95 **$6.95**

3862770 CECEL BEATON: Portraits & Profiles. Ed. by Hugo Vickers. Cecil Beaton is one of the most celebrated photographers of the twentieth century and is renowned for his images of elegance, glamour, and style. His life spanned many worlds and he captured them all in a more than one hundred fabulous photographs and incisive observations. 288 pages. Frances Lincoln. 6½ x 8¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 **$6.95**

3884051 ASTRAL WEEKS: A Secret History of 1966. By Ryan H. Walsh. Van Morrison’s Astral Weeks is a rock album. But, as John Antal notes in the preface, it is the true story of an adventure: a five-stardiscovery, a major work of art, a personal turning point. Walsh, not only a music critic, but also a student of Irish history, who has written about the Troubles, can look beyond the music to the larger social and political context of Northern Ireland. It is a book about an experience that is almost beyond words. This is a revealing account of the creative and political forces of the mid-1960s. The book is based on interviews with key figures from the music industry, the Troubles, and the counterculture. It is a book about the making of Astral Weeks, and it is also a book about the making of an idea. The book is a triumph of reporting, a triumph of research, and a triumph of storytelling. It is a book that will change the way we think about music, politics, and history. It is a book that will change the way we think about ourselves. **$6.95**

3864059 The Family Tree Cemetery Field Guide: How to Find, Record, & Preserve Your Ancestors’ Graves. By Joy Neighbors. Cemeteries are often the last place a genealogist’s search, and this guide will show you how to search for and analyze your ancestors’ graves. Discover tools for locating tombstones, tips for trawling through cemeteries, an at-a-glance guide to the tools of genealogists’ craft, including icons, and strategies for on the ground research. Family Tree Books. Pub. at $24.99 **$6.95**

3869164 VITEBSK: The Fight and Destruction of the Third Panzer Army. By Otto Heidkamper. Written by a former member of the German army and the first to publish this account in English, this book is a true first-hand account of the battle. The study provides valuable and historically significant information on the German army’s perspective of the campaign for control of the strategically critical city of Vitebsk (in modern-day Belarus). 176 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 **$6.95**

3869113 MIRACLE AT THE LITZA: Hitler’s First Defeat on the Eastern Front. By All R. Jacobsen. In the early summer of 1941, German mountain soldiers under the command of General Eduard Dietl set out in the far north of Scandinavia to attack Russia. Dietl assumed the success of Operation Silberaffe, but it would become a devastating defeat for the Nazi regime, as Jacobsen describes in this authoritative account. Photos. 190 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 **$9.95**

3869288 FIRST TO FIGHT: The U.S. Marines in World War I. By O.E. Gilbert & R.V. Cassinieri. Examines all the operations of the Marine Corps in WWI, covering the activities of both ground and air units, as well as the units that supported the Marine Breach. **$6.95**

386014 TASTE OF HOME MOST REQUESTED RECIPES. Ed. by G. Giande & H. Wheaton. Packed with over 600 tried and true dishes that home cooks have eagerly shared, raved about, and rated as absolutely delicious! From fast to fix weekend dinners to potluck staples and holiday specialties, these five-star favorites will get the job done! Fully illus. in color. 448 pages. Reader’s Digest. 6½ x 9¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 **$8.95**

3861226 THE TRUTH ABOUT TESLA: Myth of the Lone Genius in the History of Innovation. By Christopher Cooper. Using meticulous research and critical analysis, Cooper uncovers how Tesla’s story has been crafted as a heroic narrative, where publicly and privately, crown winners and losers, and ignore the true collaborative and incremental process of invention. In this fascinating volume he dispels much of the conventional account and reveals a more accurate history of invention. 300 pages. Race Point. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 **$6.95**

3874451 STAR TREK: Lost Scenes. By D. Tilotta & C. Maloney. This collection is packed with hundreds of carefully curated, never before seen behind-the-scenes photos and deleted scenes of both the TV and movie series. These professionally restored images are used to illustrate the making of the series, to reassemble deleted scenes, and to show what might have been. **$14.95**

3873617 SONS AND SOLDIERS: The Untold Story of the Jews Who Escaped the Nazis and Returned with the U.S. Army to Fight Hitler. By Bruce Henderson. They were young Jewish boys who escaped from Nazi-occupied Europe and resided in America. After the United States entered the war, they returned to fight for their adopted homeland and for the families left behind. The inspiring stories of six of these men unfold in this revealing one of the U.S. Army’s greatest secret weapons. Photos. 429 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 **$6.95**

3866351 AMERICAN ULYSSES: A Life of Ulysses S. Grant. By Ronald C. White. In his time, Ulysses S. Grant was routinely grouped with Lincoln and Theodore Roosevelt as one of the “trinity of great American Leaders.” But in the 20th century, the commander turned commander-in-chief fell out of public favor. In this finely honed biography, White makes a brilliant case for reevaluating one of our most misunderstood presidents. Illus. & maps. 826 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 **$6.95**

3869091 LAST VOYAGES. By Nicholas Gray. Looking back at the lives and sailing careers of some of our most beloved yachtsmen, this collection of 24 of the classic sailing accounts of all time, moving accounts of a lifetime of boating fun, as much a celebration of the good—tales of hope, achievement, and courageous spirit—as it is an account of their tragic final voyages. Illus. 236 pages. Fernhurst. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 **$4.95**

---
wrote his official biography of St. Francis of Assisi in 1260. His self-commissioned by the Franciscan Order, Bonaventure is widely considered the greatest Franciscan mystic after St. Francis.


3866598 THE RED BARON: A Complete Review in History and Miniature. By Lee Preston. A comprehensive study of the famous German pilot and military aviation legend. The Red Baron was one of the most successful fighter pilots of World War I. His exploits were widely reported in the press and his legend has been the subject of many books and films. Preston provides a detailed look at the Red Baron’s life and career, including his family background, early life, and military service. Photos. 200 pages. Naval Institute Press. Pub. at $15.95.


3866483 THE COMBINATION UNTENT: Lessons in Courage from World’s K9 Cops. By Rachel Rose. Introduces readers to police dogs and their handlers in the U.S., Canada, Britain, and France. Reveals the feats that these human and canine teams accomplish, and the emotional and physical risks that they take for one another, and for us. Illus., most in color. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95.

3873857 CAST IRON SKILLET DUMPLING CAKES: 75 Sweet & Scrumptious, Easy-to-Make Recipes. By Dominique DeVito. Simpliciter–s meat in the bottom of a 12 inch skillet, toss in some other goodies like chocolate chips, coconut, or fruit, then pop in the batter and bake. In an hour or less, you can please everyone with tasty desserts like Cherry Almond Cake, Latte Cake, Black Forest Cake, and more! Color photos. 160 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95.

3876723 THE WATER WILL COME: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World. By Jeff Goodell. By this century’s end, hundreds of millions of people will be retreating from the world’s shores, a harrowing crisis of social, economic, and fiscal implications. In this book, Goodell reports the front lines of the climate change epidemic, revealing to us the water world into which our planet is quickly transforming. Photos. 340 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

3869520 THE JEWS IN THE SECRET NAZI REPORTS ON POPULAR OPINION IN GERMANY, 1933-1945. By O. D. Kulka and E. Jackel. The National Socialist regime conducted extensive surveillance in Germany, documenting not only Jewish activities but also the non-Jewish attitudes toward the Jews and toward Nazi anti-Jewish policy. This book presents 752 of the most significant documents accompanied by commentaries. An included CD contains the entire collection’s reports—a total of 3,744 documents. Photos. 959 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00.

3870176 THE MISSION COMING UNTENT: Lessons in Courage from World’s K9 Cops. By Rachel Rose. Introduces readers to police dogs and their handlers in the U.S., Canada, Britain, and France. Reveals the feats that these human and canine teams accomplish, and the emotional and physical risks that they take for one another, and for us. Illus., most in color. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95.
3864022 TASTE OF HOME SOUPS: 100 Recipes That Satisfy the Soul. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Whether you’re preparing a weeknight meal, feeding a weekend crowd or planning an elegant menu, you’ll find a soup to fit the bill. Among the 100 memorable recipes are Creamy Butternut Squash & Sage Soup, Sweet Potato & Black Bean Soup, and Chile Stew and Golden Summer Peach Gazpacho. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


3865228 MINIATURE GARDENS: Design and Create Miniature Fairy Gardens, Dish Gardens, Terrariums and More—Indoors and Out. By Katie Elzer-Peters. Discover the captivating world of small scale gardens with this charming step-by-step guide. Fifteen complete projects will take you from start to finish, helping you to build magical fairy gardens, charming dish gardens, verdant outdoor gardens, beautiful terrariums, and much more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95


3872452 BUNGALOWS, CAMPS, AND MOUNTAIN HOUSES. Drawing on millions of leaked documents from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca, as well as firsthand reporting from the Caribbean, Latin America, and Europe, Bernstein explores how shell companies help the wealthy hide their taxes, and how they allow wealthy individuals to escape border security. 226 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $25.99 $23.95

3872505 SECRECY WORLD: Inside the Panama Papers, Illicit Money Networks, and the Global Elite. By Jake Bernstein. Drawing on millions of leaked documents from the files of the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca, as well as firsthand reporting from the Caribbean, Latin America, and Europe, Bernstein shows in this revealing expose how shell companies operate, how they allow wealthy individuals to escape taxes, and how they provide cover for illicit activities. In short, the Panama Papers reveal the terrifying power the National Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans. 421 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $29.95

3872669 GRUMPY CAT’S MISERABLE MAZES. In addition to filling the famous little brown kitten withBlues, Beige and Beigebreath, and also find your way through miserable mazes hidden throughout these intricate illustrations. Features forty black and white pictures to color, perforated pages, as well as an answer key. Racecourse. 8 1/2x10 1/4
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

★3874907 KIMONO: Kyoto to Catwalk. Ed. by Anna Jackson. Featuring over 250 kimonos and kimono-inspired garments from the Victoria and Albert Museum and collections around the world, this book takes you on a journey from samurai style to contemporary couture. Explores their cultural and sartorial significance in historical and contemporary contexts, both in Japan and the rest of the world. Fully illus. in color. 335 pages. V&A Publishing. 9x12
Paperbound. Pub. at $38.00 $47.95

★387558X TOWER OF SKULLS: A History of the Asia-Pacific War July 1937–May 1942. By Richard B. Frank. In this first volume of a trilogy, Frank draws on rich archival research and recently discovered documentary evidence to tell an epic story that gave birth to the world we live in now. This comprehensive examination features not just battles, but also the sweeping political, economic, and social effects of the war. 16 pages of photos. 751 pages. Norton. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★3874966 HITLER’S FIRST HUNDRED DAYS: When Germans Embraced the Third Reich. By Peter Fritzsche. After Hitler’s appointment as chancellor, the Nazis used brutality to solidify a new political order. Fritzsche offers a close examination of these few decisive months—the elections and mass arrests, the public trials of the patriotic rally-goers, the anti-Jewish boycotts—to understand the terrifying power the National Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans. 421 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★3864337 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC EVERYDAY COOKBOOK. Collection of more than 400 home-style recipes and scores of timesaving tips is by (and for) everyday people. Most of the dishes are family favorites, adapted and passed on through generations, as well as winners of recent Old Farmer’s Almanac reader recipe contests. Color photos. 336 pages. Yankee. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★387138X ROMA AT WAR. This fully illustrated text explains how one small city was managed to conquer the known world by examining how the Roman Army lived, fought and died—a highly disciplined and superbly trained military machine. 192 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★3874778 BONES OF MY GRANDFATHER: Reclaiming a Lost Hero of World War II. By Clay Bonnyman Evans. In November 1943, Marine 1st Lt. Alexander Bonnyman Jr. was mortally wounded while leading a successful assault on a Japanese fortification on the Pacific atoll of Tarawa. Bonnyman’s remains were hastily buried and lost to history. This is the story of a grandson’s quest to bring a fallen war hero home. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3874125 JAPAN: A Guide to Traditions, Customs and Etiquette. By Boye Lafayette De Mente. In seventy brief essays ranging from “The Art of Bowing” and “Importance of the Name” to “Customs and Etiquette,” De Mente provides an in-depth look at Japanese culture and etiquette. Perfect for travelers or businesspeople venturing into Japan. In addition to filling the furious little brown kitten withBlues, Beige and Beigebreath, and also find your way through miserable mazes hidden throughout these intricate illustrations. Features forty black and white pictures to color, perforated pages, as well as an answer key. Racecourse. 8 1/2x10 1/4
Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

3872150 WE DIE: Reflections on a Final Chapter. By Sherwin B. Nuland. Dealthyologizes the process of dying through intimate accounts of how various diseases take life away. Nuland’s accounts of individual deaths make clear the physical, social, and moral standards and stigma. Adults only. 258 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★3871917 BONES OF MY GRANDFATHER: Reclaiming a Lost Hero of World War II. By Clay Bonnyman Evans. In November 1943, Marine 1st Lt. Alexander Bonnyman Jr. was mortally wounded while leading a successful assault on a Japanese fortification on the Pacific atoll of Tarawa. Bonnyman’s remains were hastily buried and lost to history. This is the story of a grandson’s quest to bring a fallen war hero home. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

★387091X CRISIS ON THE BORDER: An Eyewitness Account of Illegal Aliens, Violent Crime, and Cartels. By Matt C. Pinsky. Army Reservist JAG Captain Matt C. Pinsky volunteered to go to Laredo, Texas, for six months as a federal prosecutor. But the situation often required him to go into the U.S. Attorney’s Office. What he saw in Laredo changed his life, and his riveting account of the breakdown of law and order will change how you think about border security. 226 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95


★387059X CHICKEN & EGG. By A. Cathray & J. Hermes. Focuses on chicken husbandry from the vantage point of egg production, providing expert instruction on how to optimize laying performance of chicken breeds based on egg color, and even affect the flavor of your eggs while caring for happy, healthy hens. Features beautifully illustrated profiles of 15 top egg-laying breeds. 176 pages. Farm Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3866629 TOWER OF SKULLS: A History of the Asia-Pacific War July 1937–May 1942. By Richard B. Frank. In this first volume of a trilogy, Frank draws on rich archival research and recently discovered documentary evidence to tell an epic story that gave birth to the world we live in now. This comprehensive examination features not just battles, but also the sweeping political, economic, and social effects of the war. 16 pages of photos. 751 pages. Norton. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★3874966 HITLER’S FIRST HUNDRED DAYS: When Germans Embraced the Third Reich. By Peter Fritzsche. After Hitler’s appointment as chancellor, the Nazis used brutality to solidify a new political order. Fritzsche offers a close examination of these few decisive months—the elections and mass arrests, the public trials of the patriotic rally-goers, the anti-Jewish boycotts—to understand the terrifying power the National Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans. 421 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95
★387012X Labyrinth of Ice: The Triumphant and Tragic Greely Polar Expedition. By Buddy Levy. Based on the author’s exhaustive research, this gripping narrative tells the story of the heroic lives and deaths of the Greely Expedition, hell-bent on fame and fortune at any cost, and how their journey changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

3864057 The World’s Fastest Man: The Extraordinary Life of Cyclist Major Taylor, America’s First Black Sports Hero. By Michael Kieran. This little-known story of Major Taylor, who broke race barriers, shines a light on the presidency of the twentieth century—a dramatic moment in American history just before the arrival of the automobile when the bicycle was king, the populace steeped in immigra

3872459 The Return of Marco Polo’s World: War, Strategy, and American Interests in the Twenty-First Century. By Robert D. Kaplan. Drawing on decades of firsthand experience as a foreign correspondent and military embed for The Atlantic as well as encounters with preeminent realist thinkers, in this collection of essays Kaplan outlines the timeless principles that should underlie America’s role in a turbulent world. 600 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3862925 Geometry of Designs: Studies in Proportion and Composition. By Kimberly Elam. Uncovering the mysterious relationship between mathematics and beauty, this volume not only explains how the sciences of measurement inform, even create, beauty in works of nature and art, but, more importantly, how you can use these techniques to create beauty in your own designs. Fully illus., many in color. 107 pages. Princeton Architectural. 6¾x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

3873904 Gyoza: The Ultimate Dumpling Cookbook. By Paradigm Tanamoto. Tokyo’s inescapable “Gyoza King” shares the 50 all-time favorite served recipes at his exclusive Mamegoyon (Gyoza Garden) dining club in Tokyo. With complete step by step photos, you’ll be making dumplings like Cheesburger Dumplings; Garlic Shrimp Dumplings with Beef, Gyoza Bolognese with Fresh Tomato; and Crispy Port Gyoza in no time. 128 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

3867455 Build the Dragon. By Dougald Steer. Enter the magical realm of dragons and discover the features, powers, and behaviors of these mystical creatures through around their real model of a Western dragon with this kit, then wind up the motor, and watch the dragon come to life. Age 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Silver Dolphin. 7½x14¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $6.95


3872335 New World, Inc.: The Making of America by England’s Merchant Adventurers. By J. Bulman & S. Targett. The result of extensive archival work and a bold interpretation of the historical record, this volume draws a portrait of life in London, on the Atlantic, and across the New World that offers a fresh analysis of the founding of America and the establishment of a national culture of entrepreneurship and innovation. Color illus. 405 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

3866327 The Age of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World. By Alan Greenspan. The former Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board shared the story of his life and career, including doing justice to the extraordinary amount of history he has experienced and shaped. He also attempts to look at what the future might hold for global economics. 32 pages of photos. 530 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

386595X Dam Busters: Canadian Airmen and the Secret Raid Against Nazi Germany. By Ted Barris. It was a night that changed the course of World War. The secret raid against the hydroelectric dams of Germany’s Ruhr River took years to plan, involved an untold bomb, and included the best airmen RAF Bomber Command could muster. Here is the story of this legendary operation that helped to win the war inside Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3873386 Grand Improvement: America Confronts the British Superpower, 1945-1957. By Derek Leebee. This enduring myth of the twenty-century is that the United States became a superpower after WWII when the British Empire was too wounded to maintain its global cloud. But Leebee argues in this account that the idea that a traditionally minor U.S. should transformed itself into the leader of the free world is illusory. Photos. 612 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

3861438 Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Political Life. By Robert Dallek. Examines the career of FDR as an incomparable politician, uniter, and deal maker and takes a fresh look at the many complex questions of his remarkable presidency, one of which is how did Roosevelt bring about such a profound change in American’s foreign relations, leading us to become an international superpower? 16 pages of photos. 692 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

3862941 When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing. By Daniel H. Pink. We all know that timing is everything but we assume that timing is an art. Here, Pink makes clear that timing is really a science. He distills cutting edge research and data and synthesizes them into a fascinating narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. 258 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3873196 The Complete Guide to Stonescaping: Dry-Stacking, Mortaring, Paving & Gardenscaping. By David Reed. This user-friendly guide presents the basics of stonescaping in easy to understand text and hundreds of how-to illustrations and photos. You’ll learn techniques for buildingalmost anything — dry-stacked walls, dry-laid paving and paths, mortaredstonework, steps, patios, terraces, and benches. 216 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

★3875326 B-17 Flying Fortress, Vol. 1: Bomber Aircraft 299 Through B-17D in World War II. By David Doyle. The story of these iconic WWII aircraft is told through carefully researched photos, many of which have never been published, which are reproduced in remarkable clarity. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, unlock the secrets of this aircraft: 112 pages. Schiffer. $18.95

★3871509 The Wright Flyers 1899-1916: X-Planes 13. By Richard P. Hallion. This is a fascinating history of the Wrights, their work, and their aircraft, by one of the world’s authorities on early flight. Fully illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★3875334 M18 Hell-Cat: 76 mm Gun Motor Carriage in World War II. By David Doyle. Through dozens of archival images and a wealth of documentary research, this book provides a complete, unabridged history of the M18 Hell-Cat, from its development to its final use and exploitation, and its history explained. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

3862909 America’s Other Audubon. By Joy M. Kiser. Chronicles the fascinating story of Genevieve Jones, her family, and the making of this extraordinary collection of beautiful bird portraits, their history, and the sixty-eight color lithographs and includes a forward by Leslie K. Overstreet, Smithsonian Curator of Natural History Rare Books. 192 pages. Princeton Architectural. 11x14. $16.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **3871452** US NAVY SHIPS VS KAMIKAZES 1944-45: Duel 76. By Mark Stille. With stunning battle scene artwork, this study analyzes the actual military benefits and kamikaze mistakes, assessing whether the damage done to American naval strength in the Pacific War was worth the loss of pilots and aircraft to the Japanese. Well illus., some color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. **$14.95**

- **3870502** AMERICA: The Pride of My Heart. By Veda Willhite. Willhite’s patriotism will gently touch your heart and send chills up your spine. She is so proud to be an American and that feeling comes across in this book. This volume was identified as enemies of the Soviet regime, from its inception through Joseph Stalin’s death. When parents were arrested, executed, or sent to the Gulag, their children also suffered. The authors offer both new documentary evidence and intimate personal perspectives. Photos.

- **3874294** THE MODERN A-FRAME. By Dan Werb. Celebrates seventeen diverse accounts of A-frames whose engaging stories are shared. Perfect for the architectural enthusiast, categorize the A-frames whose engaging stories are shared. Perfect for the architectural enthusiast, featuring the family tree of the five major dynasties: Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Martin, and Rickenbacker. 256 pages. New. Pub. at $26.95. **$9.95**

- **386944X** GUITAR FAMILY TREES. By Jerry Burrows. This definitive catalog of the world’s favorite musical instrument features a rich history of over 200 key guitar models, revealing the inspirations and intents behind every model. Bonus pull-out posters feature the family tree of the five major guitar manufacturers. Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Rickenbacker, and Guild. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

- **3869415** EARTH TRANSFORMED: Chinese Ceramics in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. By Wu Tung. Offers a selection of 79 ceramic objects beautifully photographed in full color, with individual entries focusing on the aesthetic experience they evoke and the cultural context that produced them. An introductory essay outlines the history of the collection.

- **3869377** CHILDREN OF THE GULAG. By C. A. Friesen and S. S. Vilenksy. Offers a comprehensive documentary history of children whose parents were identified as enemies of the Soviet regime, from its inception through Joseph Stalin’s death. When parents were arrested, executed, or sent to the Gulag, their children also suffered. The authors offer both new documentary evidence and intimate personal perspectives. Photos. 304 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99. **$9.95**

- **3869512** INSTRUMENT OF WAR: The German Army 1914–18. By Dennis Snowlar. Drawing on more than a half-century of research and teaching, Snowlar presents a fresh perspective on the German Army during WWII, exploring its night combat tactics, dynamics and operational strategy, and shows how both the army and Germany itself were changed by the war. 24 pages of photos. 360 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


- **3873198** CITY OF OMENS. By Dan Wurb. Despite its reputation as a carnival of vice, Tijuana was no more or less violent than neighboring San Diego. But then something changed. Scores of women are now found dead each year in the city or along the highway. Werb’s search for the causes of this epidemic leads him on an exciting odyssey that will change the life of anyone who reads his book, revealing the human trafficking, addiction, and the true cost of American empire-building. 292 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.00. **$9.95**

- **3877752** KNOCK ON WOOD: Luck, Chance, and the Meaning of Everything. By Jeffrey S. Rosenthal. With great humor and precision, Rosenthal delves into the world of luck, fate, and chance, putting his considerable scientific acumen to the test in deducing whether luck is real or the mere stuff of superstition. 336 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95**

- **3865312** THE RISE AND FALL OF ADAM AND EVE. By Stephen Greenblatt. Tracking the tale into the deep past, to the Hebrews’ exile in Babylon, Greenblatt uncovers its origins. His book traces the tremendous thematic, artistic, and cultural creativity over the centuries that made Adam and Eve so profoundly resonant, and continues to make them, finally, so very “real” to millions of people even in the present day. Illus. 419 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. **$5.95**

- **3849601** SAXIFRAGES: A Definitive Guide to 2000 Species, Hybrids & Cultivars. By Malcolm McGregor. Covers the botany, history, cultivation and propagation, of genus Saxifraga, and the many isolated genera Microanthus, which is of much importance to the North American flora. McGregor’s advice on using saxifrages in different parts of the garden and his list of the top 100 saxifrages will be invaluable to gardeners new to the genus and to experts who wish to diversify. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Timber. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.95. **$9.95**

- **3858078** MILLING FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By Harold Hall. Provides a complete introduction to milling and the use of the milling machine. Takes the tremendous theoretical, practical, and artistic techniques needed to tackle a wide range of machining operations, with a total of eight projects of varying magnitude to allow you to build your skills and gain confidence. Fully illus. 136 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

- **3870821** MILLING FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By Harold Hall. Provides a complete introduction to milling and the use of the milling machine. Takes the tremendous theoretical, practical, and artistic techniques needed to tackle a wide range of machining operations, with a total of eight projects of varying magnitude to allow you to build your skills and gain confidence. Fully illus. 136 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

- **3869286** ART & ARTIFICE: Japanese Photographs of the Meiji Era, Ed. by E. K. Uta & M. Politi. Originally created as souvenirs for foreign travelers, the pictures in this collection soon came to act as a pre-packaged guide; before long, the tourist’s first stop in Japan was the photographer’s studio, where he ordered the handsomely-made photo album that would help set his itinerary. This volume explores the social function of these photos. 95 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**


- **387429X** THE NEW PIE. By C. Taylor & P. Arquin. Taylor and Arquin show bakers of all skill sets how to take their pies to the next level. From fruit classics to modern showpieces, you’ll find 75 inspired recipes to break out a pie dish. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Crown. Pub. at $35.00. **$9.95**

- **3869415** GUITAR FAMILY TREES. By Jerry Burrows. This definitive catalog of the world’s favorite musical instrument features a rich history of over 200 key guitar models, revealing the inspirations and intents behind every model. Bonus pull-out posters feature the family tree of the five major guitar manufacturers. Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Rickenbacker, and Guild. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

- **386944X** GUITAR FAMILY TREES. By Jerry Burrows. This definitive catalog of the world’s favorite musical instrument features a rich history of over 200 key guitar models, revealing the inspirations and intents behind every model. Bonus pull-out posters feature the family tree of the five major guitar manufacturers. Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Rickenbacker, and Guild. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

- **3870502** AMERICA: The Pride of My Heart. By Veda Willhite. Willhite’s patriotism will gently touch your heart and send chills up your spine. She is so proud to be an American and that feeling comes across in this book. This volume was identified as enemies of the Soviet regime, from its inception through Joseph Stalin’s death. When parents were arrested, executed, or sent to the Gulag, their children also suffered. The authors offer both new documentary evidence and intimate personal perspectives. Photos.
THOREAU’S WILDFLOWERS. Of these key areas, you can create and maintain your own wildflower meadow. By making small changes in each of these key areas, you can create and maintain a wildflower meadow. PHOTOS. 304 pages. HMH. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00

387771X HOW TO MAKE DISEASE DISAPPEAR. By Rangan Chatterjee. Based on cutting-edge research and fascinating case studies from real patients, Dr. Chatterjee offers a practical and revolutionary path to avoiding disease and embracing health. His simple plan evolves around four pillars: relaxation, food, sleep and movement. By making small changes in each of these key areas, you can create and maintain a healthy lifestyle. PHOTOS. 231 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99

3867297 MAESTROS AND THEIR MUSIC: The Art and Alchemy of Conducting. By John Mauceri. An exhilarating look into the enigmatic art and craft of conducting from a celebrated conductor whose international career has spanned half a century. Mauceri is the perfect guide to the allure of symphonic music and the magic of the conductor’s baton. By making small changes in each of these key areas, you can create and maintain a healthy lifestyle. PHOTOS. 336 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00

3863476 500 TRADITIONAL QUILTS. By Karey Patterson Bresenhan. These 500 marvelous quilts, based on traditional patterns, forms, and techniques, showcase the artistry of this timeless medium. FEATURES: The best selling guide to quilting today! FEATURES: The best selling guide to quilting today! The best selling guide to quilting today! FEATURES: The best selling guide to quilting today! PHOTOS. 500 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95


3867730 AGENT 110: An American Spyographer and the German Resistance in WWII. By Scott Miller. Allen Dulles, code-named Agent 110, organized commando raids and schemed to protect his informants from the Gestapo. He desperately supported Washington’s support in Operation Valkyrie, a plan that nearly succeeded in killing Hitler. Miller bled to acquire information from German spies. He was a masterful spymaster, a cunning and dangerous, dark period with tales of spies, idealists, and traitors matching wits in a vicious world. PHOTOS. 342 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00

3868346 SECRET SAUCE: How to Pack Your Messages with Persuasive Punch. By Harry Mills. When it comes to communicating, what works in one past won’t work today. Once the digital world has undermined our ability to focus. For a message to grab attention and persuade, it now needs to pass the SAUCE test and the Appeal, Appealing, Unusual, Credible, and Emotional. This volume shows how to transform unconvincing messages into compelling copy. PHOTOS. 184 pages. AMACOM. Pub. at $18.95

3868664 A PLANT-BASED LIFE. By Micaela Cook Karnian. Committing to a whole food, plant-based diet is easier than ever with this resource that guides you every step of the way as you slowly replace animal products and processed foods with healthier choices that replenish your energy and boost well-being. Includes more than 100 tasty recipes. PHOTOS. 332 pages. AMACOM. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

3877383 TINY MOBILE HOMES: Small Space–Big Freedom. More people prefer the simplicity of a small mobile home to enjoy nature instead of a conventional house. It’s about swapping luxury for freedom. They are built on a trailer so they can be transported. Includes size and floor plans. Text in English & Spanish. FULLY illus. in color. 140 pages. Monsa. Pub. at $27.97

3877345 TINY CABINS & TREEHOUSES for SHELTER LOVERS. Architects are interested of the possibilities of an innovative home in a natural environment, with ecological solutions and a low impact on the environment. Showcases some of the most original and avant-garde pieces of contemporary architecture. Includes size, location and floor plans. Text in English & Spanish. FULLY illus. in color. 140 pages. Monsa. Pub. at $27.97

3871029 AIR COMBAT: Dogfights of World War II. By Tony Holmes. Explores four clashes involving some of the finest fighters and pilots in key theaters of the war: the Spitfire dueling the formidable Bf 109 over the Channel, the Fw 190’s desperate struggle with the American G6M Zero-sen in the Pacific, the Fw 190 battling the Soviet La-5 and 7 on the Eastern Front and the F4U Corsair in combat with the Japanese K-84. Well illus., many in color. 336 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00

3869212 BLACK TULIP: The Life and Myth of Erich Hartmann, the World’s Top Fighter Ace. By Erik Schmidt. This new biography follows Hartmann through the middle rungs of Hitler Youth training, into the legendary Luftwaffe training program, into the frozen expanses of the Eastern Front, into the war and combat prison system of the Soviet Union, and into a conflict-filled second career with the postwar West German military. PHOTOS. 212 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95

3863190 ARMIES OF CELTIC EUROPE, 1506-106: History, Organization, Equipment. By Gabriele Esposito. A study of the fascinating Celtic warrior culture, their armies, strategy, tactics and equipment. ESPOSITO features dozens of color photographs of army structure, help bring these fascinating warriors back to life. 172 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

3863272 DEATH MARCH THROUGH RUSSIA. By Klaus Willmann. In this rare WWII memoir, Herrmann, a soldier from a German Army artillery unit, details his unimaginable experiences as a prisoner of war, for more than five years, under the brutal control of the Soviet Union. This is a gripping and enlightening account from a narrative but rarely explored perspective. 240 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95
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Search for the New Non-Fiction section in the catalog.

- **苗张。《拉格在越南》**
- **苗张。《秘密士兵》**
- **苗张。《二战航空兵》**
- **苗张。《智利的汉加梅》**
- **苗张。《戈壁和塔克拉玛干沙漠》**
- **苗张。《水手的后代》**
- **苗张。《皮皮的人海》**
- **苗张。《皮皮的人海》**
- **苗张。《皮皮的人海》**

The catalog lists various non-fiction titles, including:

- **苗张。《拉格在越南》**
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- **苗张。《二战航空兵》**
- **苗张。《智利的汉加梅》**
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- **苗张。《水手的后代》**
- **苗张。《皮皮的人海》**
- **苗张。《皮皮的人海》**

The catalog provides brief descriptions and publication details for each title, including the authors, publishers, and publication dates. The catalog also includes a variety of non-fiction genres, such as adventure, history, and military. The catalog is well-organized and easy to navigate, with clear headings and subheadings to help users find the titles they are interested in. The catalog also includes a section for new non-fiction titles, which is updated regularly to ensure that users have access to the latest publications.
Hollywood’s most powerful female writer-producer. 15 pages of photos.


“Send Your Brain A BENDY BRAIN: 151 Puzzles, Tips & Tricks to Boost & Grow Your Mind.” Arranged in five key brain categories—visual perception, word skills, critical thinking, coordination, and memory—this book offers a variety of puzzles ranging from mind-bending word games and brain teasers to challenging analytical and spatial tasks. Solutions provided. 187 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

“Marvelous Guardians of the Galaxy 1000 Dot-To-Dot Book.” Illus. by Thomas Pavitte. Join your favorite band of intergalactic outlaws for a dot-to-dot trip through the universe. This is no ordinary puzzle book. It contains twenty complex puzzles to complete, each consisting of 1,000 dots, on large perforated pages. Thunder Bay. 10x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

“Bone Broth: Healing Recipes with Bone Broth.” By T. Chen & L. Mojica. Bone broth “is an ancient superfood that is simple, delicious, and effective,” says Chen and Mojica. Here they explain its benefits and offer 50 delicious recipes including Bone Broth Braised Red Cabbage with Bacon & Apples; Chicken Congee with Sweet Potato, Shiitake, and Ginger; Bone Broth Warming Tea; and more. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95

“Plane Talk: How to Talk to Women About Science.” By Helen White & M. McKenzie-Ray. After an exploration of the numerous vampire species that exist in literature, film, and online, the authors explain its benefits and offer 50 vampire facts. 187 pages. New World Library. 10x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


“Tough Things Chinese: Antiques, Crafts, Collectibles.” By Ronald G. Knapp. Presents sixty distinctive items that are typical of Chinese culture and together open a special window onto the people, history, and society of the world’s largest nation. Many of the objects are collectibles, and each has a story to tell. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuttle.

“Side: A History of Triumph, Mostly Defeat, and Incredible Hope at Wrigley Field.” By George F. Will. The author gives us a deeply personal look at his hapless Chicago Cubs and their often beatified home, Wrigley Field. Along the way he regales us with the unforgettable stories that forged the field’s legend, as well as the larger-than-life characters who built it with glory, heartbreak, and scandal. 224 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

“Bone Deep Broth: Healing Recipes with Bone Broth.” By T. Chen & L. Mojica. Bone broth “is an ancient superfood that is simple, delicious, and effective,” says Chen and Mojica. Here they explain its benefits and offer 50 delicious recipes including Bone Broth Braised Red Cabbage with Bacon & Apples; Chicken Congee with Sweet Potato, Shiitake, and Ginger; Bone Broth Warming Tea; and more. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95

“Strange Journey.” By Thomas Levenson. For readers to join him as he embarks on a necessary reconsideration of the Qur’an, leading us through the astonishing human achievement at the heart of the long journey. Illus. 249 pages of photos. 329 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00
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**NEW NON-FICTION**

**3867714 WEREWOLVES: A Hunter’s Guide.** By Graeme Davis. Tells the full history of werewolves and the shocking role that they have played in some of history’s most significant events, exposing their involvement in numinous wars. Finally, this resource covers the groups and societies devoted to hunting the creatures, whether for safety, study, or sport. Well illustrated in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $18.95.

**$4.95**

**3870080 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO CODING.** By Marc Scott, illus. by M. Marston. Kids can take their first steps toward becoming expert computer programmers with this easy guide for beginners. They’ll master Scratch, the brand new version of the world’s most popular coding language for beginners. This will let them discover what makes a computer work while learning how to build simple computer programs and games. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Bloomsbury. 9x10½. Spiralbound. At $14.99.

**$4.95**


**$4.95**

**3867595 ONCE A LEGEND.** By Jon T. Hoffman. The life of a hard-nosed general who earned an unmatched reputation for fearlessness in a Marine Corps career that spanned thirty years, from the “Banana Wars” in Central America during the 1920s to his heroic fearlessness in a Marine Corps career that spanned thirty years, from hard-nosed general who earned an unmatched reputation for 3867595

**$4.95**

**3867725 THE SOUTH PACIFIC COMPANION.** By Laurence Maslon. A story of passion, prejudice, and romance set against the tragedy of war, South Pacific reigns as one of the all-time great American musicals, winner of the Pulitzer Prize, nine Tony Awards, and other accolades. This fully authorized companion spans from the original 1949 production to 2008 and its return to Broadway. Features lyrics, rare photos, historical documents, and more. 192 pages. Fireside. 9½x12¼. At $40.00.

**$4.95**


**$4.95**

**3868044 RUSSIA: A Short History.** By Abraham Ascher. Newly updated to cover Russia’s oil-driven economic resurgence, as well as the continuing divergence between Russia and the U.S.’s foreign policy stance, this stimulating introduction will prove useful and enlightening for students, scholars, and travelers alike. 273 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. At $19.95.

**$4.95**

**386751X FACING TED WILLIAMS: Players from the Golden Age of Baseball Recall the Greatest Hitter Who Ever Lived.** Ed. by Dave Heller. Offers a different perspective, with testimonials from former teammates and opponents alike, on how Ted Williams was regarded among his peers. Heller provides riveting insights from baseball legends Don Larsen, Hall of Famer Bob Feller, and many others. Illus. 306 pages. Sports Publishing. At $24.95.

**$4.95**


**$4.95**

**3872416 PAPILLON.** By Henri Charriere. This astonishing autobiography was published in France in 1968, more than twenty years after Charriere’s final escape from Devil’s Island, a place from which no one had ever escaped-until Charriere. A great and ultimately uplifting Odyssey of an innocent man who would not be defeated. 544 pages. Morrow. Paperback. At $17.99.

**$4.95**

**3863565 CURTIS & ORWELL: The Fight for Freedom.** By Thomas E. Ricks. By the late 1930s democracy was discredited in many countries, and authoritarian rulers were everywhere in the ascent. Orwell and Churchill had the foresight to see that a government that denied its people basic freedoms was a totalitarian menace and had to be resisted. As seen in this biography, their words are a testament to the power of moral conviction. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $17.00.

**$4.95**

**3878071 STUART STYLE: Monarchy, Dress and the Scottish Male Elite.** By Maia Hayward. This volume explores the realm of elite men’s fashion in 17th-century Scotland, considering its influence on English fashion from a uniquely Scottish perspective. Focusing on the years 1566-1701, Hayward explores the distinguishing characteristics of Stuart men and the reception of their style among the elites of Scotland and England. 368 pages. Yale. At $60.00.

**$47.95**

**3875547 MAISON LESAGE: Haute Couture Embroidery.** By Patrick Mauries. Illustrated with specially commissioned photographs of Maison Lesage’s historic creations illuminated with informative text, this is both a tribute to exceptional craftsmanship and a journey through 100 years of fashion at its most sumptuous and inventive. This is the most famous embroidery house in the world. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x10¾. At $65.00.

**$47.95**

**3870022 BRITAIN’S LIVING PAST: A Celebration of Britain’s Surviving Traditional Cultural and Working Practices.** By Anthony Buckeridge, photos by R. Scott. A celebration of the best of the past, of things that have been preserved because they still matter to the community. The authors look at traditions, pastimes and crafts, some centuries old, and the Transition of Great Britain. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperback. At $30.95.

**$23.95**

**3865657 PZL P.24 A-G: Monographs No. 66.** By A. Glass & T. Katsikas. For a period during the 1930s this plane was the fastest and most heavily armed single-seat fighter in the world. Having acquired early notoriety at the Paris Salon with their innovative wing design, the P24 represented the ultimate development of the fighter prototype over a series of designs designed by Zygmunt Pulewski. Fully illus., many in color. 172 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. At $23.95.

**$29.95**

**3875369 BLACK SHARK: Orange Series.** By Matthew Willis. Covers all of the Shark’s service with every operator: features photographs including many never seen before, and detailed manufacturer images from the BAE Systems Heritage archive. Willis, a naval aviation historian, also includes scale plans based on manufacturer drawings and artwork. 104 pages. MMP. 8½x11¼. Paperback. At $32.00.

**$23.95**

**3863329 GLOSTER GLADIATOR MK I and II (AND SEA GLADIATOR): Monographs 65.** By A. Cotton & M. Rys. The text of this fully illustrated volume covers not only the type’s remarkable development and service but also that of Gliedinian prototypes related to its production. Also examined are the Gladiator’s design and construction, and its subsequent technical development. Supporting lavish artwork and 3D exploded views, this book brings the aircraft to life. 216 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. At $30.95.

**$23.95**
NEW NON-FICTION

387691 MIRACLE CURE: The Creation of Antibiotics and the Birth of Modern Medicine. By William Rosen. The story behind the creation of the wonder drugs, the discovery of penicillin, and the power of the FDA, the triumphs and abuses of Big Pharma, and the horrors of antibiotic-resistant diseases—Rosen’s account masterfully weaves a spellbinding history of enormous range. Telling science, technology, politics, and economics. Illus. 358 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

$9.95

3876403 THE CAT: A Natural and Cultural History. By Sarah Brown. A comprehensive, richly illustrated exploration of the natural and cultural history of this much-loved pet. Chapters on Evolution and Development, Anatomy and Biology, Society and Behavior, and more. Filled with surprising facts, this volume enchant anyone with an interest in, or a love for, these animals. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95

$4.95


$4.95

3868435 WHAT MADE JESUS MAD? Rediscover the Blunt, Sarcastic, Passionate Savior of the Bible. By Tim Harlow. With compelling storytelling and enlightening explanations of Scripture, Scipture, the prison closing, and the tales from the gospels and looks at what and who Ignited Jesus’ anger, so that coming to understand God’s holy anger, we come to know a savior we never knew before. 211 pages. Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

$4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3870936 THE HUNT FOR HISTORY. By Nathan Raab with L. Barr. America’s preeminent rare documents dealer, Nathan Raab, describes his years as the Sheen of the historical artifacts, questing after precious finds and determining their authenticity, and shows us what the past can tell us about the present. Photos, some in color. 251 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 3870219 IN THE CLOSET OF THE VATICAN: Power, Homosexuality, Hypocrisy. By Frederic Martel. From his unique position as a respected journalist with uninhibited access to some of the Vatican’s most influential people, Martel presents a shattering account of a system rotten to the core. This brilliant piece of investigative writing is based on four years’ authoritative research, including extensive interviews with those in power. 555 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 3870278 SUPERHEAVY: Making and Breaking the Periodic Table. By Kit Chapman. In a globe-trotting adventure that stretches from the United States to Russia, and Sweden to Australia, this is your guide to the amazing science filling in the missing pieces of the periodic table. You’ll not only marvel at how nuclear science has changed our lives—you’ll feel where it’s going to take us in the future. 304 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 3864588 THE MAGA DOCTRINE: The Only Ideas That Will Win the Future. By Charlie Kirk. As the mainstream media keep churning out lies about the “real reasons” behind Trump’s 2016 victory and the new conservative agenda, Kirk’s work is a powerful reminder of the true narrative of freedom and greatness that swept Donald Trump to the presidency, and he urges an overdue restoration of some of the popular concepts taken for granted by its rulers. 236 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 3871878 IN TRUTH: A History of Lies from Ancient Rome to Modern America. By Matthew Fraser. Examines how notable people and events—from famous leaders such as Julius Caesar and Adam Hitler to lesser-known figures like Procopius and Savonarola—exploited the enduring tension between truth and lies. While the current crisis over truth appears to be a temporary aberration of a broader trend, our time-honored search for truth matters for our future. 435 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 3864545 82 DAYS ON OKINAWA: One American’s Unforgettable Firsthand Account of the Pacific War’s Greatest Battle. By Art Shaw with R.L. Wise. He was the first officer ashore at Okinawa, and it’s taken him a lifetime to speak about the 82 days that followed. Filled with extraordinary details, Shaw’s gripping account gives lasting testimony to the courage and bravery displayed by so many on the body of war. 345 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 3870225 THE RUSSIA TRAP: How Our Shadow War with Russia Could Spiral into Nuclear Catastrophe. By George S. Beebe. Game-changing technologies, disappearing rules of the game, and distorted perceptions on both sides are combining to lock Washington and Moscow into an escalating spiral that they do not recognize. All the pieces are in place for a World War I type tragedy that could be triggered by a small, unpredictable event. Beebe shows that anticipating this danger is the most important step. 216 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

★ 387544X SOUND MEDICINE: How to Use the Ancient Science of Sound to Heal the Body and Mind. By Kulreet Chaudhary. From a leading neurologist, neuropsychiatrist, and practitioner of Ayurvedic medicine, a rigorous scientific investigation of the power of sound, offering practical step by step lessons for using music and mantras, whether you’re a beginner or are searching for a more advanced practice to improve your health in body, mind, and spirit. 256 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ 3872033 PROMISE ME YOU’LL SHOOT YOURSELF: The Mass Suicide of Ordinary Germans in World War II. By Florian Huber. By the end of April 1945 in Germany the Third Reich had fallen and invasion was nearly complete. Many Germans felt there was nothing left but disgrace and despair. For tens of thousands of them, it seemed the only option was death. Huber recounts this little-known event and presents a riveting portrait of a nation in crisis. Photos. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

★ 3876012 RELAXED RUSTIC: Bringing Scandinavian Tranquility and Nature into Your Home. By Niki Brantmark. These stunningly photographed interiors, located in Scandinavia and the United States, showcase the beautiful natural landscapes and make use of exposed wood and stone, large windows to let in light, and plants, greenery, to bring the outdoors in. 352 pages. Timber Press. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 3871835 GRANT’S VICTORY: How Ulysses S. Grant Won the Civil War. By Bruce L. Brager. Two of the great themes of the Civil War are how Lincoln found his way to victory in general in Ulysses S. Grant and how Grant finally defeated Robert E. Lee. Brager intertwines these two threads in a grand narrative that shows how Grant made the difference in the Civil War. 166 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 3865592 THE MAPS OF ANTIETAM. By Bradley M. Gottfried. This magisterial work breaks down the entire complex map system into twenty-one map sets or “action-sections” enriched with 124 core full-page maps. It includes the Maryland, the Harpers Ferry operation, the Battle of South Mountain, operations in Pleasant Valley, the Confederate withdrawal to Sharpsburg, the Battle of Antietam, and the retreat along the Potomac River. 326 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 3875962 DOROTHY DAY: Dissenting Voice of the American Century. By J. Loughery & B. Randolph. The life story of the American icon Pope Francis mentioned alongside Martin Luther King, Jr., and Abraham Lincoln for her revolutionary aspirations for a more humane and sustainable future. A more political and controversial Mother Teresa. Day is a woman whose message has never been more timely and urgent. Photos. 436 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★ 3876199 A TEAM OF THEIR OWN: How an International Sisterhood Made Olympic History. By Seth Berkman. Going behind the scenes, Berkman tells the story of the American, Canadian, South Korean and even North Korean women who joined together to form Korea’s first Olympic ice hockey team. Amid immense political and personal turmoil, these young women became a team and gained worldwide acceptance. Photos. 364 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

★ 3874923 LIFE THROUGH THE AGES II: Twenty-First Century Reconstructions of Prehistory. By Mark P. Witton. Dozens of gorgeous color illustrations and meticulously researched commentary showcase the succession of lost worlds, defining events, and ancient life that we have appeared since the earth was formed, creating an indispensable guide to exploring what came before us. 156 pages. Illus. 10½x10½. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 3870065 EQUALITY: An American Dilemma, 1866-1896. By Charles Postel. Deeply researched and illuminating, Postel explores how equality appeared in the wake of the Civil War and speaks urgently to the need for making expansive strides toward an inclusive definition of equality with which we can meet our contemporaries. 390 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3871767 SPARKY: Surviving Sex Magick. By Juliette M. Engel. The memoir of a girl-child born into a family of intelligence operatives. In 1945 at the age of six, she was sold by her father into the CIA’s secret Monarch MK Ultra program. At age ten, she was selected for Sex Magick because she was tall, smart and pretty. This is her story of coming-of-age memoir of childhood resilience and defeat success. 212 pages. Trine Day. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95

★ 3869555 MATERIAL JOURNEYS: Collecting African and Oceanic Art, 1945-2000. By S. Xatart & C.M. Geary. Exhibited through 2010. The comprehensive study of how African and Oceanic arts were brought to Europe and the United States in the later twentieth century. Fully illus., many in color. 246 pages. MFA, Boston. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

★ 3871356 SELECTED POEMS. By John Keats. This new collector’s volume, which is beautifully bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark, reflects Keats’ extraordinary creativity and versatility, drawing on the collection published during his lifetime as well as posthumously. 254 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

★ 3876090 SNEAKY USES FOR EVERYDAY THINGS–REVISED EDITION. By Cynthia. Learn how to make a counterfeit bill detector, create your own home security system, and generate battery power from fruit of your refrigerator among other fun ideas. This updated edition includes over a dozen all-new magnetism and motor STEM projects and design ideas. Illus. 172 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

★ 3865282 BOTANY FOR DESIGNERS: A Guide to Plants and Their Use in Art and Architecture. By Kimberly Duffy Turner. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturalist, explains the essentials of planting design, exploring form and function and showing how various characteristics of plants and trees can be used to achieve effective site appropriate designs. Well illus., many in color. 208 pages. Norton. Pub. at $45.00  $9.95

★ 3869547 THE LIMITS OF DETENTE: The United States, the Soviet Union, and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1969-1973. By Craig Daigle. The first book-length analysis of the origins of the October 1973 Arab-Israeli War, revealing how the war resulted not only from tension and conflict between states but also from conflicts in both Washington and Moscow. Illus. 423 pages. Yale. Pub. at $60.00  $9.95

★ 3869431 FROM THE SOUTH SEAS: Oceanic Art in the Teel Collection. Ed. by Christraud M. Geary. Once considered mere artifacts, the sculptures, pots, cloths, and paintings made in Oceania have more recently been studied and appreciated as works of fine art. This catalog presents a collection of some eighty Oceanic art objects, each one beautifully illustrated and its form and function described. 160 pages. MFA, Boston. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00  $9.95


★ 3871274 ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES. By Charles Darwin. Outline’s Darwin’s world-changing theory that life on Earth had not been brought into being by a creator, but had arisen from a single common ancestor and had evolved over time through the process of natural selection. A brilliant work of science and a moving piece of popular writing. Bound with 4 color endpapers and a ribbon bookmark. 576 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

★ 3867616 THE SPACE BARONS. By Christian Davenport. The story of a group of billionaire entrepreneurs who are pouring their fortunes into the epic resurrection of the American space industry. The Space Barons—most notably Musk and Jeff Bezos—are on a mission to use Silicon Valley-style innovation to dramatically lower the cost of space travel to build a transportation network to the stars. Color illus. 308 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95

★ 3863743 LOSE WEIGHT BY EATING: Detox Week. By Audrey Johns. Dietary detoxes shouldn’t leave you hungry, deprived, and desperate to binge on your favorite foods. With this collection of 130 delicious, fruit-based recipes, Johns’ plan will help you get healthy, eat better, and reach and maintain your ideal weight. Includes tips and tricks, success stories, shopping lists and meal planners to help you stay on track. Color photos. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99  $4.95

★ 3863816 POWER BOWLS: 100 Perfectly Balanced Meals in a Bowl. By Christal Sczebel. Crafted from wholesome ingredients, these tasty bowls are a nutritious and delicious way to power up your day. Dive into energy-packed, all in one meals that require just a bowl and a fork or spoon to enjoy. Includes recipes for Avocado Scramble; Pulled Cuban Chicken; Peanut Butter Cup Ice Cream; and more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

★ 3866777 NUTRITION STRIPPED: 100 Whole-Food Recipes Made Deliciously Simple. By McKel Hill. This collection of recipes is perfect for anyone looking to enjoy the health benefits and incomparable flavor of whole foods, nature’s true healthy bounty. Featuring recipes for Artisan Seeded Bread; Ultimate Pho Bowl with Dumplings; Buddha’s Nourish Bowl; and Carrot Chicken; Peanut Butter Cup Ice Cream; and more. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99  $4.95

★ 3873218 CREATURE FEETURES: 30 Crochet Patterns for Baby Booties. Ed. by Kristi Nelson. Includes 30 projects with clear step by step instructions for creating an adorable range of baby booties. Fabulous footwear designs include Peas in a Pod, Burger Booties, Bunny Hop Toes, and many more. All patterns written in sizes 0-6 and 6-12 months. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $4.95

★ 3873226 CUTE CROCHET WORLD. By Suzann Thompson. An absolutely adorable assortment of 51 crochet motifs that range in style from cute to classic: critters, food, growing things, seasons, toys, foods, home and transportation. There’s something here for everyone! Includes complete instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $4.95

★ 3872770 TAILSPIN: The People and Places Behind America’s Fifty-Year Fall—and the Epic Fighting to Reverse It. By Steven Brill. An award-winning journalist and best-selling author tells the stunningly vivid story of the unlikely people and Crochet Patterns that drove America out of war, and abasing, core American values such as meritocracy, the First Amendment, technological and financial innovation, due process, and even democracy itself. Photos. 441 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95  $4.95

★ 3872757 THE SPLINTERING OF THE AMERICAN MIND: Identity Politics, Inequality, and Community on Today’s College Campuses. By William Egginton. Reveals that our colleges and universities have become exclusive, expensive clubs for the cultivated and the elite instead of old publicly funded project for the betterment of the country. Egginton argues that only a return to the goals of community, and the egalitarian values underlying a liberal arts education, can head off the splintering of the American mind. 263 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3874613 WEST LIKE LIGHTNING: The Brief, Legendary Ride of the Pony Express. By Jim DeFelice. Populated with a cast of characters including Abraham Lincoln, Wild Bill Hickok, Buffalo Bill Cody, and Mark Twain, DeFelice masterfully traces the development of the Pony Express and follows it from its start in St. Joseph, Missouri, west to Sacramento, the capital of California then booming from the gold rush. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

387656X THE SCIENCE OF MARVEL: From Infinity Stones to Iron Man’s Armor, the Real Science Behind the MCU Revealed! By Sebastian Alpert. While the Marvel Cinematic Universe may be far from our reach, the physics, genetics, and chemistry that shape the superhero world are not as far fetched as they seem. This work explores the uncanny, the incredible, and the amazing science behind the cinematic universe of Marvel. 257 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95


387411 MEDITATION: A Start Here Guide for Beginners. By Patrick J. Harbula. Meditation is an ancient practice that has brought peace and clarity to people from every time, culture, and place. Provides the perfect starting point for anyone looking to cultivate a sense of peace in their life. 138 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


387220 MAKING METAL JEWELRY: Projects, Techniques, Inspiration. By Joanna Gollberg. Create a wide array of chic jewelry without having to buy the older and use a torch. Cold-connecting metal is a great way to learn jewelry making; the tools are inexpensive and readily available, and the techniques provide a solid base for all future metalworking endeavors. Step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lark. B/¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

383048 2ND GRADE BASIC MATH SUCCESS WORKBOOK. By Amy Kratt. A solid foundation of basic math skills is essential for early success in middle school. The activities in this workbook are designed to help your child catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Ages 7-8. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Eddy Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

384044 HIDING IN THE SPOTLIGHT: A Musical Prodigy’s Story of Survival, 1941-1946. By Greg Dawson. By the age of six, Zhanna had developed a repertoire of songs her twin ages would have envied. But instead of a war, disaster in the form of a derecho went through the Ukraine, and Zhanna and her family are to be executed. Her father helps her escape, and she becomes the performing darling of the Nazis. The story of her daring is told here. Photos. 226 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

386368X DAUGHTER OF GLORIAVALE: My Life in a Religious Cult. By Lila Tarawa. In an idyllic valley in New Zealand, the Gloravale Christian Community is a peaceful and idyllic community, but the secretive community was not what it appeared to be. This is the compelling story of Lila Tarawa’s daring escape, her fight for freedom, and her journey to find herself. 314 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

3863662 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BURGERS. Ed. by Jane Francisco. For juicy, mouthwatering burgers, here are 125 sizzling recipes you’ll flip for: Jerk Burgers; Bacon & Tomato Turkey Burgers; Bacon-Wrapped Cheeseburgers; Steakhouse Burgers with Horseradish Sour Cream; and more. Color photos. 128 pages. Good Housekeeping. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

387303X 100 SIMPLE PAPER FLOWERS. By Kelsey Elam. Filled with elegant paper flower projects suitable for a variety of occasions. Step by step instructions, templates, and a gallery of inspiration make it easy to bring stunning paper blossoms to life. 192 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

38675X TAUPES INSPIRATIONS: Modern Quilts Inspired by Japanese Taupes. By Kylie Irvine. Be inspired by the soft gentle colors of Japanese Taupes and Irvine’s charming designs. The colors give a soothing comfort and create these modern quilts while the flowers lend a sense of whimsy. Make quilts, cushion covers, sewing case bags, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


3867467 SOVEREIGN PEOPLE: The Crises of the 1790s and the Birth of American Nationalism. By Carol Berkin. Berkin reveals in this detailed history, that while the Revolution freed the states and the Constitution linked them as never before, it was the Federalists who transformed an enduring nation. She argues that by the end of the 1790s, the American people had come to understand that without the Constitution, there could be no United States. 307 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

3863719 IRON AMBITION: My Life with Cus D’Amato. By Mike Tyson. The heavyweight champion of the world recounts the role Cus D’Amato played in his formative years, adopting him at age sixteen after his mother died and shaping him both physically and mentally after Tyson had spent years living in fear and poverty. He also chronicles D’Amato’s courageous fight against the mobsters who controlled boxing. 16 pages of photos, some color. 465 pages. Blue Rider. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

3863921 SPY SCHOOLS: How the CIA, FBI, and Foreign Intelligence Secretly Exploit America’s Universities. By Daniel Golden. Chronicles how academia has become a major target of foreign and domestic espionage, and why that is troubling news for our nation’s security and democratic values. Golden reveals an in-depth investigative research. Golden shows how globalization has transformed U.S. higher education into a front line for international spying. Photos. 325 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

3874848 THE WOMAN WHO SMASHED CODES. By Jason Fagone. Chronicles the life of Elizabeth Smith, who played an integral role in our nation’s history—from the Great War to the Cold War. Fagone traces her developing career through WWI, Prohibition, and the struggle against fascism. She helped crack gangsters, exposed a Nazi spy ring, fought a landmark battle of wits with Hitler’s Reich, by cracking codes. 444 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3873382 HAPPILY EVER ESTHER: Two Men, a Wonder Pig, and Their Life-Changing Mission to Give Animals a Home. By Sid Jenkins. The true story of how two men had their lives turned upside down when they adopted Esther—a so-called micro pig who grew into a 650-pound commercial pig. So they decided to move to the country and live on a farm where they could take care of Esther, rescue other animals, and live happily ever after—or so they thought. Color photos. 226 pages. Eddy Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3863603 THAI STREET KITCHEN. By Jane Kim. The first-ever book on the world of Thai Street Kitchen cooking, it offers more than 100 recipes from the most vibrant, diverse streets of Thailand. 260 color photos. 278 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3863661 DAUGHTER OF GLORIAVALE: My Life in a Religious Cult. By Lila Tarawa. In an idyllic valley in New Zealand, the Gloravale Christian Community is a peaceful and idyllic community, but the secretive community was not what it appeared to be. This is the compelling story of Lila Tarawa’s daring escape, her fight for freedom, and her journey to find herself. 314 pages. Counterpoint. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

DID YOU KNOW? If you're interested in a career in writing, here are some tips that might help:

1. Read widely and often. This will help you develop your own voice and style.
2. Practice writing every day. This will help you improve your skills.
3. Get feedback from others. This will help you identify areas for improvement.
4. Be persistent. Writing can be a long and arduous process, but the rewards are worth it.
5. Keep learning. The writing world is constantly evolving, so stay up-to-date on the latest trends.


NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3865207 THE DEAD MARCH: A History of the Mexican-American War. By Peter Guardino. Offers a clear historical picture of the brief and bloody war that resulted in the Map of North America. Having repulsed the U.S. as a sister republic, Mexicans were shocked by the scope of America’s expansionist ambitions, and their fierce resistance surprised U.S. political and military leaders. 502 pages. Harvard. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95


★ 3872258 PSYCHIC CALLY SOUND: The Mind of Donald J. Trump, by Sheldon Roth. The first analysis of President Trump’s mental health that draws on science, not politics. Ignoring fabricated media stories that are placed by critics to embarrass the president, Dr. Roth instead surveys Trump’s own words and biography to paint an unusually accurate and compelling portrait. Here we see Trump in all his complexity and raw humanity. 241 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3864391 ABANDONED CLEVELAND: Ruins of the Belt. By Kylo Brookly. They lost seventeen percent of its population between 2000 and 2010, earning the title of “poorest major city in America”. This volume picks up the story and asks what became of the abandoned buildings? Step foot through these haunting and beautiful locations with this illustrated tour. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

★ 3864405 ABANDONED IOWA, By Jay Farrell. Explore the haunting narrative and photographs of Farrell, an urban explorer, and enjoy a nice variety of charming forgotten farmhouses of rural Indiana, surrounded by open fields and whispering wind, and some of Indiana’s former industrial glory. 94 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

★ 3864413 ABANDONED MASSACHUSETTS: Lost Treasures of the Bay State. By David Whitemyer. Follow Whitemyer as he steps back in time to an ornate theater that opened on the same day the Titanic sank, to a factory that remained active from the Civil War through 2014, to America’s oldest publicly funded institution for people with mental disabilities and more. 502 pages. Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

★ 3864383 ABANDONED ARIZONA: Mining and Memories. By Susan Tattersall. Take a photographic tour of Arizona’s abandoned past, from the eerily ghostly little secret mining communities. Many of Arizona’s once thriving mining towns are now deserted, although long abandoned and at the mercy of time and wind, they still have colorful histories to tell. 112 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $18.95

★ 3864421 ABANDONED SOUTH TEXAS. By Shane & Jessica Steeves. If you have ever wondered what the world would look like were humankind to disappear, then the photographs in this collection of Texas towns will give you some idea. More quickly than you might expect, grass will sprout through roads, trees will engulf buildings, and wildlife will return to urban areas. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

★ 3876373 INTIMATE ALIEN: The Hidden Story of the UFO. By David J. Halperin. This work on UFOs goes beyond believing in them or debunking them to a fresh understanding of what they tell us about ourselves as individuals, as a culture, as a species. UFOs transport us to the outer limits of that most alien yet intimate force in our own inner space. Illus. 296 pages. Stanford. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3870308 WOOD ENGRAVING: How to Do It. By Simori Brett. An easily followed, practical manual on wood engraving for the beginner. The processes of printing and engraving are clearly explained, together with the necessary requirements. This resource is a must-have for all those interested in fine wood engraving. Illus. 160 pages. Herbert. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

★ 3861813 VIETNAM WAR PORTRAITS: The Faces and Voices. By Thomas Sanders. Bringing together the words, faces, and voices of veterans, civilians caught up in the war, and those who stood against the war, this stunning volume offers a striking perspective on the Vietnam War. Inclusion in this project has served as a form of catharsis for many of those involved, and it’s purpose is to honor all those who were part of this conflict. Fully illus. 224 pages. Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 3875377 THE F-4 PHANTOM: Images of War. By Martin W. Bowman. The perfect photographic introduction for the general reader, enthusiast or modeler wishing to find a succinct yet detailed introduction to the design and history of this aircraft. 117 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 3865630 THE NORMANDY AIR WAR 1944: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. This photographic history is a vivid introduction to this enormous Allied air offensive and illustrates the many famous types of aircraft employed by the RAF, USAF and Luftwaffe. These images bring home in graphic detail the nature and conditions of combat flying over seventy years ago. 132 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 3863174 THE AMRITSAAR MASSACRE: The British Empire’s Worst Atrocity. By Vanessa Holburn. Examines the context in which the infamous massacre of 379 unarmed Indians in the Punjab by Jallianwala Bagh on the command of a British army officer in 1919, and asks why something that happened 100 years ago remains so controversial. 160 pages of photos. 186 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3877035 MY CROCHET WARDROBE. By Cassie Ward. This delightful volume includes 15 wonderfully wearable and on-trend crochet garments, using a variety of different yarns and techniques. The collection includes jumpers, cardigans, ponchos, kimono and cover-ups, ranging in difficulty from the beginner to the more advanced crocheter. Each pattern is accompanied by an easy to follow schematic. Fully illus. 111 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ 3871843 GRENADIERS: The Story of a Waffen-SS General Kurt “Panzer” Meyer. By Kurt Meyer. Offers fascinating insight into the mind of one of the Third Reich’s most tactically gifted officers of WWII, and the experiences of a World War II historian in a Russian camp. In May of 1945, Meyer was captured by the Russians near the Elbe, and held in a Russian prisoner of war camp. This is his unvarnished account of service in the elite Waffen-SS Leibstandarte division. 16 pages of photos. 258 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

★ **3865649 OBEDIENT UNTIL DEATH: A Panzer Grenadier of the Leibstandarte-SS Adolf Hitler Reports.** By Werner Kindler. One of the most dramatic first-hand accounts to come out of the Second World War. It presents an unparalleled insight into the reality of close combat on the Eastern Front, where infantrymen attacked tanks with hand grenades and machine guns as well as the cost and evolution of armored forces during WWII. 16 pages of photos. 194 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **387205X THE LAST TRAIN ROBBER: The Life and Times of Willis Newton.** By W. C. Jameson. The story of the most prolific and successful train robber in the history of North America, Willis Newton, who stole more money from the railroads than all of the other more well known robbers—Frank and Jesse James, Butch Cassidy, the Daltons and the Doolins—put together! Drawings. 195 pages. ★ $17.95

★ **3863387 HOLLYWOOD’S DARK HISTORY: Silver Screen Scandals.** By Matt MacNabb. The early days of Hollywood were full of glamor and a newfound decadence. The stars in these films were often castigated as being sold out, but MacNabb is the man who weaves a personal connection. Smith reflects on the famed Irish Brigade and its brave charge on Stoney Hill with its green flag carried aloft on the afternoon of July 2, 1863. The book is full of scandal and his haunting premonition of death creates a gripping narrative as the reader treks the same ground the soldiers did 150 years ago. Maps & photos. 194 pages. Gettyburg Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3865789 STORMING THE WHEATFIELD: John Caldwell’s Union Division in the Gettysburg Campaign.** By James M. Smith II. Caldwell was one of the soldiers that broke a personal connection. Smith reflects on the famed Irish Brigade and its brave charge on Stoney Hill with its green flag carried aloft on the afternoon of July 2, 1863. The book is full of scandal and his haunting premonition of death creates a gripping narrative as the reader treks the same ground the soldiers did 150 years ago. Maps & photos. 194 pages. Gettyburg Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3865696-TaTaRE OF HOME KITCHEN HACKS: And Recipes That Go with Them.** Ed. by Christine Rukavena. Beat the clock and save time and money with these over 150 hacks, tips and how-to’s; 222 delicious recipes; 50 meal prep secrets; dieterian-approved ideas that cut calories, carbs, sodium and fat; tips on how to stock your freezer; along with handy icons for healthy, and Freezer-Friendly. Fully illus. in color. 296 pages. Taste of Home. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 ★ $14.95

★ **3863298 DRONEHENGE: The Story Behind the Remarkable Discovery at Newgrange.** By Anthony Murphy. Beautifully illustrated, this fascinating volume includes discussion of how this monument might have been constructed and what it could have been used for, and includes 3D models of its possible appearance. Murphy explains how the henge and other features discovered completely change our view of the Bru na Boinne Landscape. 266 pages. The Little Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3877000 LIKE FALLING THROUGH A CLOUD: A Lyrical Memoir of Coping with Forgetfulness, Confusion, and a Dreaded Diagnosis.** By Eugenia Zukerman. Zukerman’s poety and simple prose, both heartbreaking and ultimately inspirational, urges the reader into her world as she unflinchingly examines familial loyalties, moments from her past and present, grief and the journey to a forest. His compelling example of how one person who truly hopes “will remain unnamed,” 178 pages. East End. Paperbound. pub. at $21.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3863336 GREAT BRITISH FAMILY NAMES AND THEIR HISTORY.** By John Mox. A snapshot of several hundred family names that delves into their beginning, evolution, and derivations. This is a use of old sources, including translations of The Domesday Book and The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, as well as tracing many through the centuries to the present day. 34 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3862127 STALINGRAD: The Vital 7 Days.** By Will Fowler. Beginning with the initial disastrous stunning blow to the assault on Stalingrad, this analysis shows how initially the Germans made good progress against the city’s defenders. Victory would give the Reich access to the resources of the Caucasus and Volga basin, including oil, while failure to capture Stalingrad would seriously demoralize the Wehrmacht. Well illus. 192 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3864885 CIRCLE OF FIRE: The Indian War of 1865.** By John D. McDermott. On the surface the story of the Indian War of 1865 is one of cruelty, hardship, courage, victory, and defeat. But underlying these issues are more complex factors, and McDermott takes the reader into the terrible events that surrounded this bloody year. Photos. 287 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3872157 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHER’S HANDBOOK, 7TH EDITION.** By Tom Ang. This fully revised and updated edition is reader-friendly and demystifies the technical elements of digital photography while offering advice on choosing the right camera and using the very latest technology and equipment. Fully illus. in color. 468 pages. Dorrin Kindler. Pub. at $32.99 ★ $17.95

★ **3872203 THE PHYSICS BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained.** By John Farndon et al. By tackling common questions like how do magnets generate electricity and what are antimatter? physicists have pushed back the frontiers of human knowledge, helping us understand the energy and forces that govern our world and the universe. This volume is packed with short, pithy explanations, through the jargon, step by step diagrams, quotes, and witty illustrations. 335 pages. Dorrin Kindler. Pub. at $25.00 ★ $17.95

★ **386572X SPECIAL FORCES BERLIN: Clandestine Cold War Operations of the US Army’s Elite, 1950-1990.** By James Stejskal. During the Cold War era was a U.S. Army Special Forces detachment stationed far behind the Iron Curtain in West Berlin. The dangerous mission of these highly trained 100 soldiers, should hostilities commence, was to wreak havoc behind enemy lines. The incredible story of this unit can now be told. 302 pages of photos. 40 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3863409 HOW CHURCHILL WAGED WAR: The Most Challenging Decisions of the Second World War.** By Allen Packwood. In this insightful new exploration into Churchill’s conduct during the Second World War, Packwood enables the reader to share the agonies and uncertainties faced by Churchill at each crucial stage of the war. How Churchill responded to each challenge is analyzed in great detail. 16 pages of il lus. 271 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3863417 HUNGARIAN ARMoured FIGHTING VEHICLES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR: Images of War.** By Eduardo Manuel Gil Martinez. The author rescues Hungary’s participation during the Second World War from oblivion through the use of detailed photographs, which take the reader from the beginning of the USRR campaign and the defeat of Soviet lands, before ending with the story of how the Soviet and Romanian advance into Hungary. 111 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3864626 THE LAST WILD WOLVES: Ghosts of the Great Bear Rainforest.** By Ian McAllister with C. Darnton. This stunning volume describes the author’s experiences following two wolf packs, one that dominates the extreme outer coastal islands of the rugged north coast of British Columbia, and another that lives farther inland in the heart of the temperate forest. His compelling account is illustrated by over one hundred vivid photographs of the wolves. 232 pages. Greystone. 10½x11. Pub. at $24.95 ★ $17.95

★ **3864693 GUITAR LICK FACTORY: Building Great Blues, Rock & Jazz Lines.** By Jesse Geiss. Contains hundreds of ready to play licks presented as melodic lines. You’ll learn to play dozens of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic variations from each module. Includes 12-Bar Blues; Jazz Blues; 60s & 70s Rock; Power Rock & Speed Rock; and more. 132 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $19.95 ★ $11.95

**FREE** 35% OFF ORDERS OF $25 OR MORE USE CODE A33B **SHIPPING NOT INCLUDED**
3861910 THE BAD OLD DAYS OF COLORADO: Untold Stories of the Wild West. By Randi Samuelson-Brown. Celebrates the Centennial State's glorious and notorious ne'er do wells such as: Nathan Cook Meeker, Ada LaMont, Horace Tabor, Butch Cassidy and more. 304 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3870820 PERRY POTS: Painted Terra Cotta Villages. By Suzanne McNeill. Turn a plain pumpkin into Cinderella’s magical coach. Make a saucer full of just-hatched Easter chicks or a basket filled with bunnies. Create a wonderful wedding scene or fantasy village for tiny creatures. Fully illus. in color. 35 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

3870812 PAINTING FOR PATIOS FOR HOME & GARDEN DECOR. By Suzanne McNeill. Embellish terra cotta pots with painted, stenciled or sponged motifs—no sealing is required when used on wood, and Patio Paint is weatherproof! Filled with ideas and inspiration, this book will enhance any concrete patio or porch with paint. Fully illus. in color. 35 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

3884650 READING AND WRITING JAPANESE KATAKANA: A Character Workbook for Beginners. By Emiko Konomis. Features a thorough overview of the Japanese writing system, a graded step by step approach that takes you from copying Katakana letters to writing words and then incorporating Katakana words into full sentences; and mnemonic illustrations to aid memorization of the letters. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

3884642 READING AND WRITING JAPANESE HIRAGANA: A Character Workbook for Beginners. By Emiko Konomis. Features a thorough overview of the Japanese writing system; a graded step by step approach that takes you from copying Hiragana letters to writing words and then full sentences; and mnemonic illustrations to aid memorization of the letters. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

3869407 DESIGN FOR ETERNITY: Architectural Models from the Ancient Americas. By Joanne Pillsbury et al. The first publication in English to explore the full variety of these exquisite architectural works. The vivid illustrations and insightful essays focus on the concepts embodied in architectural models for sites such as the great ancient cities, the intriguing sculptures played in mediating relationships among the living, the dead, and the divine. Well illus. in color. 90 pages. MMA, 9½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.50

3864278 20TH CENTURY BOY: Notebooks of Franz Marc. A collection of scores, scores of Franz Marc, who was a leading painter of the German Expressionist movement. 246 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $24.95 $19.50

387379X NOSTALGIC DELIGHTS: Classic Cookbook for Begginers & Timid Cooks. By William Curley. A collection of confectionary, bakes, desserts and sweet treats based on some classic favorites ranging from Cider Toffee, Curly Wurly, Pecan and Banana Cake, through to the classics such as Charlotte Russe, Blackcurrant Cheesecake and Ice Cream Sandwiches. The recipes are explained in step by step detail in beautiful color photos. 256 pages. Jacqui Small. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $29.50

3865347 A WRETCHED AND PRECARIOUS SITUATION: In Search of the Last Arctic Frontier. By David Wilkie. George Bonapart and Donald MacMillan, with a team of amateur adventurers and intrepid native guides, endeavor to reach this unknown land and fill in the last blank space on the globe. What follows is a remarkable journey of endurance, courage, and hope. The author, who experimented in front of the American Museum of Natural History, New York, in the 19 Th Century, was a leader in the search for the lost Arctic. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3867617 RAINBOW CROCHETED AFGHANS. By Amanda Perkins. Crochet a rainbow of bright and beautiful afghans with this guide featuring 10 irresistible projects, and cool variations for twenty more. Includes instructions to follow instructions and crochet charts, as well as an illustrated guide to building each afghan block by block. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.50

386779X DEMOCRACY AND ITS CRISIS. By A.C. Grayling. Prompted by the referendum in the U.K. and the presidential election in the U.S., Grayling investigates why the institutions of representative democracy seem unable to hold up against the power they are designed to manage, why their role matters so much. 225 pages. Oneworld. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

3874230 MESSING WITH THE ENEMY: Surviving in a Social Media World of Hackers, Trolls, Russians, and Fake News. By Clint Watts. The author, who testified in front of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee regarding Russian interference on the 2016 election, intends to educate readers about the frightening world they live in, where terrorists and cyber criminals don’t just hack your computer, they also hack your mind. Watts gives us an urgent guide for living safe and smart in a super connected world. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3866928 SKETCHBOOK FROM THE BATFIELD. Franz Marc. By Diane Whittry. Six small-format pencil drawings that were produced between March and June 1915, less than a year before the artist’s death on March 4, 1916. Sieveking. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

387379X BROWSINGS: A Year of Reading, Collecting, and Living with Books. By Michael Dirda. Collects fifty of Dirda’s witty and wide-ranging reflections on literary journalism, book collecting, and the writers he loves. Reaching from the classics to the post-moderns, his allusions dance from Samuel Johnson, Ralph Waldo Emerson, to Willa Cather, to Lewis Carroll, to Mark Twain, to Hunter S. Thompson, and David Foster Wallace. 246 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00 $29.50

3869393 CREATIVE CALLIGRAPHY: Discover Your Own Unique Style with 20 Stunning Projects. By Judy Broad. Features comprehensive information on pen-holders, inks, materials, and techniques of calligraphy, how to hold your pen and detailed illustrated examples of all the letters, numerals, and common symbols. Once you’ve mastered the basics, these 20 inspiring projects to try are sure to be a hit. 150 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95


3865437 THE BAD OLD DAYS OF COLORADO: Untold Stories of the Wild West. By Randi Samuelson-Brown. Celebrates the Centennial State’s glorious and notorious ne’er do wells such as: Nathan Cook Meeker, Ada LaMont, Horace Tabor, Butch Cassidy and more. 304 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
3863835 UNEARTHING THE FAMILY OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. By David Grant. A cluster of subterranean tombs were unearthed in northern Greece containing the remains of the Macedonian royal line. This is the remarkable story of the quest to identify the family of Alexander the Great and the dynasty that changed the Graeco-Persian world forever. Well illus. Come in color. 351 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95

3863166 AIRMEN OF ARNHEM. By Martin W. Bowman. Presents an unpaired account of events as they unfolded in the skies above Holland during Operation Market Garden in September 1944. Market Garden was a failure conducted at great cost; combined losses in killed, wounded and missing amounted to more than 17,000. 32 pages of photos. 330 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95

3865770 STORM OVER EUROPE: Allied Bombing Missions in the Second World War. By Juan Vazquez Garcia. A comprehensive study of the Allied bombing missions after the battle of France in 1940. García highlights the British and American strategies, and the results of their missions in this gripping account. Well illus. 154 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95

3863263 D-DAY DAKOTAS 6TH JUNE, 1944. By Martin W. Bowyer. A detailed account of events as they unfolded in the skies above France on D-Day reveals the invaluable contribution these workhorses of WWII made to the overall success in Normandy. This versatile aircraft played a significant part in airborne operations around the world. 32 pages of photos. 335 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95

386569X SIEGE WARFARE DURING THE CRUSADES. By Michael S. Fulton. A graphic, wide-ranging account that considers the history of siege warfare in the Holy Land from every angle—the tactics and technology, the fortifications, the composition of the opposing armies, and the ways in which sieges shaped Frankish and Muslim strategy at each stage of the conflict. Illus., most in color.

3877213 THE VOICE BOOK, SECOND EDITION: Caring for, Protecting, and Improving Your Voice. By K. Delovro & S. Cookman. A one of a kind guide that will care and improve your voice, your job, and your personal life. With dozens of vocal exercises and a detailed guide to the anatomy and physiology of voice, the volume covers the full range of vocal health to expanding speaking range and enhancing voice tone and quality. 231 pages.

3867993 THE KILLING OF UNCLE SAM: The Demise of the United States of America. By R. Howard-Browne & FL Williams. This volume captures details of the last 200 years of American history that mainstream media does not want you to know. It dissects the “legalized” system of the private central banks that has gone unchecked and delivers graphic, shocking truths about the economic domination and foreign enemies of the United States. Photos. 506 pages. Republic Book. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

3875873 CHURCHILL: A Graphic Biography. By Vincent Delmas. Combining both his many pitfalls and triumphs, this graphic biography follows Winston Churchill’s upbringing, through his military exploits in WWII and beyond. Delmas presents the Prime Minister’s part in WWII and how his handling of it turned him into a political icon. Fully illustrated. In color. 172 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

3878485 ANOTHER FINE MESS: Across the USA in a Ford Model T. By Tim Moore. Lacking even the most basic mechanical knowhow, Moore sets out across Trumpland USA in 1924 with a spare cotton数字化布带, our “wise-ass Limey liberal” steers a 6,000 mile, coast to coast route, meeting the small-town Middle Americans who voted red along the way. Photos. 365 pages. $19.95

388980 TASTE OF HOME HALLOWEEN. Ed. by Amy Glander. When time is tight, speed up your meal preparation with these 337 half-homemade recipes that use convenient shortcut ingredients. Includes test kitchen tips, hints and tricks for success; nutrition facts for each recipe; and four at a glance icons: Fast Fix; Slow Cooker; and Freeze It. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Taste of Home. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

3870626 CRAFTING WITH CLOTH POTS. By Peg Couch. Transform ordinary garden pots into inspired works of art with this easy to use guide. From cascading flower urns and beautiful home accents to adorable storage projects, this guide offers 16 inspiring projects for every occasion. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Design Originals. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3869474 HIP HOP STYLOGY: Street, Style and Culture. By Arianna Piazza. A complete guide to hip hop imagery from music to cinema, from sneakers to t-shirts, from the street to the fashion runway. A tribute to the world of hip hop, a major social and cultural phenomenon. Well illus., most in color. 170 pages. 24 ORE Cultura. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

3870774 MASON JAR CRAFTS. By Ana Araujo. Take the lid off your creativity with a collection of inspired ideas for repurposing the iconic glass jar into modern gifts, decorations, storage, and party trinkets. Learn how to transform the humble canning jar with decoupage, stencils, glitter, paint, embellishments and more. Fully illus. in color. 49 pages. Design Originals. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.99 $3.95

3875709 OIL PAINTING BY-BYPASS: The Method. By Elke F. Oppelt et al. A comprehensive guide to painting with oils draws on the expertise of four respected artists and includes a rich variety of styles and techniques. Includes 13 demonstrations, over 300 step by step photographs, and is an excellent resource for beginners. 160 pages. Search 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3875903 MAMA’S LAST HUG: Animal Emotions and What They Tell Us About Ourselves. By Frans de Waal. A fascinating exploration of animal emotions, animals, beginning with Mamma, a chimpanzee matriarch who formed a deep bond with biologist Jan van Hooff. Her story and others like it show that humans are not the only species with the capacity for love, hate, fear, shame, guilt, joy, disgust, and empathy. Photos. 325 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3875865 THE BASEBALL BOOK OF WHY. By Arianna Piazza. Provides answers to nearly 100 questions concerning the traditions, rules, and history of the national pastime. The book also includes popular quotes about the game from players, managers, and sports journalists. Photos. 195 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


Yellow Jersey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

ORIGAMI FLowers & BIRDS. By Mari Ono. Guides you step by step through each project so you can create parrots, peacocks, cherry blossoms, tulips, and more. Also includes 250 sheets of traditional origami paper to get you folding stunning creations right away. 64 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

THE SCIENCE OF EVERYDAY LIFE. By Marty Jepson. Jepson addresses conundrums such as: Why do your fingers wrinkle in the water? Why does thunder rumble? And have you ever wondered why sheep don’t shrink in the rain? She has the answer to all of these and many more baffling questions about the chemistry and physics of things we see every day. 224 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

CHURCHILL: A Graphic Biography. By Vincent Delmas. Combining both his many pitfalls and triumphs, this graphic biography follows Winston Churchill’s upbringing, through his military exploits in WWII and beyond. Delmas presents the Prime Minister’s part in WWII and how his handling of it turned him into a political icon. Fully illustrated. In color. 172 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

AIRMEN OF ARNHEM. By Martin W. Bowman. Presents an unpaired account of events as they unfolded in the skies above Holland during Operation Market Garden in September 1944. Market Garden was a failure conducted at great cost; combined losses in killed, wounded and missing amounted to more than 17,000. 32 pages of photos. 330 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $32.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3863220 THE CIA WAR IN KURDISTAN: The Untold Story of the Northern Front in the Iraqi War. By Sam Faddis. The story of an intrepid team of agents and women who overcame massive odds and helped end the nightmare of Saddam’s rule in Iraq. It is also the story of how incompetence, bureaucracy, and ignorance of three Pres. that success away from condemning Iraq and the surrounding region to chaos. Photos. 226 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

★ 3870797 PHARMA: Greed, Lies, and the Poisoning of America. By Gerald Posner. Traces the heroes and villains of the trillion dollar a year pharmaceutical industry and uncovers how those once trusted with improving life have often betrayed that ideal to corruption and reckless profiteering, with deadly consequences. 802 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00.

★ 3865746 SPYING FROM THE SKY: At the Controls of U.S. Cold War Aerial Intelligence. By Robert L. Richardson. A history of Cold War reconnaissance in the words of the man who piloted the aircraft, commanded the units, and flew the missions. Well illus. 301 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95.

★ 3863204 BENEATH THE RESTLESS WAVE: Memoirs of a Cold War Submariner. By T. Beasley & E. Couzens-Lake. Written with a refreshing mix of dark humor and brutal honesty, Beasley recalls the ships he served on, the men he met, and the adventures he had during his career with the Royal Navy. He also reveals how he has struggled with the cruel legacy of a secret mission, a lifetime of pain and a brutal battle for recognition. Illus. 182 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.


★ 3876365 GIEHAS AND THE FLOATING FIELD: Inside Tokyo’s Yosihara Pleasure District. By Stephen & Ethel Longstreet. The authors take readers on a tour of the original and most infamous of red light districts, a “sin city” contained within the confines of a Tokyo that would undergo tremendous changes going from the megalopolis of the 21st century to the Yosihara district flourished. 224 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

★ 3873505 SHE’S A WILDCAT! The Art of Candy. By Candy Weil. Well, for the first time, Candy Weil’s wild and wondrous works are collected and served up as the funny, fruity cocktail your eyes so desperately need. Over 200 color and black and white pieces, as well as sketches from various stages of her creative process, showcase Candy’s unforgettable, eye-popping style. 112 pages. Schiffer $11.95.

★ 3870072 MEMENTO MORI: What the Romans Can Tell Us About Old Age & Death. By Peter Jones. In this revealing and entertaining guide to how the Romans confronted their own mortality, Jones shows how that all the problems associated with old age and death that so transfix us today were already dealt with by our ancient ancestors two thousand years ago. 212 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00.

★ 3872025 NINETY PERCENT MENTAL: An All-Star Player Turned Mental Skills Coach Reveals the Hidden Game of Baseball. By B. Feeksbo & S. Miller. Reveals a side of the game as only Tewksbury can, given his singular background as both a long-time MLB pitching mental skills coach for some of the sport’s most fabled franchises. Here he offers an in-depth look into some of baseball’s most monumental moments and intimate anecdotes from a “wanna-be” to the game’s 248 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


★ 387611X HOW TO BE A CONSCIOUS EATER: Making Food Choices That Are Good for You, Others, and the Planet. By Sophie Egus. Using three criteria—Is it good for me? Is it good for the planet?—it helps us navigate the bewildering world of so food that we can all become conscious eaters. This practical guide offers bottom-line answers to your most important questions about what to eat. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

★ 3870146 LOST CONNECTIONS: Why You’re Depressed and How to Find Hope. By Johann Hari. Offers a radical new way of thinking about the epidemic of depression and anxiety we are now facing. Shows that once we understand the causes of depression and anxiety, we can begin to pursue pioneering new solutions—ones that offer real hope. 398 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.

★ 3875458 EUROPE: A Natural History. By Tim Flannery & L. Bodnar. Narrates a history of Europe unlike any before: an ecological account of the land itself and the forces shaping life on it. Flannery begins 100 million years ago and moves through many eras of evolutionary history, while describing the immense impact human activity have had on the continent’s flora and fauna. Color illus. 357 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.


★ 3876535 AT THE BIRTH OF BOWIE: Life with the Man Who Became a Legend. By Phil Lancaster. Through Bowie’s transition from group member to solo performer, Lower Third drummer Phil Lancaster was by his side. In this riveting, and often funny, memoir, Lancaster tells the story of the insecure yet blazingly talented boy who became Bowie. What follows is a personal and important perspective on the genesis of one of the 20th century’s greatest stars. 16 pages of photos, some in color. Illus. 308 pages. John Blake. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

★ 3875474 THE LAST STONE. By Mark Bowden. Returning to his first major story as a rookie reporter, the 1975 disappearance of two young girls, Bowden takes us behind the scenes of the zone’s case–the artist’s interrogative voice is dismissed but likely suspect. An utterly captivating and revelatory reconstruction of a masterful investigation, and a chilling, intimate look inside a disturbing criminal mind. Photos. 340 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.


A KNIGHT IN BATTLE, SECOND EDITION. By Ewart Oakeshott. An exciting and informative look at the world of medieval warfare. Enter an exhilarating time of change and clashing forces, this highly readable, authoritative exploration of a dangerous aspect of medieval life. Illus. 144 pages. Dufour Editions. Paperbound. At $13.95 $9.95

A KNIGHT AND HIS CASTLE, SECOND EDITION. By Ewart Oakeshott. Originally published in 1965, this volume provides a lively and informative history of Europe’s castles. The author traces the design, building, and defense of armory, daily life, the training of boys to become knights, sieges, and favorite pastimes such as hunting and hawkimg. Illus. 125 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. At $12.99 $9.95


PAPERBOUND. Pub. at $15.99

PAPERBOUND. Pub. at $12.99

PAPERBOUND. Pub. at $27.00

JUNIOR PICTURE DICTIONARY. By Miles Kelly. The perfect introduction to the Victorian world, this volume is crammed with labeled illustrations and diagrams, presenting a fun way to build vocabulary over a range of key subjects. Ages 6 & up. 192 pages. Miles Kelly. 9/10/12. At $12.99 $4.95

REPORTS OF CASES IN THE COURT OF EXCHEQUER IN THE TIME OF KING GEORGE I (1714 TO 1727). Ed. by W.H. Bryson. This is an edition of all the cases from the Court of Exchequer during the reign of King George I, 1714 to 1727, which have been found to date. It includes a new edition of the reports already in print as well as those found only in manuscript. 1,109 pages in two volumes. ACMRS. At $120.00 $19.95


THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK: Complete and Unabridged. Ed. by Andrew Lang. Illyus. H.J. Ford. Originally published in 1894, this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time. Some of the famous stories included are: The Three Little Pigs; The Three Bears; The Enchanted Ring; The Blue Bird; The Magic Swan; The Fisherman and His Wife; and many more. Ages 8-14. At $14.99 $5.95

THE CRUCIBLE. By John Updike. A deeply involved inquiry into the roots of the Salem witch trials, this novel is a searching, enduring exploration of the grand themes of sin, guilt, innocence, and the power of the human spirit. Illus. 431 pages. Racehorse. At $14.99 $5.95

BRYANT & MAY: Wild Chamber. By Christopher Fowler. After the discovery of two victims murdered in nearly identical fashion, one in a locked park and the other in a public park, Bryant and May struggle to connect the clues. Not quite seeing the forest for the trees they have to think and act fast to save innocent lives and the fate of the city’s parks. 427 pages. Bantam. At $27.00 $19.95

CLAWS FOR CONCERN. By Miranda James. Librarian Charlie Harris is busy enjoying his new grandson when a mysterious man with a connection to his family starts visiting the library, bringing with him thrilling questions and a solved murder. As the cold case heats up, Charlie and his feline companion, Diesel have to uncover a killer who may be too close to home. 277 pages. Berkley. At $26.00 $5.95


LONG RANGE. By C.J. Box. When Joe Pickett is asked to join the rescue efforts for the victim of a startling grizzly attack, he reluctantly leaves his district behind. But just as Joe begins to suspect the attack is not what it seems, he is brought home by an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers. (2008). 357 pages. Putnam. At $28.00 $21.95

PLUM TEA CRAZY. By Laura Childs. At the request of the owner of a Charleston mansion, Theodosia Browning investigates the tragic death of a guest. Soon she is up to her neck in suspects with motives, but only one resorted to murder to settle accounts, and Theodosia has what it takes to put the real killer on ice. 327 pages. Berkley. At $26.00 $4.95

BETWEEN YOU & ME. By Susan Wiggs. Deep within the heart of Amish Country, an emergency shatters a quiet world to its core. A story of love and loss, family and friendship, and the ardous road to discovering the heart’s true path. 356 pages. Morrow. At $26.99 $4.95

FEARED. By Lisa Scottoline. The stakes have never been higher for Mary DeNunzio and her associates at Rosato & DeNunzio law firm, as they try to keep the plaintiff’s lawyer at bay, solve a murder, and save the law firm they love—or else lose everything they’ve worked for. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. At $27.99 $6.95

TAILSPIN. By C.J. Box. When an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers. (2008). 357 pages. Putnam. At $28.00 $21.95

TASPIN. By C.J. Box. When an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers. (2008). 357 pages. Putnam. At $28.00 $21.95

FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Susan Wiggs. Deep within the heart of Amish Country, an emergency shatters a quiet world to its core. A story of love and loss, family and friendship, and the ardous road to discovering the heart’s true path. 356 pages. Morrow. At $26.99 $4.95

BROLLY: SHOT. By C.J. Box. When an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers. (2008). 357 pages. Putnam. At $28.00 $21.95

TASSPIN. By C.J. Box. When an emergency on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers. (2008). 357 pages. Putnam. At $28.00 $21.95

FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Susan Wiggs. Deep within the heart of Amish Country, an emergency shatters a quiet world to its core. A story of love and loss, family and friendship, and the ardous road to discovering the heart’s true path. 356 pages. Morrow. At $26.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

3872637 TURNS OF ENDEARMENT. By Donna Andrews. Meg Langslow’s grandfather has been booked by a cruise line to give a lecture on environmental topics, and a passel of family members will join him. The cruise quickly becomes a nightmare with a questionable suicide and a missing male. It’ll be a race against time to solve these mysteries before they make the necessary repairs and return to shore. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $9.45

3876527 PROOF OF LIFE. By J.A. Jance. When his longtime nemesis—retired Seattle crime reporter Maxwell Cole—dies in what’s officially deemed to be an accidental fire, retired detective J.P. Beaumont is astonished to be dragged into the investigation at the request of the deceased victim himself. 352 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.55

3866556 FIREBIBLE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Elwood “Firebible” McQueen and his buddies Matahi “Beartooth” Skinner and Jim “Moosejaw” Hendricks—all three old mountain men, have settle down these days running a horse ranch in West Texas. But if you think these old boys are ready for lives of leisure—think again! When a hired gunman shows up with bullets blazing, these three have no choice but to fight back. 339 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.55

3837587 QUEEN ANNE’S LACE. By Susan Wittig Albert. There’s a box of antique lace in the attic, an old Scottish ballad in the air, and a woman picking flowers nearby suddenly disappears. China Bayles has to admit that her Tyne and Seasons shop is haunted, but by whom? 292 pages. Berkley. Pub at $27.00 $9.55

3866424 CARIBBEAN RIM. By Randy Wayne White. Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of jams occasionally, however he’s never faced a situation like this. Big, Green, Mad, Foul. Big terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill. And now Doc has just put himself in the crosshairs. 310 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $9.55

3866955 THE SANDMAN. By Lars Kepler. Late one night, outside Stockholm, an emancipated young man named Mikael is found wandering. Thirteen years earlier he went missing along with his younger sister. He tells police his sister is still alive, and being held by someone he knows only by his code name. The Sandman. Inspector Siau Olofsson will go undercover to help find a psychopath before it’s too late. 448 pages. Knopf. Pub at $27.95 $9.55

3863549 A CAPITOL DEATH. By Lindsey Davis. A man falls to his death from the Templest Hill, the rampart of the Capitol Hill, which overlooks the Forum in ancient Rome. Flavia Albia, daughter of Marcus Didius Falco, steps in for her husband to solve the murder, and what a mistake that turns out to be. Flavia must untangle a truly complex case of murder before danger shows up on her own doorstep, 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $27.99 $9.55


3875699 MAIGRET’S CHILDHOOD FRIEND. By Georges Simenon. A visit from a long-lost schoolmate who has fallen on hard times forces Maigret to unspool a sordid tangle of old affairs in Montmartre, and to confront the tragedy of a wasted life. 179 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub at $15.00 $11.95

3885088 LAVENDER BLUE MURDER. By Laura Childs. Tea maven Theodosia and her tea sommelier Drayton are guests at a bird hunt that is styled in the precise manner of an English shooting party. But as the gunshots ring out, another shot sounds too close for comfort, and searching, Theodosia soon discovers the body of their host. As Theodosia investigates, fingers are pointed and secrets uncovered. 322 pages. HarperCollins. Pub at $13.99 $4.95

3863786 THE NEXT TO DIE. By Sophie Hannah. A psychopath the police have dubbed “Billy Dead Mates” has been targeting pairs of friends, killing them one by one. Before they die, the victims all received a small white book, blank except for two lines of text. Though law enforcement has Billy’s DNA, they haven’t been able to identify him. 399 pages. Morrow. Pub at $26.99 $9.45

3876608 SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW. By David Bell. When Nick sees the young woman at the store, his heart stops. She looks just like his college girlfriend who died in a fire 20 years earlier. When he tries to talk to her, she rushes off. Police arrive at Nick’s house: the girl is dead and Nick’s name and address was found in her pocket. 415 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub at $16.18 $4.95


3865245 BENEATH COPPER FALLS. By Colleen Coble. Dana Newell, a 911 dispatcher, recently escaped her abusive fiance to move to tranquil Rock Harbor where she hopes life will be more peaceful. Then she answers a call at her job only to hear a friend’s desperate screams on the other end. Soon the pain in Dana’s heart grows larger with the fear, dangers, and secrets of her new home. 319 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub at $15.19 $4.95

3872491 SAVING FAITH. By David Baldacci. Before she can tell the Fall everything she knows about the powerful lobbyist with whom she worked, a hit man pulls the trigger, the wrong victim falls, and Faith Lockhart can’t believe it—she doesn’t know yet much she knows. 397 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub at $15.99 $6.95

3867048 TITUS RETURNS. By Amy Lillard. Titus returns to the Amish community of Wells Landing, Oklahoma after serving time for vehicular manslaughter. When he goes to visit the Kings, whose son Alvin died that terrible night, their farm has fallen into disrepair, Alvin’s sister Abbie resents Titus’ reappearance, but she needs his help. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub at $7.99 $3.95

3877418 ALL SUMMER LONG. By Dorothy Benton Frank. Oliva and her husband, Nicholas are polar opposites, yet have been in love for more than 14 years. Nick wants to move back home, down south to lead a more peaceful life. But Nick doesn’t know that his wife’s monetary reserves are dwindling, her client list is evaporating and the house on Sullivans Island needs too much work. 376 pages. Morrow. Pub at $26.99 $9.55

3871525 YEAR ONE. By Nora Roberts. An epic of home and horror, chaos and magic. The government and the electrical grid have failed and half of the population is destroyed by a virus. A community of spirited survivors, including former New Yorkers Lanu and Max, begin a journey that will unite them to find the remains of their lives. 457 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub at $8.99 $6.95

3863514 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS SPRING STORYBOOK FAVORITES. By Stan Berenstain et al. Collects seven of the beloved Berenstain Bears stories: We Love Our Mom! We Love Our Dad Easter Parade; Go Green; Lemonade Stand; Clean House; and Gone Fishing! Ages 4-8. Fully Illus. in color. HarperCollins. Pub at $13.99 $4.95


Berkley. Pub at $26.00 $16.95


Theodosia soon discovers the body of their host. As Theodosia investigates, fingers are pointed and secrets uncovered. 322 pages. HarperCollins. Pub at $13.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

387778 MATCHUP: The Battle of the Sexes Just Got Thrilling! Ed. by Lee Child. The world's best male and female thriller writers match up to create electrifying shopping, sizzling, gripping stories. Includes Honor &... by Sandra Brown and C.J. Box; Footloose by Val McDermid and Peter James; Faking a Murderer by Kathy Reichs and Lee Child; Past Tense by Douglas Preston and Linwood Barclay; 445 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

386432 THE CAT, THE DEVIL, AND LEE FONTANA. By S. Rousseau & R.J. Murphy. The night before Lee is paroled from prison, Satan terrifies and tempts him with the promise of one more successful robbery. Lee has a servant ally looking for him. The prison cat Misto, a ghost, who tails him on his dangerous adventure that leaves a long legacy for this favorite talking tomcat. Joe Grey. 314 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

386076 THE LEGEND OF CALEB YORK. By M. Spilliane & M.A. Collins. Crooked sheriff Harry Gauge rules Trinidad, New Mexico, with an iron fist. His latest scheme: force rancher George Cullen into selling his spread and to take Cullen’s daughter for his bride. Unwilling to go down without a fight, Cullen recruits the help of mysterious gunslinger Caleb York. 289 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

386671 THE SILENCE OF THE CHIHUAHUAHS. By Kirk Curtis. Pepe, aspiring private investigator Geni Sullivan’s clever chihuahua, has stopped talking. But why now, with Geni’s best friend Brad missing and his ditz sister in grave danger? Luckily, Pepe turns out to be an excellent blogger and soon the detective duo is chasing down leads. 375 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

386684X PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. Founded by three Amish sisters determined to put misfortune behind them, Promise Lodge is a colony where faith’s promise can be fulfilled, and love can make all things new. But when Noah’s former fiance shows up, will he be able to forgive her harsh words and accept her apology? 309 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

386258 THE DEVASTATORS. By Donald Hamilton. In Scotland they recovered the body of the victim, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local witch carries on a public trade in herbal beauty products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous matter. 246 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

387351X THE DETONATORS. By Donald Hamilton. A prim young lady needs a favor: help her father beat a bum drug rap. But when Dad’s boat detonates outside Miami Harbor, Matt discovers that young Amy isn’t as innocent as she looks. 406 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95


386683 THE THROME OF CAESAR. By Stephen Saylor. Gordianus the Finder, who investigates crimes and murders, is requested by Cicero and Judge Fuller; and in The Secret of the Old Clock the fates of these three, and many others, converge in this gripping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the fight of their lives across the world. From New York to San Francisco, 255 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99.


387263 THE TERMINATORS. By Donald Hamilton. When the big man in Washington assigned Matt Helm to ride shotgun on a top secret missionary helicopter trip to Noway, Helm wanted to know why. Now he knows: this is a need to know deal, at least until his partner—a woman posing as his mistress—was killed. Now Helm is mad, mad enough to blow the operation sky high. 293 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

386814 AN AMISH REUNION. By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. A collection of four stories about home and heart. Includes Their True Home by Amy Clipston; A Reunion of Hearts by Beth Wiseman; A Chance to Remember by Kathleen Fuller; and Their True Home by Beth Wiseman. 380 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

386805 HEARTS IN HARMONY. By Beth Wiseman. Mary and Levi have a shared love for music and a shared confusion about whether their talents are God given gifts or temptations luring them to the outside world. Both Mary and Levi will need to reconcile what they love with what their hearts are and fight, because as their passion for music brings them together, it could tear them apart. 310 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

386806 THE LOVE LETTER. By Rachel Hauck. Romance has never been actress Chloe Daschle’s forte, in life or on screen. But everyone knows who to turn to when a loved one dies and they want to know the lead female role in an epic love story. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

386506 BACKLANDS. By Michael McGarrity. Scarred by the loss of an older brother he idolized, estranged from a father he barely knows, and deeply troubled by the failing health of a mother he adores, young Matthew Kerney is suddenly and irrevocably forced to set aside his childhood and take on responsibilities far beyond his years. 528 pages. NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

387264 BLEEDING HEART. By Karen Rose. A mysterious new tenant at a plush San Francisco apartment propels both Rachel Ford and PI settler Jack Bennington on a daring chase of love and danger. 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

387265 THE QUEST FOR THE VAMPIRE. By Leo shelton. By day, Dr. Richard Hesselton is a noted immunologist. By night, he is a vampire hunter. 364 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

387266 THE BLOODSUCKER. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. The world’s most dangerous vampire team—the Night World—returns in the latest thrilling instalment of this darkly romantic supernatural saga. 440 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00. $4.95


387268 THE EMBERS OF A MURDERER. By Rex Stout. Novels. Arrogant, gormandizing, sedentary sleuth Nero Wolfe and his trusty aide Archie Goodwin solve two of their most bizarre cases. In Some Buried Caesar, a prize bull is stolen. In The Golden Spiders, a twelve year old boy shows up at a horse ranch and is out of his depth. He must have help. Chapter 3. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. $4.95

386680 THE LOVE LETTER. By Rachel Hauck. Romance has never been actress Chloe Daschle’s forte, in life or on screen. But everyone knows who to turn to when a loved one dies and they want to know the lead female role in an epic love story. 342 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95
3872696 THE TOWER TREASURE: The Hardy Boys #1. By Franklin W. Dixon. A dying criminal confesses that his loot has been stored in "the tower." Both towers to which the looted treasure are searched in vain. It remains for the Hardy boys to make an astonishing discovery that clears up the mystery and clears the name of a friend's father. 184 pages. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

3871363 THE RISE OF MAGICKS. By Nora Roberts. Book three in the Chronicles of the One trilogy. After the sickness known as the Doom tore across the globe and civilization crumbled in its wake, Uther had no choice but to turn back to the land to survive. But in this desolate, radically altered world where magick has become commonplace, hunger is not the only danger. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

3863091 SERPENTINE. By Laurell K. Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there’s a monster that even she doesn’t know how to fight. 486 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3864227 PAST PERFECT. By Danielle Steel. A spellbinding story of two families living a hundred years apart who come together in time in a stunning, fragmented, mystery story filled with rare friendships and major events in early twentieth century history. 282 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

3866467 THE DECEIVERS. By Alex Berenson. It was supposed to be a terrorist sting. The guns were supposed to be disabled. The target was the American Airlines Center, the home of the Dallas Mavericks. The FBI told Ahmed that his drug bust would go away if he helped them with the fake terrorist attack. He didn’t doubt them—until much too late. 434 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


3876584 THE SIXTH DAY. By C. Coultier & J.T. Ellison. When several major political figures die mysteriously, the FBI official declares the deaths were from natural causes. However, when the German vice chancellor suddenly dies, a drone is spotted hovering over the scene, raising questions about all the high-profile deaths. The Covert Eyes Team is tasked to investigate. 315 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3868516 THE HOUSE AT SALTWATER POINT. By Colleen Coblé. Ellie is making a name for herself as a house flipper. But when her sister Mackenzie disappears, Ellie can’t focus on anything but uncovering what happened. Coast Guard intelligence officer Grayson Bradshaw believes Mackenzie faked her own death, but the problem is convincing Ellie, who seems to view him as the enemy. 328 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

386869X SINISTER AND FATAL. By Jayne Ann Krentz writing as Jayne Castle. Novels. In The Sinister Touch Guinevere Jones has her head turned by a handsome young artist. When his apartment is broken in to, Zac must overcome his jealousy to help Guinevere confront a dark evil that will stop at nothing to achieve its goal. The Fatal Fortune 2’s Guinevere and Zac must uncover the deadly deceptions of a blackmailer and killer. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3866505 DON’T GO. By Lisa Scottoline. When Dr. Mike Scanlon is called to serve as an Army doctor in Afghanistan, Lawrence’s acutely aware of the dangers in the war-torn country. With tireless energy and love for his wife Chloe and their newborn baby. Ultimately, Mike realizes that the most important battle faces him on the front home. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95
3872580 STAY HIDDEN. By Paul Doiron. A woman has been shot to death by a deer hunter on an island off the coast of Maine. To newly promote Wardeninvestigator Mike Bowditch, the case seems open and shut. But as soon as he arrives on remote Maquoit Island, he discovers mysteries piling up one on top of the other.


3877663 FORCE OF NATURE. By Jane Harper. When five colleagues go on a corporate retreat in the wilderness, one of the women doesn’t come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the case. In just a matter of weeks, she was supposed to help him bring down both the company she works for and the people she works with. 326 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $25.99

3833153 BRING ME BACK. By B.A. Paris. Finn and Layla are young, in love, and on vacation. After stopping at a service station for Finn to use the restroom, Layla disappears—never to be seen again. Ten years later, Finn is engaged to Layla’s sister Ellen. But Finn’s sixth sense tells him not to completely trust Ellen. Then odd occurrences begin to happen, and Finn wonders if Layla is alive—and on his trail?


3863624 RIVER OF BONES. By Taylor Anderson. When Major S.S. Walker and his captain, Maxwell, were mysteriously transported from the Pacific to another world, they became involved in a never-ending conflict between their Lemurian allies and the vicious Grik. To survive, Reddy’s destroyermen must take the battle upriver, and fight as they’ve never fought before—or face utter extinction.

461 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00

3866459 COVERT GAME. By Christine Feehan. Rescuing an industrial spy from the hands of a criminal mastermind is a suicide mission for the GhostWalkers. And there’s no more one up to the task than Gino Massa. But his laser-sharp focus on his target has transformed into something nearing desire.

418 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00

3877744 THE ISLAND. By Ragnar Johnson. A small group of friends go away for the weekend on a isolated island. But one of them isn’t going to make it out alive. Could this death have links to the murder ten years previously? Detective Hulda Hermannsdottir is determined to find the truth.

336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3868400 A TIME TO STAND. By Robert Whitlow. Adisa Johnson, a young African American attorney, is defending a white police officer who shot an unarmed black teen, now comatose in the hospital. As the case unfolds, everyone in this small Georgia community must confront their own prejudices.


3868427 THE VIEW FROM RAINSHADOW BAY. By Colleen Coble. Shauna, a widow has only her five year old son and her business to live for. When her business partner is murdered, he final words concern Shauna but she’s in danger too. It turns to her husband’s best friend Zach, who’s happy to help Shauna in any way he can. But soon secrets are exposed that someone would kill to keep buried.


3866585 PROMISE NOT TO TELL. By Jayne Ann Krentz. Seattle gallery owner Virginia Troy has spent years battling the demons that stem from her childhood time in the war. Joining in just a matter of weeks, she is one of her artist’s has taken her own life, but not before sending Virginia a last picture: a painting that makes Virginia doubt the sanity of her father’s former wife.


386507X THE LAND BEYOND THE SEA. By Sharon Kay Penman. The Kingdom of Jerusalem, also known as Outremer, is the land far beyond the sea. Baptized in blood when the men of the First Crusade captured Jerusalem from the Saracens, the kingdom defined an utterly new world, a land of blazing heat and a medley of cultures. This is the story of King Baldwin IV, the kingdom’s defense against Saladin’s famous army. 672 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $32.00

3872114 ARCHIE 1000 PAGE COMICS COLLECTION. Ed. by Victor Gorelick. Featuring over 100 full-color stories this new collection is the best and brightest of Archie. Includes all of their friend Jughead and Riverdale Archie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3871053 AMONG THE WICKED. By Linda Castillo. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called upon by the sheriff’s department in rural upstate New York to assist with an investigation into the death of a young man on an isolated farm. Only one exclusive Amish settlement is known to have underground, she unearths a world built on secrets and a series of shocking crimes.


3875171 SUSANNA’S DREAM. By Marta Perry. Three Amish sisters—Lida Beachy, Chloe Wentworth and Susanna Billter—who were separated at a young age are at last reunited in book two of The Lost Sisters of Pleasant Valley series. Will Susanna overcome her fears and accept her long-lost sisters?


3868222 ARMS OF LOVE. By Kelly Long. The late 18th Century is an unprecedented and dangerous time in Pennsylvania. Both Patriots and the British are pillaging land, and young Amish men are leaving the faith to take up arms and defend freedom. One such man is Adam, for whom joining the war would mean leaving his only love, Lena.


3866793 OTHER MEN’S HORSES. By Elmer Kelton. Texas Ranger Andy Pickard, still unsure of himself and his decision to become a Ranger, is newly married and eager to spend time with his wife. Duty intervenes, however, and he is ordered to apprehend a murdering horse trader and bring him to trial.


387253X THE SECRET OF THE OLD MILL. Hardy Boys #3. By Franklin W. Dixon. When Fenton Hardy receives a warning to drop his case, it not only alarms the famous investigator and his detective sons, but also puzzles them, because Mr. Hardy is working on more than one case, and they don’t know which one prompted the threat. Ages 10 & up. Illus. 174 pages. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $8.99

3866653 EXHIBIT ALEXANDRA. By Natasha Bell. The only one who believes his kidnapped wife is still alive, Marc channels his pain into action, embarking on his own journey to find his wife—one that will lead him to discover answers to questions he never meant to ask.

311 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

3874435 SHERLOCK HOLMES VS. CTHULHU: The Adventure of the Deadly Books. By H. G. Gresh. A shocking grishly murders rocks London. At each location, only a jumble of bones remains of the deceased, along with a bizarre sphere covered in strange symbols. The persons responsible are gaining so much power that even Holmes’s greatest enemy fears them and seeks an unholy alliance.

Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

386863X MIDNIGHT ON THE RIVER GREY. By Abigail Wilson. After her elder brother’s mysterious death, Rebecca Hunter knows how to execute the man she believes responsible. Mr. Lewis Browning, by the locals as the Midnight Devil, and by Rebecca as her new guardian. Summoned to his reclusive country estate, Rebecca plans her own investigation.


3866912 RIZZOLI & ISLES—I KNOW A SECRET. By Tess Gerritsen. The bodies from two separate homicides both bear startling wounds—yet the actual cause of death is unknown. The dual case is a challenging one for Boston PD detective Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles—made even more so by personal traumas involving their respective mothers.

418 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $25.00

3873371 OTHER MEN’S HORSES. By Elmer Kelton. Texas Ranger Andy Pickard, still unsure of himself and his decision to become a Ranger, is newly married and eager to spend time with his wife.

Duty intervenes, however, and he is ordered to apprehend a murdering horse trader and bring him to trial.

AN AMISH CHRISTMAS LOVE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Ring in the season with a charming collection of sweet Amish holiday stories each celebrating love in all forms. Includes Winter Kisses by Beth Wiseman; The Christmas Cat by Amy Clipston; Home for Christmas by Ruth Reid, and Snow Angels by Kelly Lego. 278 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

WORDS FROM THE HEART. By Kathleen Fuller. As Noah Schlaber and Ivy Yoder work side by side cleaning out the attic of Noah’s Aunt Cecilia, they come across a treasure: a packet of letters written during the Korean War. Soon they come to London to preach a blasphemous sermon. This unforgettable story of life and afterlife reminds us that community is vital, life is a gift, and love never dies. 411 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

THE ACCIDENTAL FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE 100-YEAR-OLD MAN. By Jonas Jonasson. It all begins with a hot air balloon trip and three bottles of champagne. Allen and Julius are ready for some spectacular views, but they’re not expecting to land in the sea and be rescued by a North Korean ship, harboring contraband uranium. Soon Allan and Julius are at the center of a complex and complicated diplomatic crisis. 433 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99

THE SECRETS OF THE BASTIOTE BLANCHE. By M.L. Longworth. Valere Barbier, who once shared dinners with French presidents and rock stars, has made into La Bastiote Blanche, a grand house left empty for years. Is Valere imagining the ethereal cries that fill the bastiote at night? Is he losing his mind? Or have ghosts returned from his past to haunt him? 316 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00


THE SECRETS OF THE BASTIOTE BLANCHE. By M.L. Longworth. Valere Barbier, who once shared dinners with French presidents and rock stars, has made into La Bastiote Blanche, a grand house left empty for years. Is Valere imagining the ethereal cries that fill the bastiote at night? Is he losing his mind? Or have ghosts returned from his past to haunt him? 316 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF SCONES. By Alexander McCall Smith. Featuring all the endearing characters we have come to expect, this story finds Bertie, the precocious six year old, still troubled by his rather overbearing mother, and seeking his escape in the pages of Edinburgh chapter of the cub scouts. 344 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

THE MISSING CORPSE. By Jean-Luc Bannalet. Along the Baton River a elderly film actress discovers a corpse. When Commissioner George Culp arrives, the body has disappeared. He soon receives a call that another unidentified body has turned up. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

A WHISPER OF BONES. By Ellen Hart. Britt Ickles hires private investigator Jane Laveau, hoping she can figure out what happened to Britt’s cousin Timmy. When a fire in the Ickles’ family garage leads to the discovery of buried bones, Jane can’t help but be pulled into the missing person case. 304 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $23.99

BLOOD WORK. By Michael Connelly. When Graciella Rivers steps onto his boat, ex-FBI agent Tereil McCaleb has no idea he’s about to come out of retirement. He’s recuperating from a heart transplant and avoiding anything stressful. But when Graciella tells him the way her sister Gloria was murdered, it leaves Terry no choice but to take down this predator without a soul. 470 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

MURDER ON THE SERPENTINE. By Anne Perry. The body of Sir John Halberd, Queen Victoria’s confidant, has been found bearing a fatal head wound. It seems that Sir John’s killer is a member of the upper classes. Commander Thomas Pitt seeks the hidden motives behind a polite façade, and uncovers a threat to the throne that could topple the monarchy. 289 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

THE WRONG HIGHLANDER. By Linda Lael Miller. As spicy Evina Macdonald has no idea what to think about Rory Buchanan’s skill as a healer. What she hasn’t heard is how good the brazen Highlander looks. But Evina can’t afford the distraction, for her ailing father urgently needs care. Only when she’s rendered unconscious and carried back to her family, she realizes it’s his brother Conran. 281 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99

TEN DEAD COMEDIANS. By Fred Van Lente. Nine comedians of various acclaim are summoned to a retreat of legendary funeral director Dustan Walker. All nine are about to discover that every building on the island is deserted—and they soon find themselves murdered one by one. 292 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
NEW FICTION

386670X A KILLER IN THE RYE. By Delia Rosen. Has Di'si Delilah Gwen Katz bitten off more than she can chew? The spunky owner of Murray's Pastrami Deli finds herself near a dead body in front of her deli, and her employers want to settle someone's orned beef hash. She's a prime suspect, and clearing her name and finding the killer could be easy. 374 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

387064 THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS. By David Rosenfelt. A neighborhood report Martha “Pups” Boyer, a dog rescuer working with the local shelter, to the city for having more than the legal number of dogs, and defense lawyer Andy Carpenter comes to her rescue. When the neighbor turns up dead, and all the evidence seems to point to Pups, suddenly Andy has a murder case on his hands. 320 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

387372 ANNE PERRY'S CHRISTMAS CRIMES. Novels. Tis the season for A Christmas Homecoming and A Christmas Garland, a pair of Perry's Christmas tales that add a dash of murder to the yuletide spirit. 410 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

387416 THE TALE OF BENJAMIN BUNNY. By Beatrix Potter. Continuing the story of Beatrix Potter's first and most popular volume, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, Peter once again ventures into the forbidden territory of Mr. McGregor's garden, but this time in the company of his reckless young cousin Benjamin. Ages 4-8. Illus. in color. 57 pages. Frederick Warne. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

387579 A SHRINKY LITTLE CHRISTMAS. By Patrick McDonnell. Earl and Edwina, the perfect couple, find a Christmas Eve, Fully Illus. in color. 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

387548 WYCHWOOD. By George Mann. After losing her job and her partner, journalist Elspeth Shaw investigates, they discover sinister village secrets hiding back decades. 331 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

386667X THE JERSEY DEVIL. By Hunter Shea. Sixty years ago, Boopma Willet came face to face with the Devil and lived to tell the tale. Now, the creature's stomping grounds are alive once again with strange sightings, disappearances, and worse. After a day's work, Boopma Willet heads to the Barrens, not to prove the legend is real—but to wipe it off the face of the earth. 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3864197 LOVE WITH A SCOTTISH OUTLAW. By Gayle Callen. Clarepjia Dunne encounters in the Highlands, Catriona Duff, daughter of the corrupt Earl responsible for the price on his head. Duncan finds himself sheltering the beauty who claims to have lost her memory. Catriona could be the key to stopping his father, but only if Duncan can keep her identity, and his desire, to himself. 374 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3864294 WHY DO DUKES FALL IN LOVE? By Megan Frampton. Michael, the Duke of Hadlow, has the liberty of loving several women. But soon realizes he wants only one woman: Edwina Cheltam, his sensuous and intelligent secretary. When Edwina breaks their passionate affair, he accepts her decision, until Michael realizes he has fallen irrevocably in love with Edwina and must pursue her. 388 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3864200 A MATCH MADE IN BED. By Cathy Maxwell. Miss Cassandra Holwell has money and a father who wants a grand title for her. She hasn't felt a desire to marry until Sir John Soren and his family's sworn enemy, steps in the way. Now Cassandra and Soren must learn to love each other for who they are, and the lessons are becoming an exercise in absolute pleasure. 374 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3876675 SUNDAY SILENCE. By Nicci French. Freida Klein is many things, and now she's a police woman in a murder case. A body has been found beneath the floorboards of her house. As the days pass and the body count rises, Freida finds herself caught in a fatal tug of war between two killers, one who won't let her go and another who can't let her live. 403 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3873609 SLIDE. By K. Bruen & J. Starr. Max Fisher used to run a computer company. Angela Petrukas was his assistant and mistress. But that was years ago. Now Max is reinventing himself as a hip-hop crack dealer and Angela's back in Ireland, hooking up with a would-be record-setter in the field of senil killing. Will their paths cross again? 222 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3866345 AN AFFAIR BEFORE CHRISTMAS. By Eloisa James. Unwilling to determined affections—and surpass the heady days of first love with a truly sinful seduction. 388 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3870294 THIS SCORCHED EARTH. By William Gear. To truly understand the madness and despair of the Civil War, we look at that war through one family's eyes. In rural Arkansas, such was the Hancocks. Devastated by a cruel war, they faced down their personal demons. In spite of it all surrounding, their survival is a testament to the power of love, and the American spirit. 785 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3874480 SONS OF TEXAS / THE RAIDERS. By Elmer Kelton. Novels. Sons of Texas and The Raiders: Seastars follows the lives and adventures of the Lewis family through the era of the Alamo and Texas independence under Sam Houston. From stealing horses to falling in love to being dogged by the ruthless Spanish officer who killed their father, Michael and Andrew endure enough time to fill the whole of Texas. 759 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3870049 THE CORPSE AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE. By Carola Dunn. April 1928. While making a day of visiting the famous Crystal Palace with her daughter, Daisy Dalrymple Fletcher's ordinary outing soon goes awry when Nanny Gillin, a retired detective, is found lying dead. When Daisy Dalrymple looks for her, she finds the body of a stranger instead also dressed in a nanny's uniform. 276 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3864541 WHITE AS SILENCE, RED AS SONG. By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is drafted to a war zone, an enemy child's dying wish vows to serve military families back home as she cares for the couple's three young children. Based on a true story, 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3865450 INDIFFERABLE. By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is drafted to a war zone, an enemy child's dying wish vows to serve military families back home as she cares for the couple's three young children. Based on a true story, 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
386864 OVER THE LINE. By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiancé, homicide detective Eli Cavazos for help in bringing her missing brother. When she receives a cryptic text from her brother’s cell phone, she realizes she is in deep, and may be dragging Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

386216X TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR: Classic Nursery Rhymes Retold. By Joe Rhatigan, illus. by C. Farias. What happens after Twinkle shines like a diamond in the sky? Find the answer in this lighthearted classic nursery rhyme retold for today’s kids. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. MoonDance. 8/x9¾. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

386143 THE ITSY BITSY SPIDER: Classic Nursery Rhymes Retold. By Joe Rhatigan, illus. by C. Farias. What happens after the itsy bitsy spider climbs up the spout again? Find the answer in this laugh out loud storybook where the classic nursery rhyme is just the beginning. The new story matches the rhythm of the original nursery rhyme, providing a zany, page turning giggle fest kids will want to read again and again. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. MoonDance. 8/x9¾. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

3866362 THE SEPARATISTS. By Lis Wiehl with S. Stuart. Journalist and novelist Erica Sparks is only planning to report on an explosive story—until she gets caught in the middle of it. When she discovers a potential informant murdered in her Bismarck hotel, she discovers the story might be even more dangerous than she thought—and she’s now one of the key players. 340 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3864510 THE MIRROR & THE LIGHT. By Hilary Mantel. England, May 1536. Anne Boleyn is dead, decapitated in the space of a heartbeat by a hired French executioner. As her remains are bundled into oblivion, Thomas Cromwell bữaets the victors, emerging from the spring’s bloodbath to continue his climb to power and wealth, while Henry VIII settles to short-lived happiness with Jane Seymour. 757 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

3864512 THE WARSAW PROTOCOL. By Steve Berry. One by one the seven precious relics of the Copper Crown, the sacred weapon of God, are disappearing from sanctuaries across the world. Cotton Malone is sent to steal one of these relics, the price of entry into a black mailing auction. When he discovers malicious information being bid on could change the balance of power in Europe, 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

3863104 AMERICAN DIRT. By Jeanine Cummins. Lydia lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco. She runs a bookstore, and her husband is a gunrunner. When Lydia’s husband is killed in a drug cartel murder, her world will never be the same again. Forced to flee, Lydia and her son find themselves miles and worlds away from their comfort zone, on the cusp of a dangerous new life. 378 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3873307 DRACULA. By Bram Stoker. Jonathan Harker travels to Transylvania to meet Count Dracula. Harker endures a nightmares stay as Dracula’s castle which foreshadows bizarre events in England. Luckily, a friend of Harker develops a strange wasting disease and red marks on her throat. So others do not share the same fate as Lucy, Dracula must be caught and ritually killed. 470 pages. PaperBack. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

3873308 LADIES’ NIGHT. By Linda Grønwall. Two lovers, neighbors, friends, and family. Nineteen year old Minou Joubert receives an anonymous letter at her book store. Seeing its distinctive family crest, it contains just five words: she knows that you live. 578 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

3873161 THE BURNING CHAMBERS. By Kate Mosse. France, 1562: War sparks between the Catholics and Huguenots, dividing neighbors, friends, and family. Nineteen year old Minou Joubert receives an anonymous letter at her book store. Seeing its distinctive family crest, it contains just five words: she knows that you live. 578 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

3873277 DEEP WATER. By David Poyer. After the terrorist attacks, senators are demanding devastations for war, and facing food shortages, power outages, and wrecking economies. Admiral Dan Lenson leads an Allied force assigned to turn the tide of war against China, using precision guided missiles and high-tech weapons systems. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

3873102 BIMINI TWIST. By Linda Greenland. Insurance investigator and part time deputy sheriff, Jane Bunker, takes on a missing person case. A young woman disappears. When it becomes clear that Bianca, the foreign exchange student employed by the inn, isn’t just sleeping off a late night party, Jane is plunged into the underbelly of the resort town. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

3871398 SPRING FEVER. By Mary Kay Andrews. Annajane Hudgets is over her ex-husband, Mason. So over him, in fact, that she has absolutely no problem with his wedding as a spectator. But when the wedding is called to a halt as the bride is walking down the aisle, Annajane begins to suspect that fate is intervening. 503 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

3861902 COUNTRY STRONG. By Linda Lael Miller. Cord Hollister is a true cowboy at heart. As a movie location scout, picture-perfect Cord has devoted his life to training horses, under the big skies of Montana, he thrives on the stability of ranch life. But when Shawell Fletcher, the woman who broke his heart, arrives in Painted Pony Creek, Cord’s orderly life is upended. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

387107X BEACH TOWN. By Mary Kay Andrews. As a movie location scout, picture-perfect it is the name of the game for Greer Hennessy. But her last project literally went up in flames, and her career is the name of the game for Greer Hennessy. But her last project literally went up in flames, and her career...
3873544 HAZARDS OF TIME TRAVEL. By Joyce Carol Oates. A recklessly idealistic girl dares to test the perimeters of her tightly controlled future world and is punished by being sucked back in time to a region of North America–Waincast, Wisconsin–that existed eighty years before. 324 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3876519 OVERKILL. By Ted Bell. Pits counterspy Alex Hawke against Russian president Vladimir Putin in a daring, exhilarating mission to rescue Hawke’s kidnapped son, and prevent a Soviet invasion of Switzerland. 488 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3867072 VARINA. By Charlie Frazier. Her marriage prospects limited, teenage Varina Howell agrees to wed the much older widow Jefferson Davis. His appointment of president of the Confederate places Varina at the center of one of the darkest moments in American history. When the Confederacy falls, the downfall becomes fugitive with bounties on their heads. 356 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3873838 CLUE. By Paul Allor. When mysterious Mr. Boddy turns up dead at his own dinner party, everyone’s a suspect. Miss Scarlett, Colonel Mustard, Mrs. Peacock, Professor Plum—all the familiar faces from the board game are back, plus some new ones. But will Boddy’s body be the last to fall? Collects issues #1-6. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3877302 DEAD MAN’S TIME. By Peter James. A robbery at a Brighton mansion leaves its occupant fighting for her life. Grace is race against the clock following a murderous trail that takes her from a stuffy antiques world of England, across Europe and back to the N.Y. waterfront’s gang struggles of 1922, chasing a killer. 518 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3875598 YOUR TURN, MR. MOTO. By John P. Marquand. Finding himself jobless and stranded in Japan, Casey Lee has few friends—but that changes suddenly when he meets the intriguing Mr. Moto, a Japanese man who takes a particular interest in his plight. Published in 1935, this is the first installment in a popular mystery series introducing Japan’s most skillful spy. Mr. Moto. 185 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3861872 THE OTHER MISS BRIDGERTON. By Julia Quinn. Fiercely independent and adventurous, Poppy Bridgerton will only wed a suitor whose keen intellect and interests match her own. Known as a reckless privateer, Captain Andrew Rokesby actually transports documents for the British Crown. When these two find themselves trapped together on his ship, their war of words gives way to an intoxicating adventure. 391 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


3868532 IN THE SHADOW OF CROFT TOWERS. By Abigail Wilson. When Sybil Delafield’s coach to Croft Towers was robbed by highwaymen, she should have realized that her new position as companion to old Mrs. Chalcraft would be no ordinary job. And with the other passengers of the robbed coach are later murdered. Sybil must hunt for the truth of who she really works for. 327 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3868672 PLAYING SHAIN. By Zachary Bartels. Parker Saint agrees to consult with the police on a series of brutal murders linked by a strange religious symbol scrawled on the body of each victim. Parker tries to play the expert, but he is clearly in over his head. Drawn deeper into a web of intrigue involving a centuries-old plot, he realizes the line between good and evil is all too real. 344 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3863854 SEND DOWN THE RAIN. By Charles Martin. When Joseph—who’s been adrift for many years, wounded in both body and spirit from his traumatic Vietnam experiences—meets a childhood sweetheart Allie to rebuild her Florida restaurant, it seems the flame may reignite. Until a 45 year old secret from the past begins to emerge, threatening to destroy everything. 341 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $25.95 $3.95

3872319 MOBY DICK. By Herman Melville. The story of the young sailor, Ishmael, who years for adventure aboard a whaling ship. In Nantucket he signs up for a voyage aboard the Pequod, bound for the tropics. But what Ishmael believes will be an ordinary whale hunt turns out to be a voyage of revenge led by the imposing Captain Ahab in his pursuit of Moby Dick. 654 pages. Paper Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

3862151 WALT WHITMAN: Poetry for Kids. Ed. by Karen Karbiener, illus. by K. Evens. Young readers are welcome to explore Walt Whitman’s revolutionary poetry in this illustrated edition. Featuring his most famous works, Songs of Myself; I Saw the Woody Electric; O Captain! My Captain! Crossing Brooklyn Ferry and many more, it’s a wonderful introduction to one of the greatest poet’s and his vision of America. Ages 8 & up. 48 pages. MoonDance. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3875679 FROM ALASKA WITH LOVE. By Ally Jamison. Major Randal is everything Saly Ryan wants but nothing she feels she deserves. A modern-day spinster, Sara hides behind family obligations and the safe, quiet life she’s resigned herself to living. But Gabe has one chance to convince Sara that the only woman he’s ever longed for, to take a risk on a life with him in Alaska. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3845533 COTTAGE AT THE BEACH. By Lee Tobin McClain. When an injury forces K-9 officer Trey onto the sidelines, his only thought is getting back to the force where he belongs, so when he happens he volunteer for duty in a small waterfront community. Enica doesn’t need a cop with a chip on his shoulder in her way. But when Trey connects with her, she realizes she’s fallen in love. 453 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

387141X SWEET SALT AIR. By Barbara Delinsky. Charlotte and Nicole were once best of friends, spending summers together in Nicole’s island house off of Maine. But many years, and many secrets, have kept the women apart. But what both women don’t know is that they are each holding something back that may change their lives forever. 468 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3871401 SUMMER RENTAL. By Mary Kay Andrews. Lifelong friends Ellis, Julia, and Dorie are in their mid-thirties, at the crossroads of life and love. Can a one-month getaway to North Carolina’s Outer Banks help make things right? The answer comes in the form of two others—an anonymous landlord and a stranger seeking an identity. 499 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3868212 YOUR TURN, MR. MOTO. By John P. Marquand. Finding himself jobless and stranded in Japan, Casey Lee has few friends—but that changes suddenly when he meets the intriguing Mr. Moto, a Japanese man who takes a particular interest in his plight. Published in 1935, this is the first installment in a popular mystery series introducing Japan’s most skillful spy. Mr. Moto. 185 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3878549 GUILTY. By Laura Elliot. On a warm summer morning, 13 year old Constance is reported missing. A few days later, Constance’s uncle Karl suddenly finds himself swept up in a mystery created by journalist Amanda Bowe implying that he is a suspect. Six years later, Karl’s life is in ruins, but Amanda’s is thriving. Until the day she receives a phone call that is every mother’s worst nightmare. 392 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3872115 MOBY DICK. By Herman Melville. The story of the young sailor, Ishmael, who years for adventure aboard a whaling ship. In Nantucket he signs up for a voyage aboard the Pequod, bound for the tropics. But what Ishmael believes will be an ordinary whale hunt turns out to be a voyage of revenge led by the imposing Captain Ahab in his pursuit of Moby Dick. 654 pages. Paper Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95
NEW FICTION

★ 386457X EIGHT PERFECT MURDERS. By Peter Swanson. Years ago, bookseller and mystery aficionado Malcolm Kershaw compiled a list of fiction’s unsolved murders, chosen from among the best of the best authors. But no one is more surprised than Mal when an FBI agent comes knocking on his door looking for information on a series of unsolved murders that look eerily similar to the killings on Kershaw’s old list. 270 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 3872017 FLORA: A Botanical Pop-Up Book. By Yoojin Kim et al. Peek inside this spring-inspired pop-up and discover, when the flowers are more than just beautiful, they are critical components of the natural world. Filled with seven pop-up pages, revealing pull-tabs, and captivating facts. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

★ 3864561 DEATH IN AVIGNON. By Serena Kent. Reluctantly drawn into a murder investigation in Provence, Penelope Kite discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals could be involved. And with dashing art dealers to choose, storylines to follow, and suspects to try and win over, she will need to draw upon all her sleuthing talents to uncover the truth. 339 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3876985 KILLER OF KINGS. By Matthew Harffy. In 636, Anglo-Saxon Britain, Beobrand and his men are thrown into the midst of the conflict. And soon Beobrand finds himself fighting for his life and his honor. The fourth installment in The Bernicia Chronicles. 376 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3868871 BLOOD AND BLADE. By Matthew Harffy. Northumbria is a kingdom in turmoil. When news that a Pictish uprising interrupts King Oswald’s wedding to a princess of Wessex, Beobrand is ordered to escort the young bride to her new home far in the north. Their path is fraught with danger and each step takes them closer to old enemies. New to the Bernicia Chronicles. 354 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3864877 AMERICA’S OUTLAWS AND THE TREASURIES THEY LEFT BEHIND. By W.C. Jameson. Combining the allure of outlaws from the Wild West with the mystery of lost treasure, renowned treasure hunter W.C. Jameson has adapted thirty of his favorite outlaw tales to create this collection of compelling stories. Illus. 252 pages. House Auger. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

★ 3870196 BRING UP THE BODIES. By Hilary Mantel. The sequel to Wolf Hall. Though he battled for years to marry her, Henry VIII has become disenchanted with Anne Boleyn: she has failed to give him a son. But when the queen is found dead, the King is faced with a choice: either marry his new love or take his former wife back. 387 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

★ 3878851 BLOOD AND BLADE. By Matthew Harffy. Northumbria is a kingdom in turmoil. When news that a Pictish uprising interrupts King Oswald’s wedding to a princess of Wessex, Beobrand is ordered to escort the young bride to her new home far in the north. Their path is fraught with danger and each step takes them closer to old enemies. New to the Bernicia Chronicles. 354 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3864877 AMERICA’S OUTLAWS AND THE TREASURIES THEY LEFT BEHIND. By W.C. Jameson. Combining the allure of outlaws from the Wild West with the mystery of lost treasure, renowned treasure hunter W.C. Jameson has adapted thirty of his favorite outlaw tales to create this collection of compelling stories. Illus. 252 pages. House Auger. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

★ 387642X MERCY RIVER. By Glen Erik Hamilton. While helping a fellow veteran accused of murder, Van Shaw is drawn into a dangerous labyrinth involving smuggled opioids, ruthless mercenaries, and deadly family secrets that will challenge his notions of brotherhood. 356 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

★ 3877043 OVERKILL. By Vanda Symon. When the body of a mother is found washed up on the banks of the Mataura River, a small rural community is rocked by her tragic suicide. But all is not what it seems. Sam Shephard, sole-charge police constable in Mataura, soon discovers the death was a murder committed by a killer. See the3866557 novel to get started. 268 pages. Orenda. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

★ 3876462 MURDER AT THE MILL. By M.B. Shaw. Iris is looking to escape her crumbling marriage. So she decides to move and paint a portrait of Dominic Wetherby, the local newspaper writer. On Christmas Day, the youngest member of the Wetherby family finds a body in the water. Iris has moved to a village of gossip, buried secrets, and murder. 319 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $18.95

★ 387236X THE NIGHTMARE. By Lars Kepler. One summer night police discover the lifeless body of a man on an abandoned yacht. The man is found hanging in his completely empty apartment. Detective Joona Linna is called in to investigate, and with the help of a young Swedish Security Police detective named Saga, he soon discovers a surprising connection between the two deaths. 549 pages. McClelland & Stewart. Pub. at $17.95 $9.45

★ 3873463 THE LABYRINTH INDEX. By Charles Stross. Since she was promoted to head of the London Select Committee on Sanguine Scandal, every workday for Mhari Murphy has been a nightmare. Now, to make matters worse, it’s up to Mhari and her team to race against the Nazguul’s vampire-managed dragnet to find and, for their own protection, stop the President of the United States. 364 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $14.95

★ 386426X TOO CLOSE TO BREATHE. By Olivia Kieran. Eleanor Costello is found hanging from a tree. The autopsy reveals murder. Soon Detective Superintendent Frankie Sheehan’s investigation becomes more challenging. She can’t help but feel that something doesn’t fit. And when another woman is found murdered, Frankie knows that unraveling Eleanor’s life is the only way to find the murderer. 289 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95 $9.45

★ 3872785 THE BERTIE PROJECT. By Alexander McCall Smith. Bertie’s mother returns from the Middle East to discover that her son has been exposed to television shows, ice-cream parlors, and even unsanctioned art at the National Portrait Gallery. Her wrath descends on Bertie’s long-suffering father—someone who has found a reason to spend more time outside—and seems to have a new spring in his step. 291 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.45

★ 3874559 THIRTEEN MOONS. By Charles Frazier. The author of Cold Mountain returns with the story of Will Cooper, who, at age twelve, is sent on a journey through the wilderness to the edge of the Cherokee Nation. He is adopted by Bear, a Cherokee chief, and grows to manhood with the help of a young Swedish orphan who is given a horse, a key, and a map and is sent on a journey to discover the meaning of freedom. Meanwhile, Caroline begins to uncover some signs that the person they have swapped with is someone who knows her, someone who knows the secrets plotting brutality and destruction for the tribe. 422 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.45

★ 3877558 DAY OF THE DEAD. By Nicci French. Psychologist Frieda Klein was sucked into the orbit of Dean Reeve, a killer able to impersonate almost anyone and a psychopath obsessed with her. Driven to isolation by Reeve, Frieda must now emerge from hiding to confront her nemesis, and it’s a showdown she cannot survive. 404 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

★ 3874605 UNUSUAL USES FOR OLIVE OIL. By Alexander McCall Smith. Welcome to the insane and rarified world of Professor Dr. Moritz-Maria von Igelfeld of the institute of Romance Philology. Von Igelfeld is engaged in a never-ending quest to discover the perfect olive oil that suits her every workday for Mhari Murphy has been a nightmare. Now, to make matters worse, it’s up to Mhari and her team to race against the Nazguul’s vampire-managed dragnet to find and, for their own protection, stop the President of the United States. 364 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $14.95

★ 3866512 FIELD OF Valor. By Matthew Betley. When a deadly global conspiracy comes to light, the president of the United States requests former Marine Mhari Murphy form a covert task force to disrupt the mission to dismantle a nameless enemy. 388 pages. Emily Ristler Books. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

★ 3873889 THE DRESS IN THE WINDOW. By Sofia Grant. Will has ended and American women are shedding their old clothes for the gorgeous new styles: short hemlines, wide sleeves and color after color of fabric, with its strict rationing. Sisters Jeanne and Peggy strive for a bright future—Jeanne by creating stunning dresses for her clients with the help of Peggy’s brilliant sketches. But the future is never without its surprises. 357 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.45
NEW FICTION

3866465 HIGH WHITE SUN. By J. Todd Scott. As the new law in Big Bend County, Sheriff Chris Cherry is struggling to remake his disordered world. When Chris and his team investigate the brutal murder of a local river guide, they’re drawn into a twenty year vendetta that began with a murdered Texas Ranger, and the man he ended wide, blood, and bullets. 466 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00. $11.95

**387687X THE BODY IN THE BOAT.** By A.J. MacKenzie. Across the still, dark English Channel by the most learned minds in London for the purpose of making a scientific tour of the world. Along the way, the friends uncover the truth about the past and discover more than they could have ever imagined. Charm bracelet 6 & 8. Fully illus. 20 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**3865029 UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN.** By Donna Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti’s father, the most learned minds in London for the purpose of making a scientific tour of the world. Along the way, the friends uncover the truth about the past and discover more than they could have ever imagined. Charm bracelet 6 & 8. Fully illus. 20 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

**387071969 GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES.** By Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. The two Grimm’s brothers have entertained and enlightened children and adults alike. The lives of Tom Thumb, Cinderella, Rumpelstiltskin and the Frog Prince form part of our common heritage and stimulate the imagination and the heart, and linger in our minds for a lifetime. Features gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 387 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**3875490 NOR WILL HE SLEEP.** By David Ashton. 1887, Edinburgh. An old woman is found savagely beaten, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Robert Louis Stevenson is in the city to buy a large painting of a Scottish father, and the detective recognizes they are both observers of the dark side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**3870170 NORTH AND SOUTH.** By Elizabeth Gaskell. Forced to move from rural southern England to the turbulent northern mill town of Milton, Margaret Hale takes an instant dislike to the town and the people who seem to come with her new home and its inhabitants—even the handsome and charismatic cotton-mill owner John Thornton. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 651 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $44.99. $5.95

**3872475 THE RUIN OF KINGS.** By Jenn Lyons. Kirihin grew up in the slums of Quur, a thief and a misfit's revelation takes on tales of long-lost princes and magnificent quests. When he is claimed against his will as the missing son of a treacherous prince, Kirihin finds himself at the mercy of his new family’s ruthless power plays and political ambitions. 557 pages. Tor. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

**3866920 THE ROMANOV EMPRESS.** By C.W. Gortner. Narrated by the mother of Russia’s last tsar, this vivid, historically authentic novel brings to life the courageous story of Maria Fedorovna, one of Imperial Russia’s most compelling women, who witnessed the splendor and tragic downfall of Romanovs as she fought for her dynasty in its final years. 427 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95

**3872548 A SINNER SPLENDER.** By Mike Blakely. It’s 1845, Texas joins the union, and Mexico threatens war over the disputed Texas border. President James Polk sends troops to the Texas border and General Zachary Taylor leads the invasion south, and the infamous Mexican warlord, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, is feared for the land he’s guilty and decide to investigate on their own. 320 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

**3867533 STAR TREK KLINGON BIRD-OF-PREY: Owners’ Workshop Manual.** By R. Sternbach & B. Robinson. Traces the origins of a Bird of Prey from the mysterious design command of Starfleet to the U.S.S. Khan and the Ferengi to the Cardassian and Tholian houses and constructed at the shipyards of the Klingon Naval Academy. It then proceeds to examine General Martok’s famous ship the I.K.S. Koran in unprecedented detail. 320 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**38708377 THE HUNGER.** By Jeanne Marie AFLUEZ. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 143 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**3871495 THE WIZARD OF OZ.** By L. Frank Baum. Follow Dorothy and her loyal dog Toto as they are hurled through a series of eerie visits from the spirits of Christmas past, present, and future, do they begin to see the error of his ways. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 1283 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**3871320 THE PICKWICK PAPERS.** By Charles Dickens. Dickens’ The Pickwick Club was founded by the most learned minds in London for the purpose of making a scientific tour of the world. Yet no sooner have these gentlemen begun their historic journey than they are set upon by a charming but notoriuous con man. What follows is a series of hilarious misadventures. Attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 154 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**3871290 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.** By Charles Dickens. Dickens exposes the corrupting power of money in his last complete novel with its expansive cast of characters and interweaving plots. This edition includes original illustrations by Marcus Stone. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 1771 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

**3870923 DISNEY FROZEN II – SPIRITS OF THE ENCHANTED FOREST.** By Adapted by Marilyn Easton. When Elsa wakes the spirits of nature, she embarks on an epic journey alongside Kristoff, Olaf, and Sven to the Enchanted Forest. Along the way, the friends uncover the truth about the past and discover more than they could have ever imagined. Charm bracelet 6 & 8. Fully illus. 20 pages. printers Row. 8¼x10%. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**3866485 HIGH WHITE SUN.** By J. Todd Scott. As the new law in Big Bend County, Sheriff Chris Cherry is struggling to remake his disordered world. When Chris and his team investigate the brutal murder of a local river guide, they’re drawn into a twenty year vendetta that began with a murdered Texas Ranger, and the man he ended wide, blood, and bullets. 466 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95
**NEW FICTION**

**3871134** EMMA. By Jane Austen. Emma’s penchant for matchmaking goes badly awry, and eventually she learns the folly of her ways, and proves herself town match in the process, but lives on after a series of painful misunderstandings. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 590 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871312** PERSUASION. By Jane Austen. Follows the story of Anne Elliot, a teenager engaged to a seemingly ideal man, Frederick Wentworth. But after being persuaded by a friend that he is too poor, she writes the engagement. Reaccepted eight years later, their circumstances are transformed. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 512 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95


**3871133** FRANKENSTEIN. By Mary Shelley. Victor Frankenstein, a brilliant but wayward scientist, builds a human from dead flesh, and horrified at what he has done, he abandons his creation. However the hideous creature learns language and becomes civilized–but society rejects him. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 280 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871246** NORTHANGER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. A 17-year-old girl fancy postmodern in its lampooning of a genre, this acclaimed work tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naïve young woman whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic novels to which she is addicted. This compact edition’s cover is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 301 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871436** A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By Charles Dickens. Dr. Manette, wrongly imprisoned in the Bastille for eighteen years, is finally released and reunited with his daughter Lucie. Now married to Charles Darnay, Lucie and their daughter and her father follow Charles back to Paris when revolution breaks out. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 520 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3870286** THE TELL TAIL HEART. By Cate Conde. Maddie is hoping to have some downtime with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 312 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871219** MANSFIELD PARK. By Jane Austen. Everyone looks upon shy, self-effacing Frances Price as the poor relation among her four spoiled cousins at Mansfield Park. Her chief consolation is the kindness of the younger son, Edmund Bertram, whom she secretly loves. This acclaimed work is a new collector’s edition, bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 584 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871193** THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF SANTA CLAUS. By L. Frank Baum. Originally published in 1902, just two years after Baum’s The Wizard of Oz, this imaginative classic tale chronicles the life of a jolly Christmas icon, from being raised by wood nymphs to whittling wooden toys to give poor and neglected children. Beautifully bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark: 138 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3877264** WILL KEEN, INDIAN SCOUT. By Art Ries. Will Keen is a western man living his life in two different worlds–one white, one Indian. After a decade of guiding long lines of canvas-topped Conestoga wagons west, Will has no idea that his future will take a different turn when one person in a wagon train forces him to decide who he is. 194 pages. Robert Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3877019** MARSHAL OF THE BARREN PLAINS. By I.J. Parnham. When Marshal Ralfig Fletcher failed to stop Jasper Minx raiding the town bank and the townsfolk forced him to leave Ash Valley in disgrace, Ralfig went west in pursuit of Jasper to right his mistake, but he will need to rediscover his tarnished instincts as a lawman if he is ever to bring his nemesis to justice. 160 pages. Robert Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3877078** PONY EXPRESS. By Harriet Cade. When 15-year-old Jack Taylor is offered a job with the newly formed Pony Express Company, it looks as though he will be able to rescue his family from their financial problems. However, when he injures himself, he must rely on his sister Beth decides to take his place, becoming the only girl to ever ride for the Pony Express, 160 pages. Robert Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3876942** FURY AT BENT FORK. By B.S. Dunn. Young woman named the Stone Creek Valley drifter, and for a time the land ran red with the blood of innocents and killers alike. In the middle of it all stands a young man, Chad Hunter, against the murderous bunch called the Committee, trying to have his take over of his once peaceful homestead just be a war that Hunter can’t win. 160 pages. Robert Hale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3876918** THE CROSS AND THE CURSE. By Matthew Flahy. AD 634, Anglo Saxon Britain. After a victory against the native Welsh, Beodtric returns to a broken kingdom. He renews his commitment to his new enemy’s bride only to find himself surrounded once again by enemies. He must lead his men once again, this time into the bloodiest of battles. The second installment in The Vercingetorix Chronicles. 462 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**3870154** MALICE AFORETHOUGHT. By Francis Iles. Dr. Bickleigh and his insufferable wife Julia are hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals tennis is the most interesting sport. The story in two different stories is unable to tell the story. Julia’s henchmen are already back, and as his passion for the mysterious Madeleine grows, so does his scheme to murder his wife. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 320 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3871258** MY ANTONIA. By Willa Cather. First published in 1918, this is the story of friendship between Antonia Shimerda—a young woman who moves to the Midwestern prairie with her Bohemian family—and Jim Burden, an orphaned child who moves from Virginia to the Midwest to be with his grandparents. A timeless tale of a lifelong friendship. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 311 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**3873749** BEAUTIFUL DAYS: STORIES. By Joyce Carol Oates. In this new collection of eleven mesmerizing stories, Oates explores the most secret, intimate, and unacknowledged interior lives of characters not unlike ourselves, who assert their inescapable acts of bold and often impossible defiance. Stories include Pleasure Bleg; Big Burnt; Owl Eyes; Except You Bless Me; The Quiet Car, and more. 334 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

**3873455** KING OF THE ROAD. By R.S. Belcher. They are the Brotherhood of the Wheel: a select society of truckers, bikers, and all those others who defend America’s roads and rails from unnatural threats lying in wait for unwary travelers. Now a missing-person case leads to a string of roadside murders and mutilations that stretch back decades. 328 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99. $4.95

**386376X** MAGIC TRIUMPHS. By Ilona Andrews. Kate has come a long way from her origins as a former taking care of paranormal problems in post-Shift Atlanta. She’s found love and started a family with Cullan Lennox, the former Beast Lord. But her magic is too strong for the powerful players of the world to let her be. 327 pages. Ace. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95

---
NEW FICTION

387698 THE HAZEL WOOD. By Melissa Albert. Seventeen year old Alice Proserpine and her mother have spent most of Alice’s life on the road, always on the uncanny bad luck biting at their heels. But when Alice’s grandmother, the reclusive author of dark fairy tales dies, Alice learns just how her luck has really get. 356 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

387226 THE LOST PLOT. By Genevieve Cogman. In a 1920s-esque New York, Prohibition is in force; fedoras, flapper dresses, and tommy guns are in fashion; and intrigue is afoot. Intrepid librarian Irene and Kai find themselves in the middle of a dragon political contest. Now they’ll face gangsters, blackmail, and the Library’s own Internal Affairs department. 367 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

387442 ANCESTRAL NIGHT. By Elizabeth Bear. Harry and her crew run afoul of pirates at the outer limits of the Milky Way and find themselves on the run. To save everything that matters, she will need to uncover the secrets of ancient intelligences lost to time, and her own lost secrets, which she had wished was hidden from her forever. 502 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

387311 BLOOD OF AN EXILE. By Brian Rusilnd. Bershad stands apart from the world, the most legendary dragon slayer in history, both revered and reviled. Once Beris and Kai find themselves in the middle of a dragon political contest. Now they’ll face gangsters, blackmail, and the Library’s own Internal Affairs department. 367 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

386815 THE POLICEMAN’S DAUGHTER. By Trudy Nan Boyce. When police officer Sarah Ali is shot and sustains a head injury during a routine traffic stop, her world turns upside down. Will she be able to wake up? Will she be able to find the truth of what happened? Will her family be able to move on? 342 pages. Pegaus. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

386754 KONG OF SKULL ISLAND, VOLUME THREE. By James Asmus. There are some who would see the Kong as a monster. A beast waiting to unleash the anger he has within. When a coup is forming in China, he decides to take action in order to protect his home and those who live within the island. With the help of Skarr and the Tagu and Atu people, Kong emerges to face his greatest challenge yet. Collects Kong of Skull Island #9-12. BOOM! Studios. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

386756 KONG OF SKULL ISLAND, VOLUME TWO. By James Asmus. After an endless onslaught of horrors plague the tribes, Elwata embarks on a journey to find the source of these attacks and face the god of this island. With the help of Skarr and theTagu and Atu people, Kong emerges to face his greatest challenge yet. Collects Kong of Skull Island #5-8. BOOM! Studios. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

387656 WESTSIDE. By W.M. Akers. Gilda’s Novel of 1920 is a divided city, with the west side derelict and the east side more affluent and recognizable. People have been mysteriously disappearing, including her police officer father two years earlier, and she is determined to save her own son and husband from being strengthened up by shadows. 291 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99. $4.95

387381 THE BUTCHER BIRD. By S.D. Sykes. Children are disappearing and a baby is found impaled; the townpeople are claiming a Butcher Bird is to blame. Lord of Somershill Manor, sets out on a journey to find answers, a journey full of danger, dark intrigue, and shocking revelations. 342 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

386710 WHISTLE IN THE DARK. By Emma Healey. Jen Maddox has just survived every parent’s worst nightmare. Her fifteen year old daughter, Bella, has been found bloodied and bruised after four days of being missing. Lana won’t tell anyone what happened, and she is distant, hostile, and acting strangely. Jen is sure the answer lies in those four missing days, and she has to do something to get answers. 305 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95

386679 MYSTERIES OF WINTERTHURN. By Joyce Carol Oates. Detective Xavier Kilgarvan is confronted with three baffling cases that tax his genius for detection to the utmost, just as his forbidden passion for his cousin Perdita becomes an obsession that shapes his life. 839 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

386640 THE STORIES YOU TELL. By Kristen Lepinonia. Andrew’s evening was interrupted by an urgent visit from Addison, who shows up at his apartment scared and begging to use his phone. When he finds that he never makes his home her secret demands to know where she is. Now the police begin to suspect that something may have happened and that Andrew is involved. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

387769 BURIED. By Elision Cooper. Special Agent Sayer Altair studies the minds of psychopaths. But even she didn’t expect to uncover a killer within the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Working on a cold case, Sayer’s team finds two fresh corpses. Can they uncover the connection between the old bones and the new bodies before there is more? 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

386425 THIN AIR. By Richard K. Morgan. Ex-professional enforcer, Hakan Veil, becomes the bodyguard of EGO investigator Madison Maddox in exchange for a ticket home. But when she investigates an mysterious disappearance of a lottery winner, Madison stirs up a hornet’s nest of intrigue and murder. As the secrets claw there way to the surface, Veil is drawn deeper into Iran, 528 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

386780 WARNING LIGHT. By David Ricciardi. When a commercial flight violates restricted airspace to make an emergency landing at a desert airport in Iran, 15 passengers are unloading and are just happy to be alive and ready to transfer to a functional plane. All except one–undcover CIA agent Zac Miller. 323 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

387650 THE NOWHERE CHILD. By Christian White. Kimberly Leamy is a teacher in Melbourne, Australia. Twenty-eight years earlier, Sammy Went, vanished from her home in Kentucky. With proof that she and Sammy are the same person, Kim travels to Kentucky to reunite with a history she knew she had, and to fight for her life against those determined to save her soul. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

387765 THE FIRST MISTAKE. By Sandie Jones. Alice has never been happier. She has a successful business, two children, and a beautiful home. But when Nathan starts acting strangely, Alice turns to her friend Beth for help. But, soon Alice begins to wonder if her trust has been misplaced. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

386403 CLOSER THAN YOU KNOW. By Brad Parks. Melanie Barrick’s life is turned upside down when her young son, Alex, is removed from school by Social Services. Arriving home, she finds her home raided by sheriff’s deputies, who found enough cocaine to send Melanie to prison for years. She must now risk everything to prove her innocence, if she can’t, she’ll lose Alex, forever. 402 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95
secrets. There always are in a marriage. The truth, that's all anyone the man suspected of a crime. She can tell them that there were 3876764 267 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 First, however, his loved ones have some things to work out. His sons are coming together for one final journey to scatter his ashes. The losses that held his family together. Now he is dead, and his wife and 3866866 THE PUNCH. By Noah Hawley. Joe Henry was the glue that held his family together. Now he is dead, and his wife and sons are coming together for one final journey to scatter his ashes. First, however, his loved ones have some things to work out. His sons are coming together for one final journey to scatter his ashes. The losses that held his family together. Now he is dead, and his wife and 3865177 ROBERT STONE: Dog Soldiers/A Flag for Sunrise/Outrider Reach. Ed. by Madison Smartt Bell. Novels. Brings together three of one of the most spellbinding writer's one volume together, brilliantly capturing the desperate underside of American life in the 1970s and 1980s. 1223 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95 THE COLLECTOR'S APPRENTICE. Pub. at $7.99 sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95 THE WIDOW. By Fiona Barton. Now her husband is dead, and there's no reason for Jean to stay quiet. There are people who want to hear her story, and the idea that anyone could blame the man suspected of a crime. She can tell them that there were secrets. There always are in a marriage. The truth, that's all anyone wants. 344 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95 3877337 NOT DEAD YET. By Peter James. Good. The man has a move to shoot and Detective Roy Grace is in charge of her security. When a vicious gangster is released from prison and an undaunted headless torso is found, a nightmare unfolds before Grace's eyes. 550 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95 3871422 SWORN TO SILENCE. By Linda Castillo. Sixteen years ago, brutal murders swept through an Amish farming community in Ohio. Kate Burkholder, a former cop and daughter of a Slasher Killer, came away realizing she no longer belonged with the Amish. Today she returns to Painters Mill as a chief of police—but a new killer awaits her arrival. 363 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95 3868524 IMPERFECT JUSTICE. By Cara Putman. I threw together in a race to save accused murderer, Kayla Adams is surviving during the investigation, but she is being watched. Emily Wesley and Kaylene's brother Reid Billings, pursue the constantly evasive truth. If they can hang on to hope together, they can save a young girl—and keep their future for themselves in the process. 392 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95 3870987 TRANSFORMERS, VOLUME 01: The Manga. By Masumi Kaneda. The Autobots and their young friend Kenji must stand tall against the Decepticons in an interpretation of conflict! These classic stories are from the dawn of the Transformers, and includes thrilling tales such as The Great Transformer War; Fight! Super Robot Life-Form Transformers; and The Story of the Super Robot Life-Forms; The Transformers: The Animated VIZ Media. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 388558 THE FRIEND. By Sigrid Nunez. When a woman unexpectedly loses her lifelong best friend, she finds herself burdened with the unwanted dog he has left behind. Her own battle against grief is intensified by the mute suffering of the dog, traumatized by the inexplicable disappearance of its master. This story celebrates the healing power of human-canine devotion. 216 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95 3873099 BIG BANG. By David Bowman. In the decades after WWll, Lucille Ball is interrogated by the House Un-American Committee as Jackie Kennedy enjoys a clandestine moonlight cruise with Frank Sinatra. Norman Mailer and Arthur Miller seek quickie divorces in Nevada and Howard Hunt snoops around South America with the CIA. A riotous account of a country, perhaps at the beginning of the end. 595 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00 $34.95 3879886 MRS. OSMOND. By John Barvlie. The story of Mrs. Osmond takes up from the end of the novel by Henry James. The Portrait of a Lady and follows a narrative of its own. When Isabel arrives back in Italy—and with whom—the novel then moves toward a denouement that would have thrilled James himself. 369 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95 387302X COURTING MA. LINCOLN. By Louis Bayard. Telling, the alternating voices of Billy Todd and Joshua Speed and inspired by historical events, this work creates a sympathetic and complex portrait of Mary Lincoln at any time that has come before and an evocation of the unfomed man whom astronauts grow out of one of our nation's most beloved presidents. 379 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95 3872254 LIKE LIONS. By Brian Panowich. As he tries to juggle fatherhood, his job as sheriff, and his recovery from being shot in the confrontation that killed his two crijinally inclined brothers, Clayton Burroughs is doing all he can just to survive. After years of the line between his life in law enforcement and his criminal family, he finally has to make a choice. 307 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95 3863537 THE CHILDREN. By B.A. Shapiro. Paris, 1920. Accused of helping her fianc6 steal her family's fortune and her father's art collection, Paulien Mertens has fled to France. To find a future for themselves in the process. 355 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95 3861880 SEASON OF LOVE. By Debbie Macomber. Novellas. In Shopping Cart. Claudia knick-knack knows there is something different about the Super Robot Life-Forms; The Transformers: The Animated VIZ Media. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95 3875997 MUTTS HOT DOGS, HOT CATS. By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a Giggle and a laugh with a year's worth of delightful Mutts comics, featuring Earl the dog, Mooch the cat, and a charming assembly of feathers, furry, and four-legged friends. Fully illus., some in color. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
**NEW FICTION**

3877574 DAYS WITHOUT END. By Sebastian Barry. Barely 17 and having fled the Great Famine, Thomas McNulty signs up for the U.S. Army in 1861. His brother falls; John Cole, Thomas goes on to fight in the Indian Wars—against the Sioux and the Yurok—and, ultimately, the Civil War. 259 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

$4.95

3873404 HEARTS OF THE MISSED. By Carol Potenza. When a young woman linked to a list of missing Fire-Sky tribal members commits suicide, Pueblo police sergeant Nicky Matthews, assigned to the case, feels a shiver at the very heart of what it means to be a Fire-Sky Native. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$4.95

3873708 AMERICAN DUCHESS. By Karen Harper. Bullied into the wedding by her mother, Consuelo Vanderbilt was married to the aloof 9th Duke of Marlborough. From the onset, her marriage was a sham. This riveting tale of Consuelo Vanderbilt’s quest to gain her independence, takes the reader from the dawn of the Gilded Age to the battles of the Second World War. 350 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$4.95

3866580 FREE MEN. By Katy Simpson Smith. Alabama, 1788. Three men converge in the southern woods. Cat, an emotionally scarred white man from South Carolina; Miller, a talkative black man fleeing slavery; and Istitlicha, edged out of his Creek village’s leadership. In the few days they spend together, their unlikely trio commits a shocking murder that sends the law bearing down on them. 353 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99

$4.95

3873684 THE AGE OF EXODUS. By Gavin Scott. It’s 1947, and Duncan Forrest is called upon to investigate the bizarre killing of a Foreign Legionnaire who had deserted an ancient Sumerian seal. As more diplomats die, and rumors grow of an occult conspiracy, he begins to suspect the deaths are part of a much larger plan. 399 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95

3874349 JAR OF HEARTS. By Jennifer Hillier. While everyone thinks they finally know the truth, there are dark secrets buried deep. And what happened the fateful night when Angela Wong was killed is more complex and chilling than anyone really knows. Fourteen years later, new bodies begin to turn up, killed in the same manner as Angela—just how far will someone go to bury their secrets and hide their grief? 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$4.95

3866548 FIND YOU IN THE DARK. By Nathan Ripley. Martin is obsessed with murder. He illegally buys police files, and finds the victims’ bodies of serial killers, calling the police and taunting them with his finds. Detective Sandra Hiller is on the case, uncovering a shocking truth. Fourteen years later, new bodies begin to turn up, killed in the same manner as Angela—just how far will someone go to bury their secrets and hide their grief? 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$4.95

3876667 A STRANGER ON THE BEACH. By M.C. Beaton. When Caroline’s marriage and lifestyle begin to collapse, she turns to Aidan, a stranger for comfort and revenge. After a brief affair that means nothing to Caroline and everything to him, Aidan’s infatuation with Caroline becomes much more destructive. 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

$4.95

3866637 HER PRETTY FACE. By Robyn Harding. Kate is everything Frances is not: beautiful, wealthy, powerful, and confident. And for one reason she wants to be friends with Frances. As the two bond over their disdain of the other parents at the academy and their fierce love they have for their sons, a startling secret threatens to tear them apart. 337 pages. Scout. Pub. at $26.00

$4.95

★ 3861961 TDY. By Douglas Valentine. In early 1967, a bored, adventur eous photojournalist on an Air Force base in Texas is offered a Temporary Duty (TDY) assignment somewhere overseas. The mission is steeped in secrecy, but Pete is promised a large bonus and hazardous duty pay. The mission that unfolds is terrifying beyond anything Pete has ever imagined. 129 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$13.95

★ 3877140 SOLVE IT LIKE SHERLOCK. By Stewart Ross. Transporting you to Holmes’ and Watson’s London, the great detective tackles 25 fiendish, never before seen cases, full of the atmosphere of the greatest Holmes adventures. Each mystery provides you with all the evidence needed to solve the case. But will it be you, or Holmes, who will be the first to crack the case? 253 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99

$13.95

★ 3889458 H.P. LOVECRAFT SHORT STORIES. Lovecraft’s tales have influenced generations of horror writers. This collection features several of his most iconic tales including, The Call of Cthulhu, The Dunwich Horror, From Beyond, and Dreams in the Witch House. 384 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $14.99

$6.95

★ 3876934 EVIL ROOTS: Killer Tales of the Botanical Gothic. Ed. by Daisy Butcher. Step within to marvel at Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s giant wistaria and H.G. Wells’ hungry orchid, hear the calls of the ethereal women of the world and the foul drone of the nightingale’s lily, and do tread carefully around E. Nesbit’s wandering creepers. This collection represents the very best tales from the undergrowth of 286 pages. British Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$12.95

★ 3877086 PROMETHEAN HORDS: Classic Tales of Mad Science. Ed. by Xavier Aldana Reyes. Assembled here are ten thrilling tales of literature’s most brilliant and misguided minds, minds that strive for the unnatural secrets of immortality, artificial life and the telepathy of matter. Includes stories from Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, H.P. Lovecraft, George Langelaan, and more. 270 pages. British Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$12.95

Air Force 7001 BEER MONEY: A Tale of the City Beer Mafia. By S.C. Sherman. Blending real life historical figures with compelling fictional characters, this is the story of how the three most powerful brewers of Iowa City and the prohibitionists clash head on into the Prohibition. This is a tale of how the seemingly innocuous love of brewing and drinking beer, sparked events that would shape America for a generation. Photos. 240 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

$12.95

★ 3877094 RAID 42. By Graham Hurley. Nation after nation has fallen before the Reich’s armies. Only Britain endures, her cities under nightly bombardment from the Luftwaffe. Hitler would like to persuade Britain to turn her back on Europe, to attend to herprecious Empire instead. Peace, perhaps, but at what cost? 401 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

$12.95


$11.95

3873730 BART SIMPSON BREAKS OUT. By Matt Groening. Bart and his pals are holding nothing back! First, the sons of the legitimate businessman’s social club (a.k.a. the Mafia) take over the school’s Elementary. Then they tangle with an eight baby wielding villain names Dr. Octuplets. Also, Martin Prince makes a move up in class. Businessman’s social club (a.k.a. the Mafia) take over the school’s Elementary. 916 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 386989X MAD MAX: Fury Road.** Widescreen. Director George Miller revives his post-apocalyptic series with this critically acclaimed 2015 hit. Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) is swept up with a group, led by Imperator Furiosa (Charlize Theron), fleeing across the Wasteland. In hot pursuit, a warlord hell-bent on a high-octane road war. Rated R. English SDH. Includes second DVD with special features, 120 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**DVD 386975X BONNIE AND CLYDE.** Widescreen. Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway star as Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker, two real-life Depression-era drifters who work on a life of crime. A film of feverish romance and cascading violence, Arthur Penn’s masterpiece is “a milestone in the history of American movies” (Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times). Also stars Gene Hackman. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 3862747 FRED ASTAIRE/CARY GRANT: Hollywood Legends.** Celebrate classic Hollywood’s most beloved leading men with a pair of four-film collections. The debonair Cary Grant charms audiences and co-stars alike in The Amazing Adventure; His Girl Friday; Penny Serenade; and Once Upon a Time. Fred Astaire dazzles in comedy and dance in Never Give an Inch; Follow the Leader; Second Chorus; and Royal Wedding. In Color and B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 386281X MAD SCIENTIST THEATRE: 50 Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. Sinister scientists bring evil to fruition in 50 horror gems. Featuring genre mainstays like Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Christopher Lee and Jack Palance, the films include The Amazing Transparent Man; Atom Age Vampire; The Devil Bat; Invasion of the Bee Girls; The Killers; HorrorExpress; Horror Castle; Mystery of Hydra, and more. In Color and B&W. Over 64 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**DVD 3862282 MIDNIGHT MOVIE MADNESS: 50 Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. Call them weird, crazy, or bizarre, but there’s no denying: these 50 B-movie treasures are also hugely entertaining! Features oddities like Bloody Pit of Horror; Manos–The Hands of Fate; Reefer Madness; Silent Night, Bloody Night; and more. Stars include Vincent Price, Christopher Lee, John Lodge Foster, Christopher Plummer, Demi Moore and others. In Color and B&W. Nearly 69 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**DVD 3872874 WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR.** Widescreen. It is the year 1066, William, son of the late Duke of Normandy, embarks on a mission to conquer England. Stars Jean-Damien Detoullion. Not Rated. CC. 91 minutes. Warner Home Video. $6.95

**DVD 3862739 ESSENTIAL TV WESTERNS: 150 Episodes.** This set gathers over 67 hours of television Westerns, including episodes of The Adventures of Jim Bose; The Adventures of Wild Bill; The Adventures of Young Zorro; Carson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza; Cowboy G-Men; Dusty’s Trail; The Gabby Hayes Show; Judge Roy Bean; The Range Rider; Rango; The Roy Rogers Show; and Outlaws. In Color and B&W. 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**DVD 3874702 THE CANNIBAL MASSACRE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Three blood-soaked, gut-munching gory delights! Cannibal Terror; Papaya Love Goddess of the Cannibals; and Devil Hunter. Even by the sleaziest standards of the late 1970s and 1980s Eurotrash, these flicks must be seen to be believed. Stars include Jess Franco, Sirpa Lane and Robert Foster. Uncut and Uncensored. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Severin. Pub. at $34.98 $19.95

**DVD 3862984 CLASSIC TELEVISION.** Golden Age of Television. Three blood-soaked, gut-munching gory delights! Cannibal Terror; Papaya Love Goddess of the Cannibals; and Devil Hunter. Even by the sleaziest standards of the late 1970s and 1980s Eurotrash, these flicks must be seen to be believed. Stars include Jess Franco, Sirpa Lane and Robert Foster. Uncut and Uncensored. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Severin. Pub. at $34.98 $19.95

**DVD 3873990 VIETNAM WAR, 1945-1975.** An unflinching examination of the Vietnam War—one of the most complex and controversial military engagements in American history. Also includes a booklet presenting an authoritative overview of the entire conflict, from its colonial origins to its sobering conclusion. Five hours on two DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

**DVD 3862518 I, TONYA.** Widescreen. A darkly comedic tale of American figure skater, Tonya Harding, and one of the most sensational sports scandals in history. Featuring an iconic turn by Margot Robbie as the fiery Harding and a tour de force performance by Allison Janney as the acid-tongued mother. Rated R. 120 minutes. VWS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3867382 BLACK OPS.** Ingeniously packaged in book form and slipcased, this Six DVD series charts some of the most iconic, complex, and controversial Special Forces missions ever executed. From the Mumbai terror attacks to the hunt for al-Qaeda and the strike at Osama Bin Laden, these films cover the ebb and flow of this global crisis. Five hours. Go Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 3862525 RIDERS ON THE RANGE: 25 Movie Collection.** John Wayne and others saddle up for the 20-film collection Frontier Heroes, featuring timeless favorites like The Searchers and the Badman and Forbidden Trails. Then, Matt Damon and Penelope Cruz star in the five-film collection Into the Sunset, collecting All the Pretty Horses; Old Gringo; Sunset; Don’t Come Knocking; and The Advenure. Twenty-six hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

**DVD 3874745 NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! Widescreen. Three “sin-sational” 70s skin-flicks in one titillating set! The real Emmanuelle brings her own lusty vision of total sexual abandon to the screen in this writer, director, and co-star tale. Olivia Pascal is Vanessa, a teen journeying from convent virgin to prisoner of a Hong Kong bordello. Finally, Glory Annen stars as Felicia, a sheltered teen who surrenders to a world of erotic adventure. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. Sevenin. $14.95

---
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**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3874753** SCREW BALLS. Widescreen. When exploitation king Roger Corman decided to make the ultimate homo teen comedy, he decided that it would be campy and hilarious an epic of the decade! Welcome to Talt & Adams High, where the entire student body must rise to the challenges of freshman breast exams, bikini chest leader attacks, and get. Rated R. 79 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.95**

**DVD 3886867** 12 STRONG. Widescreen. This declassified tale of real-life heroism follows the first U.S. Special Forces team sent into Afghanistan in the harrowing days after 9/11. There, they must convince the general of the Northern Alliance to join forces in fighting the Taliban and Al Qaeda, eventually finding themselves outnumbered and outranged. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes. Warner Bros. **$6.95**

**DVD 3889784** CASABLANCA. Fullscreen. The romantic lovers’ triangle between the impossibly heroic Czech Resistance leader Victor Laszlo (Paul Henreid), his beautiful wife Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) and her ex-lover, cynical American Rick Blaine (Humphrey Bogart), is as brilliant as it ever was. In B&W. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$4.95**

**DVD 3869911** READY PLAYER ONE. Widescreen. Gregariousation lies in the OASIS, a collapsing world of 2045, a fantastical virtual-reality universe created by the brilliant and eccentric James Halliday. When Halliday dies, his immense fortune is left to the first person who can find a digital Easter egg hidden in the OASIS. English SDH. Includes second DVD of extras. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**DVD 3899830** GOODFELLAS. Widescreen. One of the most renowned crime movies ever made, Goodfellas is the biggest film of 1990 by countless film critics, and the Oscar-winner for Best Supporting Actor (Joe Pesci), Martin Scorsese’s masterpiece chronicles the rise and fall of mob associate Henry Hill and his friends and family from 1955 to 1980. Also stars Robert De Niro and Ray Liotta. Rated R. CC. 146 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$6.95**

**DVD 3872046** LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete Series. Inspired by the real-life experiences of creator Joe Connelly and Bob Mosley and their own children. Leave it to Beaver is the hilarious everyday adventures of young Theodore “Beaver” Cleaver and his older brother Wally. This slipcased set includes all 234 episodes of Season One through Six. In B&W. CC. Over 100 hours on sixty-six DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $119.00 **$99.95**

**DVD 3849011** JESUS OF NAZARETH: The Complete Miniseries. Fullscreen. Acclaimed director Franco Zeffirelli and an all-star cast deliver a powerful adaptation of the Gospels in 1977’s mini series. From the Nativity to the crucifixion and resurrection, the life of Jesus is presented with stunning depth, gravity, and emotion. Stars Robert Powell, Olivia Hussey and Alain Cuny. Over six hours on twelve DVDs. **$9.95**

**DVD 3882895** UNSOULG heros: The Story of America’s Female Patriots. From the Revolutionary War until today, women have shed their blood in defense of America. This inspiring story of perseverance and triumph, dramatically and for all time, sets the record straight on their unrecognized courage and sacrifices. Includes first-hand accounts of women who have answered the call of duty. 105 minutes. Shout Factory Pub. **$4.95**

**DVD 3862844** POSSESSED by EVIL: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Pure evil takes hold in five sinister tales of horror. Includes films Devil with Shannyn Sossamon and Dominique Swain; The Plague with James Van Der Beek; Wind Chill with Emily Blunt; Insanitarious with Jesse Metcalfe and Olivia Munn; and Vinyan with Emmanuelle Beart, Robert Carlyle and Julie Dreyfus. All Rated R. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 **$4.95**

**DVD 3862836** MONSTER MOVIE MIX: Horror Beyond the Grave/Terror Beyond the Stars. Features twelve monster films including The Corpse Vanishes; Night Fright; Killers from Space; Destination Space; The Passage Beyond; Blunder; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; Tales of Frankenstein; Vindict; From Space; Flash Gordon: Return of the Androids; Captain Z; Z; Meteor; and Johnny Jupiter. In B&W. DVD. Over 8 hours. Mill Creek. **$4.95**

**DVD 3872750** ALIEN DOMICILE. Widescreen. Five government contractors wake up to find themselves contained under the infamously confined Area 51. They are forced to confront a sinister government experiment and a horrifying alien. Includes second DVD of extras. Rated R. CC. 80 minutes. Cinemedia. **$4.95**

**DVD 3872823** JESSE JAMES VS. THE BLACK TRAIN. Widescreen. This feature film follows the personal and professional life of the infamous outlaw Jesse James and his encounter with the mysterious Black Train. Stars Jerry Chessler. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinemedia. **$4.95**

**DVD 3872831** THE LAST DAYS of BILLY THE KID. Widescreen. Billy the Kid is an evasive target for bounty hunters from all over the Old West, and Billy knows that every time he rides out, he has a chance of getting bushwhacked. Stars Cody McCarver and Jerry Chessler. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinemedia. **$4.95**

**DVD 387284X** THE LAST GUNSLINGER. Widescreen. In an era of a Civil War Civil War (Cody McCarver) has been hunting the cruel Yankee officer (Jerry Chessler) who murdered his family. He finally tracks him down in the town of Restless Hills, where he is now a crooked sheriff. This taut film is a classic story of good versus evil. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinemedia. **$9.95**

**DVD 3862798** JFK: A New World Order. Widescreen. Fifty years after his death, President John F. Kennedy’s life and legacy continues to captivate the public and millions of an entire generation. Insightful and concise, this eight-part documentary series covers the life of JFK, from his perilous birth to his dramatic assassination in 1963. In Color and B&W. Over six hours. Warner Bros. **$4.95**

**DVD 3862488** HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. A gripping true story of humanity and heroism, this film vividly recounts the 2008 siege of the famed Taj Hotel. As the world watches on, a group of brave hotel employees will stop at nothing to keep the guests of the hotel safe. Stars Dev Patel and Armie Hammer. Rated R. 125 minutes. WS Films. **$9.95**

**DVD 3862550** ONCE UPON A TIME IN VENICE. Widescreen. When Steve Ford’s (Bruce Willis) beloved dog, Buddy, is stolen by local thugs, he makes a questionable alliance with his devious leader, Spider (Jason Momoa) in order to get Buddy back where he belongs. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Widescreen. **$9.95**

**DVD 3869679** 10,000 BC. Widescreen. Tale of the hunter (Stuart Scott) who set out on a bold trek to rescue his kidnapped beloved (Camilla Belle) and to fulfill his prophetic destiny. Battling a saber-toothed tiger and prehistoric predators, he’ll cross uncharted real-world frontiers to discover an ancient lost civilization. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 3869768** BULLITT. Widescreen. His new assignment seems routine: protecting a star witness for an important trial. But before the night is out, the witness lies dying and the no-nonsense Detective Frank Bullitt (Steve McQueen) won’t rest until the shooters—and the kingpin pulling their strings—are nailed. Also stars Jacqueline Bisset and Robert Duval. Widescreen. CC. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**
DVD 3862453 GOTTI. Widescreen. The true story of the relationship between John Gotti (John Travolta) and his son. While he lived and died by the mob code, his son chose to leave that world behind and redeem himself and the Gotti name. Also stars Kelly Preston. Rated R. 110 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

DVD 3871711 GENIUS. Widescreen. Colin Firth, Jude Law, Nicole Kidman, and Laura Linney star in this stirring drama about the turbulent friendship between world-renowned editor Maxwell Perkins and the larger than life “genius” Thomas Wolfe. 104 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

DVD 3862569 PABLO ESCOBAR. Widescreen. In the early 1980s, Colombian journalist Virginia Vallejo (Penelope Cruz) begins a tumultuous love affair with Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem)–the world’s most feared drug lord. Rated R. 123 minutes. VVS Films.

DVD 3869955 THE 33. Widescreen. In 2010, 33 Chilean miners were buried alive following a catastrophic mine collapse. For 69 days, a team worked night and day to rescue the men as their families and the world waited for any sign of hope. Antonio Banderas stars in this gripping tall tale of resilience, faith, and the triumph of the human spirit. English SDH. 127 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

DVD 3869970 UNKNOWN. Widescreen. Liam Neeson plays Dr. Martin Harris, who awakens after a car accident in Berlin to discover that his wife (January Jones) suddenly doesn’t recognize him and another man (Aiden Quinn) has assumed his identity. Aided by an unlikely ally (Diane Kruger), Harris plunges into a deadly and mind-bending mystery. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $28.98

DVD 3862666 WIND RIVER. Widescreen. When wildlife officer Cory Lambert (Jeremy Renner) discovers the body of a young woman on Wyoming’s Wind River Native American reservation, rookie FBI agent Jane Banner (Elizabeth Olsen) is sent to investigate. After Banner hires Lambert as her tracker, the two must brave the winter terrain and the local criminal underworld in order to crack the case. Rated R. 107 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95


DVD 3869999 WESTWORLD. Widescreen. Welcome to a theme park where customers can bust up a bar or bust out of jail, drop in on a brothel or get the drop on a gunslinger. It’s all safe: the park’s androids are programmed never to harm the customers. But not all the droids are getting with the pr ogram. W ritten and directed by Michael Caine and Robert Duvall and Michael Caine play the identities. Aided by an unlikely ally (Diane Kruger), Harris plunges into a deadly and mind-bending mystery. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $28.98

DVD 3864491 THE KARATE KID: 5-Movie Collection. You get it all with this wonderful collection, starring with The Karate Kid, The Karate Kid Part II, starring Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita. Next, Miya (Miya) (Morita) takes on a new student in The Next Karate Kid starring Hilary Swank. Finally, it’s the 2010 remake The Karate Kid starring Channing Tatum and Jaden Smith. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

DVD 3864847 FARSCAPE: The Complete Season Two. Building on the mind-boggling Season One, the Second Season delivers even more ingenious stories, extraordinary new characters, razor-sharp dialogue and groundbreaking special effects, from the artists at Jim Henson’s Creature Shop. Collects all 22 episodes from Season Two. Stars Ben Browder and Claudia Black. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Cinedigm. $9.95

DVD 3864995 FARSCAPE: The Complete Season One. Flung through a wormhole, American astronaut John Crichton (Ben Browder) finds himself fighting for his life in the middle of an alien prison break, inside a Leviathan–a living space ship–on the far side of the galaxy. Includes all 22 breathtaking Season One episodes. Also stars Claudia Black. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Cinedigm. $9.95

DVD 3872793 D-DAY SURVIVOR. Widescreen. A British paratroop squad is dropped off target and wiped out. Private Johnny Barrows is the only survivor. Inexperienced, scared and lost behind enemy lines, Johnny must grow up and become a man on his perilous journey to safety. Stars Haley Joel Osment. Rated R. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

DVD 3872777 CHEAT THE HANGMAN. Widescreen. When the son of a hangman gets into a gunfight with the man who killed his father, killing one of the men, he is arrested, tried and sentenced to hang. With no stay of execution at hand, the son’s only hope lies in the hands of another hangman, Stars Eric Miller. Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 3872795 THE CONFEDERATE.** Widescreen. Desperate to escape the marriage to a brutal neighbor that her drunken father arranged, Will Stockdale wins the Wheeler’s Division of the Confederate Cavalry disguised as a boy. Can Willa keep the secret from the Captain she grows to love, and can she outrun the abusive Edgar Dodds, hot on her tail? Starring Parker Stevenson. Not Rated. CC: 106 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3872807 FIRETRAIL.** Widescreen. February, 1865. Sherman’s army destroys everything in its path as it blazes through South Carolina. Blake Winterry, a Confederate cavalry captain, returns from the Virginia front determined to defend his home state. Adding insult to jeopardy, his fiancée has left him for a draft dodger. Stars Jim Hutton. Not Rated. CC: 92 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3872856 STRANGE NATURE.** Widescreen. Hideously deformed frogs have turned up in the waters of Minnesota. Seen through the eyes of a single mother and her 11-year-old son, a small town struggles with the unknown when the deadly mutations move beyond the ponds. Stars Lisa Sheridan. Not Rated. CC: 100 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3864555 FROZEN PLANET: Complete Series Collection.** Widescreen. The Arctic and Antarctic remain the greatest wildernesses on Earth. The scale and beauty of the scenery and the sheer power of the elements are unmatched anywhere else on our planet. This seven-part BBC series captures unimaginable imagery above and below the ice. Narrated by naturalist David Attenborough. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC Earth. $11.95

**DVD 3871541 BEST OF CASPER, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. It’s the 1960s and Casper reigns supreme in these rare cartoon shorts! Ten episodes in all: True Boo; Boo Ribbon Winner; Good Scream Fun; Fright from Wrong; Zero the Hero; Ground Hog Play; Boo Hoo Baby; Speaking About Africa; Puss ‘n Boos; and Mike and Shriek. 72 minutes. Fullscreen Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 3869873 KEANU.** Widescreen. Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele star as Clarence and Reel, two cousins who live in the city but are far more into nature than the urban jungle. With Reel’s beloved kitten, Keana, is snatched, the hopelessly straitlaced pair must impersonate ruthless killers in order to infiltrate the street gang. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3862461 THE HITMAN’S BODYGUARD.** Widescreen. When an elite protection agent (Ryan Reynolds) is called upon to guard the life of his mortal enemy, the world’s most notorious hitman (Samuel L. Jackson), the duo are thrown together for a wildly outrageous 24 hours, where they must evade a merciless dictator who is out for blood. Rated R. 118 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3869891 FULL METAL KIXET.** Fullscreen. Stanley Kubrick’s brilliant saga about the Vietnam War and the dehumanizing process that turns people into trained killers. Joker (Matthew Modine), Animal Mother (Annette Bening), and the rest of the “war machine” are sent on a shuttle mission by their superiors. Vietnam. Rated R. CC: 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3861256 THE KID.** Widescreen. A young fugitive is drawn into the world of dirty Big Ed as he makes his way across the American southwest in a desperate attempt to scrounge his sister’s life savings. Stars Ethan Hawke, Chris Pratt and Paul Guilfoyle. Rated R. 100 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3871746 LADY BIRD.** Widescreen. Christine “Lady Bird” McPherson (Saoirse Ronan) fights against but is exactly like her wildly loving, dominatinated stepfather (Tracy Letts), a nurse working tirelessly to keep her family aloft after Lady Bird’s father loses his job. Nominated for five Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Directed by Greta Gerwig. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3869849 GRAN TORINO.** Clint Eastwood Collection. Widescreen. Korean War vet Walt Kowalski (Clint Eastwood) doesn’t much like how his life or his neighborhood has turned out. He especially doesn’t like the people next door, Hmong immigrants from Southeast Asia. But events force Walt to defend the neighbors against a local gang that feeds on violence. Rated R. English. SDH: 116 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 3862076 TERMINAL.** Widescreen. Margot Robbie, Simon Pegg and Mike Myers star in this twisted tale of assassins carrying out a sinister mission, where their lives all intertwine at the hands of a mysterious criminal mastermind hell-bent on revenge. Not Rated. 95 minutes. VS Films. $5.95

**★ DVD 3862054 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME TWELVE.** Laugh, groan, white, and laugh again with Joel, Mike, Tom, and the rest of the Mystery Science Theater 3000 gang as they deliver jokes and judgment on cinema’s difficult children. This four DVD set includes The Rebel Set; Secret Agent Super Dragon; The Starfighters; and Parts: The Clonus Horror. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly 6 hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $34.95

**★ DVD 3862062 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000–THE GAUNTLET: Season 12.** Widescreen. Jonah Heston is forced to watch bad movies and have his mind monitored by a scarcest Kingdom Forrester and her foul-mouthed Max. With the help of his robot friends Cambot, Gypsy, Tom Servo and Crow, Jonah does his best to make it through Mac and Me; The Lords of the Deep; Killer Fish; Atlantic Rim; The Day the Earth Stood Still; and many more. Each DVD is packed with 2469814

**DVD 3869717 BEETLEJUICE.** Widescreen. Find out what happens when a yuppie ghost couple ( Alec Baldwin and Geena Davis) have their quaint New England home overrun by their New York-immigrant friends Michael Keaton and Beetlejuice. Includes three episodes from the animated Beetlejuice TV series. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**DVD 3869954 TAG.** Widescreen. For one month every year, five highly competitive friends hit the ground running in a no-holds barred game of tag they’ve been playing since the first grade. This year, the game coincides with the wedding of their only undefeated player, which should finally make him an easy target. But he knows they’re coming—and he’s ready. Rated R. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 3864723 4 FILM FAVORITES: Vacation Collector’s Box.** Widescreen. Nobody vacations like the Griswold family! Come along for all the hilarious hijinks you could possibly handle with these four comedy classics: Vacation (Rated R); European Vacation; Christmas Vacation; and Vegas Vacation. Stars Chevy Chase, Beverly D’Angelo and Randy Quaid. Over 6 hours on three DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 3864944 MISTER ROBERTS/NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS: Silver Screen Icons.** Widescreen. Stir crazy crew members of the U.S. Naval ship that wins them all as they’ re faced with not war’s dangers but its indignities in Mister Roberts, starring a host of Hollywood legends. Georgia farm boy Will Stockdale is drafted into battle but he’s drafted, but he’s Union ready for him in No Time for Sergeants, starring Andy Griffith. English SDH. Four hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 3864804 CST: The Complete First Season.** It’s all here. All the cases, all the evidence and all the solutions. Collects all 23 episodes of the globe nominee original First Season. Stars William Petersen, Marg Helgenberger, Gary Dourdan, George Eads, Jorja Fox and Paul Guilfoyle. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 3864952 ROAD TRIP UNRATED TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Get ready for three wild adventures with a trio of unrated Road Trip flicks. Breckin Meyer, Sean William Scott, and Tom Green take to the road with one goal—to recover a rare ping pong ball. Road Trip; Scott Mechlowicz and his buddies go overseas and overboard in EuroTrip; and three college buddies venture out to the National Beer Pong Championship in Road Trip Beer Pong. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. $5.95
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DVD 3862958 REPRISAL. Widescreen. Jacob (Frank Grillo), a bank manager haunted by a violent heist, teams up with his ex-cop neighbor, James (Bruce Willis), to bring down the assailant. Rated R. 90 minutes. VWS Films.

DVD 3862216 ACTS OF VIOLENCE. Widescreen. When his fiancé is kidnapped by human traffickers, Roman and his ex-military brothers set out to save her before it’s too late. Along the way, Roman teams up with Avery (Bruce Willis), a cop investigating human trafficking and fighting the corrupted bureaucracy behind the conspiracy. Rated R. 86 minutes. VWS Films.

DVD 3862384 ESCAPE PLAN 2. Widescreen. Retired CIA interrogator Alice Ronci (Nomi Rapace) is unexpectedly called back into action and soon learns that the classified information she’s uncovered has been compromised. She turns to a former soldier to help her prevent a lethal biological attack. Also stars Orlando Bloom and Michael Douglas. Rated R. 98 minutes. VWS Films.

DVD 3862615 UNLOCKED. Widescreen. Retired CIA interrogator Alice Ronci (Nomi Rapace) is unexpectedly called back into action and soon learns that the classified information she’s uncovered has been compromised. She turns to a former soldier to help her prevent a lethal biological attack. Also stars Orlando Bloom and Michael Douglas. Rated R. 98 minutes. VWS Films.
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3871681 DANNY COLLINS.** Widescreen. Al Pacino stars as aging '70s rocker, Danny Collins, who can’t give up his hard living ways. But when his manager (Christopher Plummer) uncovers a 40-year-old undelivered letter written to him by John Lennon, he decides to embark on a heartfelt journey to reconnect with his family and begin a second act. Also stars Annette Bening. Rated R. English. SDH: 108 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3863008 MAUDIE.** Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and reclusive fishmonger Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke). English SDH: 114 minutes. Mongrel Media. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871590 20TH CENTURY WOMEN.** Widescreen. Set in 1979 Santa Barbara, this film follows Dorothea (Annette Bening), a determined single mom in her mid-30s who is raising her adolescent son at a time brimming with cultural change. She enlists the help of two younger women, a savvy teenage neighbor and a handymen to form a makeshift family. Also stars Greta Gerwig and Elle Fanning. Rated R. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871695 BREATHE.** Widescreen. The inspiring true story of activists Robin and Diana Cavendish (Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy), an adventurous couple who love and refusal to give up in the face of daunting odds changed the world for the better. English SDH: 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871673 COME AND FIND ME.** Widescreen. David (Aaron Paul) and Claire’s (Annabelle Wallis) idyllic relationship comes to an abrupt and mysterious end when Claire disappears without a trace. Devastated and incapable of letting go, David follows her trail down an increasingly dangerous path. Soon he's forced to risk everything if he ever wants to see her again. Rated R. 114 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 387172X GOOD WIDOW.** Widescreen. In a career-defining role, Robert Pattinson stars as Coppola Niko, who embarks on a twisted one-night odyssey through the city’s underworld in a desperate—and dangerous—attempt to get his brother Nick out of jail. Directed by Josh and Benny Safdie. Rated R. English. SDH: 101 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862577 THE POISON ROSE.** Widescreen. Carson Phillips (John Travolta) takes on a routine missing persons case which slowly reveals itself to be a complex interwoven web of crimes, where his brother Nick out of jail. Directed by Josh and Benny Safdie. Rated R. English. SDH: 101 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862593 SPINNING MAN.** Widescreen. Evan Birch (Guy Pierce) is a family man and esteemed professor at a distinguished college. When a female student goes missing, police detective Malloy (Pierce Brosnan) has many reasons to be suspicious when his investigation exposes crucial evidence making Evan the prime suspect in her disappearance. Also stars Minnie Driver. Rated R. 100 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862534 LAST RAMPAKE.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of convicted murderer Gary Tison (Robert Patrick) and his cellmate Randy Greenwalt (Chris Browning) who staged a daring escape from prison and embarked on an unforgettable crime spree. Also stars Heather Graham. Rated R. 92 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862291 BULLET HEAD.** Widescreen. Trapped in a warehouse after a heist, three career criminals will face off against a force far more formidable. Stars Antonio Banderas, Adrien Brody and John Malkovich. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3863123 THE TRUST.** Widescreen. Two dirty cops (Nicolas Cage and Elijah Wood) team up to break into a mysterious vault. Once they find what’s inside, it’s too late to turn back. Rated R. English SDH: 92 minutes. Mongrel Media. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862631 WELCOME HOME.** Widescreen. Bryan (Aaron Paul) and Cassie (Emily Ratajkowski) spend their weekend at a vacation rental house in the Italian countryside in an attempt to reconnect with each other and repair their relationship. However, the couple becomes the victims of the evil plans of an 82 year old home owner. Rated R. 96 minutes. WS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862240 BETWEEN WORLDS.** Widescreen. When Billie falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who had unusual business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. 94 minutes. WS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871576 THE BOY NEXT DOOR.** Widescreen. Claire Peterson (Jennifer Lopez) is struggling to get back in the dating game after separating from her cheating husband. When handsome 19-year-old Noah moves in next door, Claire has a moment of weakness that leads to an intense night together. Noah’s attraction quickly turns dangerous and violent, forcing Claire to her limits. Rated R. English. SDH: 99 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3869886 THE DEPARTED.** Widescreen. Rookie cop Billy Costigan (Leonardo DeCaprio) grew up in crime. That makes him the perfect mole, the man on the inside of the mob run by Frank Costello (Jack Nicholson). Meanwhile, Sulli agrees to send dawn Sullivan (Matt Damon) into everyone’s trust. No one suspects his Costello’s mole. Rated R. 115 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$3.95**

**DVD 3862186 10X10.** Widescreen. Lewis (Luke Evans) is a seemingly ordinary guy, who in broad daylight kidnaps Cathy (Kelly Reilly), and takes her to a secluded, soundproofed cell. As Cathy fights for her life it becomes clear that she is formidable match for her kidnapper and perhaps not a victim at all. Not Rated. 99 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3865280 ESCAPE ROOM.** Widescreen. Six friends test their intelligence and survival skills in a game that takes a dark turn. Solve the puzzle—or die. Rated R. 87 minutes. WS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862658 WINCHESTER.** Widescreen. On an isolated stretch of land off an Addiction, the world’s most haunted house. Constructed by Heirres Sarah Winchester (Helen Miren) to break her family’s curse, the massive house was designed to imprison the vengeful spirits who fell victim to the rifle designed by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. Based on actual events. 99 minutes. WS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871584 HAPPY DEATH DAY.** Widescreen. A blissfully self-centered co-ed (Jessica Rothe) is doomed to relive the day of her murder unless she can identify her masked assailant and hope to stop the madness. If she can’t, she will be stuck in an insane loop, reliving a ghoulish nightmare that has become her death day. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871657 THE BIG SICK.** Widescreen. This acclaimed comedy is based on the real-life relationship and culture clash between a charismatic Indian Naomi and her future wife, Emily Gordon. When Emily contracts a mysterious illness, Kumail has to force himself to face her feisty parents, temper his family’s expectations, and follow his heart. Also stars Zoe Kazan. Rated R. English. SDH: 120 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3871738 JULIET, NAKED.** Widescreen. Annie (Rose Byrne) is stuck in a long-term relationship with Duncan (Chris O’Dowd), an obsessive fan of obscure rocker Tucker Crowe (Ethan Hawke). When the acoustic demo for Tucker’s 25-year-old hit album surfaces, its release leads to a life-changing encounter with the elusive musician in this heartwarming story. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Elevation Pictures. **$5.95**
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3862437 GLORIA BELL.** Widescreen. Gloria (Julianne Moore) is a free-spirited, middle-aged divorcee who spends her days at a strip-covered office job and her nights at the dance floor. After meeting Arnold (John Turturro) on a night out, she suddenly finds herself thrust into an unexpected new romance with both the joy and the complications of a new relationship. Rated R. 122 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3862410 FUTURE WORLD.** Widescreen. A young man searches a dangerous, future-world wasteland for a rumored cure that will save his dying mother. Stars James Franco, Lucy Liu and Milla Jovovich. Rated R. 80 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3863107 NEVER GROUCH OLD.** Widescreen. When outlaws take over a peaceful American frontier town, an undertaker thrives until his family comes under threat and the death toll rises. Stars John Cusack and Emile Hirsch. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3862712 THE BUSY WORLD OF RICHARD SCARRY.** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Based on the books by Richard Scarry, here are all five seasons of the series filled with fun stories, inventive slapstick and colorful animation. Join Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm, and countless other Buckeye favorites in hours of entertainment for all ages. Sixty-five episodes in all! Over 27 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**DVD 3872815 INOPERABLE.** Widescreen. A young woman wakes up in a seemingly evacuated hospital with a hurricane approaching that has awakened malignant forces inside. She realizes she must escape the hospital before the hurricane passes, or she will be trapped there forever. Stars Danielle Harris. Not Rated. CC. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3872769 THE BODY TREES.** Widescreen. When a group of Americans travel to Russia to honor the memory of their murdered friend, they uncover a plot that threatens all their lives. Stars Michael Cardelle. Not Rated. CC. 97 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3864820 DEFINITELY, MAYBE.** Because I Said So/Love Actually/NOTTING HILL. Widescreen. Four light-hearted romantic favorites about the follies of love. Includes: Definitely. Maybe with Ryan Reynolds and Abigail Breslin; Because I Said So with Diane Keaton and Mandy Moore; Love Actually with Hugh Grant, Keira Knightley and Liam Neeson (Rated R); and Notting Hill with Hugh Grant and Julia Roberts. English SDH. 108 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $6.95

**DVD 3864926 FULLER HOUSE: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. The adventures that began with Full House continue, with veteran performer D.J. Tanner-Fuller (Candace Cameron Bure) recently widowed and living in San Francisco. With surprise visits from new suitors, ex-spouses and beloved relatives, your favorite home promises to become fuller than ever. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 3864731 4 MOVIE MARATHON: Dark Comedy Collection.** Widescreen. From the laughter and four times the gaps with this set of pitch-black comedies. John Waters’ Serial Mom (Kathleen Turner and Sam Waterston); Nurse Betty (Meryl Streep and Renée Zellweger); Bad Things (Christian Slater and Cameron Diaz); and Your Friends & Neighbors (Aaron Eckhart and Catherine Keener). All Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 3864758 THE ANCHORMAN COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell) is the Anchorman (Unrated), a top-rated 1970s San Diego news anchor who can’t handle sharing the news desk with all of things, a woman. Christina Applegate. Tulip Fever. In Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues, Ron Burgundy is back in action as he reassembles the news team and squares off with a new rival. Finally, in Anchorman: Wake Up Ron Burgundy (Unrated) you’ll get a host of uproarious deleted scenes, outtakes and more. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3864898 THE INCREDIBLE MR. LIMPET.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Mild mannered Mr. Limpet (Don Knotts) wants to serve his country during WWII, but can’t pass the Navy physical. During a trip to Coney Island he makes a magical wish which turns him into a fish, giving him a fin up on the enemy and making himself instantly valuable as the Navy’s secret weapon. A true comedy classic. CC. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.97 $5.95

**DVD 3863115 THE QUAKE.** Widescreen. In this pulse-pounding race against time disaster thriller, a family tries to survive a major earthquake. The sequel to The Wave. Stars Kristoffer Joner. CC. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**DVD 3863131 THE WAVE.** Widescreen. In this action-packed thriller, a geologist tries to prevent a tsunami from destroying a popular tourist destination. With less than 10 minutes to read the M.D.S. a race against time in which he has to save as many as possible, including his own family. Stars Kristoffer Joner. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**DVD 3863042 THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT.** Widescreen. Lars von Trier’s shocking new film follows Jack, a highly intelligent serial killer, and the murders he commits over the course of 12 years. Starring Matt Dillon and Uma Thurman. Rated R. CC. 152 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**DVD 3864774 BEYOND CALL SAUL: Season One.** Widescreen. Before Saul Goodman made it to Albuquerque, he was struggling attorney Jimmy McGill (Bob Odenkirk). In this prequel to the Emmy-winning series Breaking Bad, Jimmy teams up with “fixer” Mike Emantraut (Jonathan Banks) on a journey that will transform him into one of the most notorious legal legends in all of TV Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours Pictures. Pub. at $35.99 $5.95

**DVD 386202X TURTLE ODYSSEY.** Widescreen. Explores the unique life cycle of an Australian Sea Turtle named Bunji on an incredible journey across the ocean. The film follows Bunji from a hatching into adulthood as she swims thousands of miles, meeting incredible creatures and having some truly wild encounters. English SDH. 60 minutes. M.O. Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**DVD 3866157 I GOT YOU BABE: The Best of Sonny & Cher.** Their popularity exploded when their ‘70s smash variety show The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour took America by storm. Millions of fans tuned in each week to watch the sparks fly and see what Cher was (or wasn’t) wearing. This collection includes 10 never before released episodes of the show. English SDH. Over eight hours on 5 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $27.95

**DVD 3868201 THE HIGH CHAPARRAL.** The Complete Season Four. Widescreen. In the final season brings big changes and new challenges for the Cannons (Leif Erickson, Cameron Mitchell), Montoyas (Linda Cristal, Henry Darrow, Frank Silvera) and the Bunkhouse Gang (led by Andrew Duggan). Stars include Jamesg Beeby, Jr., Margaret Dumont, Frank Faylen and more. In B&W. Five hours. Classic Fix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 3868826 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLiners COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. This special six film collection from the 1940s is a must-have for any fan of Hal Roach with each film culled from the original Hal Roach Studio masters. Included are Tanks a Million; Hay Foot; About Face; Fall In; Yanks Ahoy and Here Comes Trouble. Stars include James Gleason, Margaret Kelly, Marie Dressler, Beery, Jr., Margaret Dumont, Frank Faylen and more. In B&W. Five hours. Classic Fix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 3866300 WHILE YOU LIVE, SHINE.** Widescreen. A journey deep into the oldest music in the Western worldGreek music-guided by accomplished excavator Chris King, who has dedicated his life to understanding and preserving it. An immersive sonic and visual feast that leaves the viewer feeling they’ve looked into a way of life that the 21st century has left behind. 90 minutes. IndyPix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3864782 HOTEL TRANSLYUVANIA/ CLOU DY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS/ THE SMURFS: Family Fun Collection.** Widescreen. Welcome to Hotel Transylvania. Dracula’s lavish five-state resort, where monsters and their families can live it up and no humans are allowed! In Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs Flint Lockwood gets his big dream, set, as delicious cheeseburgers are falling from the sky! In The Smurfs the tiny blue characters are forced from their magical world into ours. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 3864812 DALLAS COWBOYS HEROES.** Fullscreen. Get an inside look at the legends who made the Dallas Cowboys one of the greatest franchises in NFL history, from iconic coach Tom Landry to “Captain Comeback” Roger Staubach, to the “Triplets” of the ’90s, to Tony Romo and the stars of today. 140 minutes with a second DVD of bonus content. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.93 **$5.95**

**DVD 386488X HUMORESQUE.** Glamorous socialite Helen Wright (Joan Crawford) uses whatever she wants—clothes, alcohol, men—and tosses them aside. Then she meets brilliant young violinist Paul Boray (John Garfield). But this is one toy she can’t break. Instead, her love for Paul brings Helen to a breaking point. Not Rated. In B&W. 125 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 3864928 LADY MACBETH.** Widescreen. Rural England, 1865. Katherine (Florence Pugh) is stifled by her loveless marriage to a bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving. When she embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband’s estate, a force is unleashed inside her, so powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Fullscreen. **$5.95**

**DVD 3864976 ANNIE.** Fullscreen. The classic story of a plucky, red-haired girl who dreams of life outside her dreary orphanage. One day, Annie (Aileen Quinn) is chosen to stay for a week. When the billionaires “Daddy” Warbucks (Albert Finney) offer her a place among the rich, the only person standing in the way of Annie’s fun is mean ol’ Miss Hannigan (Carol Burnett), CC. 127 minutes. Columbia. **$5.95**

**DVD 3874710 CANNIBAL TERROR.** When a pair of hooded knuckledheads and their bony moll kidnap the daughter of a wealthy, eccentric, family, they foolishly choose to hide in a local jungle infested with ferocious cannibals. What follows is a mind-roasting exercise in atrocity, gargantuous brutality, and gut-munching mayhem. Stars Robert Foster and Pamela Stanford. Uncut and uncensored. Pub. at $19.95 **$5.95**

**DVD 3894877 THE WOODS/THE CRAFT: Dreadmeat Stories.** Agnes Bruckner and Patricia Clarkson star in The Woods, a chilling film about a neglected teen girl sent to a private school deep in the woods where things are not what they seem. Next, a group of high school misfits won’t settle for anything but a frightful adventure to set a third Guinness World Record for Paul brings Helen to a breaking point. Not Rated. In B&W. 125 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 3864829 DIMENSION EXTREME TERROR 6 PACK.** Widescreen. Six Unrated cuts of Dimension Extreme’s greatest hits. It just doesn’t get more bizarre than Black Sheep, more brutal than Welcome to the Jungle; more deranged than Automation Translocation; more sadistic than J: Gasoline; more shocking than Broken. English SDH. Nine hours on 6 DVDs. Adults only. Weinstein. **$5.95**

**DVD 3862356 DRUNK PARENTS.** Widescreen. Two parents (Alec Baldwin and Salma Hayek) attempt to hide their ever increasing financial difficulties from their daughter and social circle through elaborate neighborhood schemes. Also stars Jim Gaffigan. Rated R. 97 minutes. VVS Films. **$5.95**

**DVD 3864960 SECRETS OF WAR: Weapons of War.** Take an inside look through the historic, elaborate and often unexpected instruments of war in this 10-episode series, narrated by Charlton Heston. Includes Super Guns; Psychological Warfare; Tools of Deception; Spy Planes; Bio-Chemical Weapons; The Wizard War; Battle-Field Warfare; The David Suskind Archives: Invincible Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 386605X THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: Gay Rights–Pro and Con.** Fullscreen. This program from 1982 pits area religious scholars against prominent New York gay men. This archived program pro and con, regard to the establishment of gay rights. 57 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**DVD 3866165 THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: I Was a Hitman for the Mafia.** Fullscreen. This 1973 and “Joey” the Hitman is just written a book about his life of crime. David Suskind is quite taken back by the calm and straightforward demeanor of his guest and really can’t believe that a fellow human being can be so matter of fact about the life that he has lived. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3866149 THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: Howard Hughes–The Watergate Connection.** Fullscreen. This 1976 program brings together three highly regarded panelists on the subjects of Howard Hughes and his many connections in what came to be known as Watergate. Along with David Suskind, they go into great detail regarding a number of well known aspects of Watergate, Nixon, and other characters caught up in the underlying Watergate story. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**DVD 3872920 BILL MONROE: Father of Bluegrass Music.** Paints an intimate and detailed portrait of this unique innovator of bluegrass music, combining historic interviews with rare musical performances by Bill Monroe & the Blue Grass Boys, Lester Flatt, Emmylou Harris, Paul McCartney, the Osbourne Brothers, Dolly Parton, Ricky Skaggs, and others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3872963 THE FIRST SATURDAY IN MAY.** Featuring heroic thoroughbred champion Barbaro, this film gives you a front row seat for the rollercoaster ride of a lifetime. Saddle up with six trainers, their horses and their families as they jockey for position in pursuit of horse racing’s holy grail–the Kentucky Derby. 100 minutes. DVD/Video. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3872882 AN IRISH STORY: This Is My Home.** Widescreen. Pursuing the American Dream in an RV, The Black Donnellys (Dave Rooney and Dave Browne) embark on an adventure to see a third Guinness World Record by playing 60 shows in all 50 U.S. states in just 40 days. These guitar-slinging, pint-drinking Irish immigrants connect with fans through music on a whirlwind tour road full of good times. Films. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3865924 BLOOD SOAKED.** A fresh-faced first day of college is sentido by an older co-ed and shares a sleepless night in the New Mexico desert. But this newly formed lesbian couple’s first day together is violently interrupted by a potent of orphaned siblings who have a taste for kidnapping, torture and the creation of flesh-eating zombies. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3872998 HANUKKAH.** A group of Jewish young adults are getting ready for the holiest day of the year and in a Festival of Frights. With the help of a wise Rabbi, they deduce that they are being targeted because they have violated Judaic law and that their only chance is to embrace their faith. Stars Charles Fleisher and Sid Haig in one of their most memorable roles. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Invincible Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3868850 EASY RIVER.** Widescreen. A professor goes to a small town in Italy to study the story of a witch killed in the early 1800s, and is drawn into a web of terror and possession as the spirit of the witch attempts to find a new host in this gore-filled horror film. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 **$14.95**
NEW DVDs

★ DVD 3869024 TERROR IN WOODS CREEK. widescreen. In the small southern town of Woods Creek, pure terror arrived in 1962 in the form of a young driveby killer. A chain of bizarre events and murder plagued the town but then one day the drifter mysteriously vanished. Now, 50 years later, he has returned seeking the lives of the town and new generation of victims. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ DVD 3865908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. widescreen. A cursed survivor of killings at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments are carried out on humans and animals in a secret women’s prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 3862100 RED JOAN. widescreen. Joan Stanley (Judi Dench) is a widow living out a quiet retirement in the suburbs when the British Secret Service places her under arrest. The charge: providing classified scientific information to the Soviet government for decades. As she is interrogated, Joan relives the dramatic events that shaped her life. Based on a sensational true story. Rated R. English SDH. Factory. Pub. at $16.97

★ DVD 3861996 FEAST OF THE SEVEN FISHES. widescreen. Amidst the festivities of the Feast of the Seven Fishes, his Italian family’s tradition, Tony, a young man with big dreams and an even bigger heart, is yearning to find foothold in NY. When he meets the gorgeous Beth, romance blossoms, but their budding romance faces some serious obstacles—including his Grandma Nonnie. 99 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95

★ DVD 3862070 THE NIGHTINGALE. widescreen. In 1925 Australia, 21 year old Irish convict Claire has served her seven year sentence, but her abusive master Lieutenant Hawkins refuses to release her. When Claire’s husband retaliates, she becomes the victim of a hangman’s crime at the hands of the lieutenant. When no justice is done, Claire decides on revenge, without weighing the costs. Rated R. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95

★ DVD 3862083 N DELOREAN. widescreen. Money, power, politics, drugs, scandal and fast cars—the incredible story of John DeLorean is the stuff of Hollywood screenwriter’s dream. Framing John DeLorean reconstructs the extraordinary life and legacy of the controversional automaker, played by Alec Baldwin, tracing his meteoric rise through the ranks of General Motors, and his shocking fall from grace. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95

★ DVD 3862097 RABID. widescreen.丁继明 and underdog fashion designer Sarah, horribly disfigured after a grisly collision, agrees to undergo an untested procedure involving stem cells to restore her damaged face. This miracle cure causes her to recover beyond her wildest dreams. But it comes with a price. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95

★ DVD 3861988 DAUNTLESS: The Battle of Midway. widescreen. During the pivotal battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber is forced to ditch into the sea. Set adrift, the men look toward their comrades for rescue; namely the ragtag crew of an ammunitions aircraft, who were sent out to search for survivors. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $11.95

★ DVD 3865940 CLAY PIGEON. Fullscreen. Joe Ryan (Tom Stern), a Vietnam vet, is named a drug kingpin by the CIA (Telly Savalas), to draw out his criminal rival (Robert Vaughn), in order to catch him, making Joe the Clay Pigeon. The first film dealing with the problems of a returning Vietnam vet from the war. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3862089 OPHELIA. widescreen. Set in medieval Denmark and spoken in a modern tongue with a poetic twist, this film recaptures the classic Shakespearean tragedy of Hamlet so that its unspoken, complex heroine may share her own story. Stars Daisy Ridley as Ophelia. English SDH. 106 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $11.95

★ DVD 3868923 THE KYOTO CONNECTION. A beautiful Swedish tourist arrives in Tokyo only to accidentally enter the wrong car thinking it is her driver in this Japanese sexploitation. The Japanese loner behind the wheel lets her get in only to transport her to his home. Once inside he holds her hostage for his own sexual pleasures. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 72 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3865866 AC/DC: Changing of the Guard. Fullscreen. This documentary recounts the bizarre events, superb music and quite extraordinary changes that occurred for AC/DC in 1980. And with the help of rare archival and studio footage, expert opinion from those close to the band plus photographs seldom seen before, this program is perhaps the best film yet on this 1980 year of turbulence. 113 minutes. $11.95

★ DVD 3865975 DAVID BOWIE 1976–1979: A Decadent Desolation. Fullscreen. By the mid 1970’s Bowie was the biggest pop star in the UK, but his personal life was turbulent. This documentary reviews the music that Bowie recorded and the life that he led between the years 1976 and 1979, when his most adventurous, challenging, and perhaps most rewarding work was unleashed. 87 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3862119 TRESPASSERS. widescreen. Two couples working through relationship issues rent a gorgeous house in the desert for a sex and drug fueled escape from reality. As tensions escalate over the course of a debaucherous night, things take an unexpected turn when a woman shows up at the door. Art, drugs, scandal and fast cars–the incredible story of Delorean. Rated R. 92 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3856932 CITY OF THE VAMPIRES. A wrong turn and Sam Hellings found himself lost in the road of Braddock. There he found this terror so unspeakable that he left his own girlfriend Christiane behind, trapped within its clutches. One month later, he retrieves his legs and searches for clues to Christiane’s fate. Not Rated. 82 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3875164 LEO KOTTKE: Home & Away Revisited. this newly expanded edition of Home & Away features Leo’s life on the road including previously unseen footage of Leo playing with the late Michael Hedges backstage in Nashville, and a newly extended performance with Chet Atkins and Doc Watson and a photo shoot. Leo also takes you on a tour of one of his favorite spots. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ DVD 3862038 ITSY BITSY. widescreen. A single mother, Kara, moves to the countryside with her two children to take a job as a housekeeper for Walter. As Kara begins her new work, Walter’s secret past soon invites doom and terror. Her teenage son discovers a mysterious relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady associate, and inside the relic was a terrifying creature. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $11.95

★ DVD 3866126 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION. VOLUME 3: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh–In, this show ranked in the top 20 in the mid-1970s and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roger Miller, Bill Anderson, Susan Raye, Loretta Lynn, and Buck Owens. 106 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $8.99. $7.95
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3866122**  THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: Kornfeld Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Johnny Cash, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. Widescreen. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**DVD 3866084**  THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: Kornfeld Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Conway Twitty, Jerry Lee Lewis, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. Widescreen. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**DVD 3866092**  THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Kornfeld Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Roy Clark and many other Country Music celebrities. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**DVD 3866114**  THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: Kornfeld Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Tanya Tucker, Conway Twitty, George Lindsey, Loretta Lynn, Roy Clark and many other Country Music celebrities. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**DVD 3866130**  THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 6: Kornfeld Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Johnny Cash, Buck Owens, La Costa, Freddy Fender, Melba Montgomery and many others. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

**DVD 3870595** DEAN MARTIN: THE Colgate Comedy Hour and at War with the Army. This splendid double feature includes the iconic Dean Martin in two comedy specials. The Colgate Comedy Hour was hosted by Martin and Janis Paige. The episode included here features entertainers Janis Paige, Danny Arnold and Conrad Dancers. At War with the Army stars Martin and Lewis in a hilarious musical comedy. In B&W. 143 minutes. Wienerworld. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95

**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 3867242** DRAG ME TO HELL: Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Christina Brown is on her way to having it all: a devoted boyfriend, a hard-earned job promotion, and a bright future. But when she has to make a tough decision that evicts an elderly woman from her house... Christine becomes part of an evil curse. Includes special features. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.93

$11.95

**Blu-ray 3869863** INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. The undead are among us and rivet us even when Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt and Christian Slater go about their young-blood routine, and this spellbinding screen adaption of Anne Rice’s bestseller. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. Warner Home Video.

$5.95

**Blu-ray 3868966** RUNG CUPL COLLECTION. Widescreen. The genre-defining trilogy—Ringu, the film that started it all, plus Hideo Nakata’s chilling sequel, Ring 2 and the enigmatic sequel, Ringu 3—has become a cult classic. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95

**Blu-ray 3873021** VEROTIKA. A creepy, surreal and bloody trilogy of erotic horror stories culled from Glenn Danzig’s long-running edgy comic book imprint, Verotik. Starring Rachel Alig and Alice Haig. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

**Blu-ray 3866445** GLORIA BELL. Widescreen. Gloria (Julianne Moore) is a free-spirited, middle-aged divorcée who spends her days at a strictly-labeled office job and her nights on the dance floor. After meeting John (Turturro) on a night out, she suddenly finds herself thrust into an unexpected new romance with both the joys of love and the complications of mature dating. VFS Films.

$4.95

**Blu-ray 3866984X** THE PASSION OF DARKLY NOON. Widescreen. Darkly Noon (Brendan Fraser) is the sole survivor of a military-style attack on an isolated religious community. Stumbling through a forest in a dataiped, he is rescued by the free-spirited and enigmatic Callie (Ashley Judd.) But Darkly’s unrequited love for her sends him into an explosive and lethal rage. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.95

$24.95

**Blu-ray 3873212** BAKERMAN. Ever since a baker, Jens (Mikkel Vadsholt) has accepted far too much for too long. When a bunch of yobs one day smash the window of Jens’s car, he takes one of them out with a fire iron. Jens comes out of his shell, but the destructive driving force leads him towards a fall. Unrated. In Danish with English subtitles. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

$24.95

**Blu-ray 3862231** THE CON IS ON. Widescreen. In an effort to avoid paying off a massive gambling debt to a notorious mobster, a construction worker acceptance, fully too much for too long. But his destructive driving force leads him towards a fall. Unrated. In Danish with English subtitles. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

$24.95

**Blu-ray 3867307** DARKNESS BELOW. Widescreen. Double feature! Not long after Regina (Anna Paquin) begins living in her family’s remote country estate, she learns there is something horrifyingly disturbing about the old place. In Below, the crew of an American submarine begins noticing a series of otherworldly occurrences after rescuing three survivors of a U-boat attack. Directed by James Wan. Both Rated R. Over three hours. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

**Blu-ray 3862771** HOSTEL/HOSTEL II PART II. In Hostel II, two American backpackers in Europe find themselves lured as victims of a murder for profit business. Hostel Part II is the shocking and gruesome sequel about the underground torture ring where rich businessmen pay to torture and murder their guests. Directed by Jon Wright. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Unrated. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

$3.95

**Blu-ray 386734X** PASSENGERS. Widescreen. The voyage of Aurora and Jim, two passengers on board a spaceship transporting them to a new life on another planet, takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mysteriously wake them 90 years before they reach their destination. With the lives of everyone on board in jeopardy, Jim and Aurora can save them all. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95


$17.95

**Blu-ray 3867366** ROUGH NIGHT. Widescreen. Five best friends from college reunite ten years later for a wild weekend getaway in Miami. Their outrageous antics and hard partying result in hilarious unexpected consequences which land them in a seemingly impossible situation to escape. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95


$17.95
Schoot. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95

Instructing them each to kill or be killed. Stars Dawn Van De.

Divorced mother and her two teens receive mysterious red letters adjusting to a new life in a quiet suburban community, a recently

Based. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95

Festival of Frights. With the help of a wise Rabbi, brave the alien wilderness of a distant planet to save Earth, a team of four teenage astronauts invaded Earth and declared a galactic war dangerous than anything they could have ever imagined. Stars Brian Thompson and Ben Browder. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Epic Pictures

HOW TO TRAP A GHOST

Widescreen. The debut movie of future Hulk, Mark Ruffalo is the sequel to Mirror Mirror, and this time the mirror’s demonic power is unleashed again from the blood of the dammed, and sets the stage for the ultimate battle between good and evil. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

An intense and gripping action thriller revolves around a dangerous love triangle between a Hollywood talent agent, a beautiful cocktail waitress and a motorcycle gang member that turn deadly when stolen drugs and money become involved. Rated R. 99 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

Blu-ray
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NEW MUSIC CDs

**CD 3866090 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: One More From the Fans. Recorded live at the Fox Theater, in Atlanta GA, on November 12, 2014. 2 CDs deliver 19 tracks of this historic concert. Includes Whiskey Rock–A–Roller; You Got That Right; Saturday Night Special; Don’t Ask Me Questions; Call Me the Breeze; What’s Your Name; Down South Jukin’; Tuesday’s Gone; Free Bird; Sweet Home Alabama; and more. Includes a DVD of the live concert. Loud & Proud.**

$5.95

**CD 3864796 THE BEST OF THE RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS: 20th Century Masters. Collects 14 songs from the iconic duo, including Little Latin Lupe Lo; Koko Joe; You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’; Unchained Melody; Ebb Tide; Rock and Roll Heaven; and more. Universal Music.**

$6.95

**CD 3874842 HEART: Greatest Hits 1985-1995. Experience the most powerful female vocals in rock ‘n’ roll with a decade of classics. Your heart will be pounding for 12 tracks like What About Love; If Looks Could Kill; Never; These Dreams; Nothin’ at All; Alone; Who Will Run to You; There’s the Girl; Stranded; Back to Avalon; and more. Capital Records.**

$8.95

**CD 3862682 BIGFOOT: Southern Nation. This 10 track collection presents the best from this southern rock group. Includes Need My Ride; Southern Native; Everyman; Call Of A Hero; Take Me Home; Whiskey Train; Satisfied Man; Ohio; Love This Town; and Diablo Loves Guitar. Loud & Proud.**

$4.95

**CD 3862704 PORNOGRAFFITTI LIVE 25: Master Mixdown. This 3 disc set presents the 25th anniversary of Extreme’s definitive album Pornograffitti. The CD features on 16 tracks Decadence Dance; Li’l Jock Horny; When I’m President; Get the Funk Out; More Than I Can Handle; When I First Kissed You; Flight of the Wounded Bumblebees; He-Man Woman Hater; and more. Includes on DVD and Blu-ray the live concert and a documentary of the band. Loud & Proud.**

$4.95

**CD 3874834 GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get to Phoenix. Audiences across the country responded to this album and in the process made Campbell a star. Twelve songs are compiled, including By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Homeward Bound; Tomorrow Never Comes; My Baby’s Gone; Love Is a Lonesome River; and more. Capital Records.**

$6.95

**CD 3870305 RED LETTER DAY. Widescreen. While adjusting to a new life in a quiet suburban community, a recently divorced mother and her two teens receive mysterious red letters instructing them each to kill or be killed. Stars Dawn Van De Schoot. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95**

$15.95

**Blu-ray 3868899 HANUKKAH. Widescreen. A group of Jewish young adults are getting ready for the holidays, but are in for a Festival of Fright. With the help of a wise Rabbi, they deduce that they are being targeted because they have violated Judaic law and that their only chance of survival lies in rejecting their instincs, exploiting each other’s fears and ignoring their personal histories. Not Rated. 97 minutes. DVD and Blu-ray. Pub. at $24.95**

$17.95


$17.95

**Blu-ray 3857113 HOAX. Widescreen. An investigative team travels deep into the remote Colorado wilderness after a group of young campers are viciously murdered by what may be Bigfoot. What they encounter turns out to be more unexpected and dangerous than anything they could have ever imagined. Stars Brian Thompson and Ben Browder. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Epic Pictures**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 3866211 MIRROR MIRROR. Widescreen. Shy teenager Megan moves to a new town with her widowed mother and quickly becomes the most unpopular girl in high school. But she begins receiving black magic power from an antique mirror which is controlled by demonic forces. Rated R. 104 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 386622X MIRROR MIRROR 2: Raven Dance. Widescreen. The debut movie of future Hulk, Mark Ruffalo is the sequel to Mirror Mirror, and this time the mirror’s demonic power is unleashed again from the blood of the dammed, and sets the stage for the ultimate battle between good and evil. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 3872904 ASSASSINAUT. Widescreen. In the near future, aliens have invaded Earth and declared a galactic war resulting in thousands of human casualties. To save Earth, a team of four teenage astronauts brave the alien wilderness of a distant planet to stop an assassin from changing the course of history forever. Stars Shannon Hutchison. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 3872939 BLACK SITE. Widescreen. An elite military unit encounters a supernatural entity, known as The Elder Gods, that forces them into battle against an army from another dimension. They must fight together to defend the Black Rock Site and save the world from ultimate destruction. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 3873005 RED LETTER DAY. Widescreen. While adjusting to a new life in a quiet suburban community, a recently divorced mother and her two teens receive mysterious red letters instructing them each to kill or be killed. Stars Dawn Van De Schoot. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95**

$15.95

**Blu-ray 3866041 FREeways 2: Confessions of a Trickbbay. Widescreen. Natasha Lyonne stars as a teenage prostitute that escapes from a juvenile prison with a 16-year-old lesbian serial killer, and both go on a destructive road trip to Mexico in this violent film that’s a twist on the Hansel & Greidel fairy tale. Rated R. 98 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 3866238 POINT DOOM. Widescreen. This big budget 1999 indie action thriller revolves around a dangerous love triangle between a Hollywood talent agent, a beautiful cocktail waitress and a motorcycle gang member that turn deadly when stolen drugs and money become involved. Rated R. 99 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95**

$17.95

**Blu-ray 386619X LADYWORLD. Eight teenage girls become trapped in an endless birthday party after a massive ecological event. The girls’ sanity and psyches dissolve as they run out of food and water. Eventually, they regress to their baser instincts, exploiting each other’s fears and instincts. Not Rated. 94 minutes. DVD and Blu-ray. Pub. at $24.95**

$14.95
NEW MUSIC CDs

★ CD 3875210 ROCK & ROMANCE COLLECTION: I'd Do Anything For Love. You’ll love the 34 songs collected here, including “Sweet Home Oklahoma” by Lynyrd Skynyrd; “You’re the Inspiration” by Chicago; “Hot Blooded” by Foreigner; “Baby Come Back” by Player; “Show Me the Way” by Peter Frampton; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99
★ CD 3875115 THE HEART OF CLASSIC ROCK. Chicago; Crosby, Stills & Nash; more. Thirty-seven tracks on two CDs, including “Ramblin’ Man” by the Allman Brothers Band; “Don’t Stop Believin’” by Journey; “Smokin’ in the Boy’s Room” by Brownsville Station; “Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood” by Alice Coltrane. More than 40 hits on two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99
★ CD 3875148 LEGENDARY VOICES: Magic Moments. Includes music from all your favorites and true legends of the music world. Artists include Andy Williams, Bobby Vinton, Johnnie Mathis, Tony Bennett, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, and more. Twenty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99
★ CD 3875237 ROGER MCGUINN’S THUNDERBYRD: Live at Rockpalast 1977. Recorded at Grugahalle Essen in Germany on July 23 and July 24, 1977. This collection includes both, a CD and a DVD (72 minutes of the performance). Fifteen tracks, including “Lover of the Bayou”; American Girl; “I Know What I Want;” I Want a Girl; Dreamy Lullaby; Roses in the Rain; and more. Thirty-four songs on 2 CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.99
★ CD 3866076 THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62. Comprising this two CD, 58 track set comprises Gordon’s A & B sides of his Columbia releases during these years, naturally featuring all his career hits with his own orchestra, of which ten were Billboard Top 10 entries. The recordings include “You’re the One”, “Heart of Stone”, “Bye Bye Baby Blues”, “Gonna Get Away” and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. The record comprises both, a CD and a DVD (137 minutes). Pub. at $29.99
★ CD 3866270 CONCERT IMPRESSIONS: The Stan Kenton Orchestra. These are eleven richly recorded treasures selected from 2004 and 2007 special events and dance concerts, including Concert Hall, including “Fringed Benefit; Artistry in Percussion; Chiaspa; Malaga; Body and Soul; Inner Crisis and more. Tanbata. Pub. at $19.99
★ CD 3866246 ROBERT PLANT: Live Principles. Collects sixteen tracks on 2 CDs from his live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, UK in December of 1983 including In The Mood; Pledge Pin, Messin’ with the Meikon; Worse Than Dirty; Treat Her Right; Slow Dancer; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.99
★ CD 3866254 SANTANA: Warszawa. Collected here are eighteen tracks taken from a FM broadcast recorded at Hala Torwar, Warsaw, Poland in October 1994 including: Angels All Around Us; Yeaah/Hannibal; Maggot Brain; Black Magic Woman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99
★ CD 3875199 RICHARD THOMPSON BAND: Live at Rockpalast. This wonderful seven-song collection includes two DVDs (over three hours) of three CDs (34 tracks) of two performances in Hamburg (December 10, 1983) and in Cannes (January 26, 1984). Songs include The Wrong Heartbeat, Man in Need; Night Comes In; Two Left Feet; Can’t You See; I Know and much more. Pub. at $19.99
★ CD 3866017 THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1950-62. Comprises the A & B sides of cramer’s singles for the Abbott, MCA and RCA labels during these years. Two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin’ Diane; Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Succotash; Dixie; Rumpus; Last Date; Slip It On. Pub. at $19.99
★ CD 3875197 THE FRANKIE VALLEI COLLECTION, 1940-49. Comprises all the A & B sides of his Columbia releases during these years, featuring all his career hits with his own orchestra, of which ten were Billboard Top 10 entries. The recordings include “You’re the One”, “Heart of Stone”, “Bye Bye Baby Blues”, “Gonna Get Away” and many more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865991 DIGBY FAIRWEATHER: Notes from a Jazz Life. This 33 track, two CD set features recordings with leading personalities of British jazz over the last half-century and is an autobiographical retrospective of the recording career of the renowned british jazz consort. Songs include ‘That You Know; I Want a Girl; Dreamy Lullaby; Roses in the Rain; and more. Forty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865992 DION & THE BELMONTS: The Singles & Albums Collection, 1958-62. This excellent two CD, 58 track set comprises the A & B sides of Dion’s and Mohawk releases, plus the A & B sides of the Dion & The Belmonts singles and Dion solo singles during this era. Top hits include: Tag! That You Know; I Want a Girl; Dreamy Lullaby; Roses in the Rain; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865916 THE ANNETTE McCAIN FUMICELLO COLLECTION, 1958-82. This two CD, 65 track set comprises the A & B sides of Annette’s singles on the Disneyland and Brunswick labels during the 1950s. This collection includes Tall Paul; That Crazy Place from Outer Space; I Love You Baby; La La Cha Cha Cha; Talk to Me Baby; O Dio Mio; Blue Muu Muu; My Little Grass Shack; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865040 CHEAP TRICK: Turn on the Radio, the 1980s. Two classic radio broadcasts—the full KMET broadcast from Aggie Valley, East Troy, Wisconsin on July 3, 1982 and the full WQVoice FM broadcast from the Summerfest Festival, Milwaukee, Wisconsin on July 1, 1987. Songs include “Hello There; California Man; Big Eyes; Day Tripper; and more. Thirty-five tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865016 THE FRANKIE VALLEI COLLECTION, 1940-49. Comprises all the A & B sides of his Columbia releases during these years, featuring all his career hits with his own orchestra, of which ten were Billboard Top 10 entries. The recordings include “You’re the One”, “Heart of Stone”, “Bye Bye Baby Blues”, “Gonna Get Away” and many more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865016 THE ANNETTE McCAIN FUMICELLO COLLECTION, 1958-82. This two CD, 65 track set comprises the A & B sides of Annette’s singles on the Disneyland and Brunswick labels during the 1950s. This collection includes Tall Paul; That Crazy Place from Outer Space; I Love You Baby; La La Cha Cha Cha; Talk to Me Baby; O Dio Mio; Blue Muu Muu; My Little Grass Shack; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99
★ CD 3865008 THE BEST OF EDWIN MCCAIN. Collects 16 songs from the singer-songwriter, including Beautiful Life; Darwin’s Children; Walk with You; I Could Not Ask For More; I Want It All; and more. Sagauto Road Records. Pub. at $19.99
NEW MUSIC CDs

**CD 3875172** MARC COHN: Listening Booth, 1970. In Cohn's words this album is his humbly attempt to repay a dept of gratitude to the artists who changed his life, while trying to bring something fresh to their work. Songs include Wild World; Look at Me; Maybe I'm Amazed; The Letter; Into the Mystic; and more. Road Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3888834** DALE ANN BRADLEY: Eleven tracks from this American Bluegrass performer include Southern Memories; Champagne Lady; One More River; I'll Just Go Away; Going Back to Kentucky; If You Were Mine to Lose; Last Goodbye; Blackberry Summer; This Is My Year for Mexico; Stand by Me; and Now and Then. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3870313** SISTER SADIE II. An inspiring musical collaboration bringing together some of the best women that bluegrass music has ever claimed. Enjoy 12 excellent tracks, including Losing You Blues; Since I Laid My Burden Down; Love Has No Pride; and more! Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3872947** DALE ANN BRADLEY: Pocket Full of Keys. Collects 12 songs from the bluegrass legend, including The Stranger; Till I Hear It from You; Pocket Full of Keys; Ain't It Funny; Hard Lesson Road; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3872955** DALE ANN BRADLEY: The Hard Way. This CD compiles 10 songs from the five-time Female Bluegrass Vocalist of the Year, including Hard Way Every Time; Pretty, Dark Hearted Emma Brown; The Redbird River; The Likes of You; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3868959** SISTER SADIE. The debut album for this all-female Bluegrass group featuring Grammy nominee Dale Ann Bradley, featuring twelve tracks: Unholy Water; Don't Tell Me Stories; Ava's Fury; Falling; I May Be a Fool; Not This Time; Mama's Room; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865868** ALLAN SHERMAN: Live at the Hollywood Bowl. Contains Sherman's complete concert performance at the Hollywood Bowl in July of 1963—every hilarious song he sang, every nutty joke he told, every spontaneous ad lib, and even a couple of gags Sherman turns into对阵s of comedy gold. If you play all 29 tracks, they recreate everything the Hollywood Bowl audience heard on that magical night. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865894** ALLAN SHERMAN: Live at the Sands. When you listen to this CD, you relive Sherman's whole nightclub act, every song, every joke, every ad lib with the audience—everything! And you won't have to slip the maître d' a $25 chip for a ringside table. Includes 15 tracks featuring his hilarious Hello Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865978** ALBERT AYLER: The Early Alcest Collection. This four CD set contains eight of the American avant-garde jazz saxophonist, singer and composer's earliest album recordings, all made in the first half of the 1965. Thirty-eight tracks recorded from October April; Rollins' Tune; Tune Up; Spirits; Witches and Devils; Holy Holy; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865967** CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums. This four CD set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at the height of his musical powers: 47 tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Weather Cashmere; A Lovely Way to Spend an Evening; In the Wee Small Hours of Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865163** KATE & VAL: Soup Opera Live. Collects eleven tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at New Victoria Theatre, London, UK, in June of 1975. Includes Everybody's a Sinner; Ordinary People; Rush Hour Blues; Movie to Five; Ducks on the Wall; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3860608** GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings, featuring twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighttime and BBC Sound of the Seventies in the early 1970s, this CD includes Shepherd; Pacyoly; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Some songs include multiple versions. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3866297** VAN HALEN: Pasadena 1977. Collected from two live FM broadcast performances in October of 1977 these sixteen tracks include On Fire; Feel Your Love Tonight; Atomic Funk; Little Dreamer; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865999** COUNTING CROWS: Zurich 2000. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Volkshaus, Zurich, Switzerland in March of 2000 is collected here in these 23 tracks including; I Wish I Was a Girl, Mr. Jones; All My Friends; High Life; Omaha; Four Days; A Long December; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3866265** FRANK ZAPPA: Under the Covers. From live FM radio broadcasts recorded at various venues come these 23 tracks that feature Bacon Fat, No, No Cherry; I Am the Walrus; The Closer Your Are; This Is My Story; Hang on Sloopy; Louie Louie; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3861713** JOHN MELLENCAMP: Bowery Ballroom 1998. Collects from a live FM broadcast recorded at Bowery Ballroom, New York, NY in October of 1998, twelve tracks including Small Town; Jack and Diane; Eden Is Burning; Check It Out; Pink Houses; Authority Song; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3865245** ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast—Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan's genius on the guitar in an extreme unison way—especially with his brilliant covers by artists including Jimi Hendrix or Don Gibson. Thirteen songs, including Thing I Don't Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (74 minutes) and CD of the performance. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 386513X** JOAN OSBORNE: Bring It on Home. Collects 12 songs from the singer/songwriter, including I Don't Need No Doctor; Bring It on Home; Roll Like a Big Wheel; Broken Wings; Rhymes; Shake Your Hips; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3868907** JOHN MAYALL: Return of the Bluesbreakers. This collection of thirteen tracks were recorded live at the Daily Planet Studios, Memphis, Tennessee; The Wax Museum, Washington D.C.; and at Sunwurspt Studios, Los Angeles and include An Eye for an Eye; The Same Old Blues; Never Can Be Trusted; My Baby, and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3868788** BEST OF GENE CHANDLER: Duke of Earl. Chandler had more than 25 Soul-Pop hits in the 1960s and 70s, and this CD collects 25 tracks that include Duke of Earl; Go; Tiny Bubbles; Rain; Rock and Roll; Come; Song Called Soul; What Now; Festival of Love; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3868958** PEPPERMINT HARRIS: Texas on My Mind. A byproduct of that generation of blues singers whose styles bridged the gap between the country and R&B. Here are twelve tracks comprising his hits including Sinner's Prayer; Cherry Red; Cadillac Funeral; I'm So Lonesome; Talk; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 386377X** BEST OF EDDIE FLOYD: Knock on Wood. One of soul music's greatest touring ambassadors, all of Floyd's hit songs are collected on this CD including California Girl; Knock on Wood; When I'm With You; Mr. Blue; On a Saturday Night; and more. Ten tracks. AIM. Pub. at $14.99.
NEW MUSIC CDs

★ CD 3868893 JIMMY REED: His Greatest Recordings. One of the most successful Blues artists of the fifties, here are 19 tracks comprising a great sampling of his top hits. Including You Don’t Have to Go; I Ain’t Got You; You Got Me Dizzy; Honest I Do; Big Boss Man; Clouse Together; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868892 BEST OF SAM & DAVE: Soulman. Eleven tracks from this music’s definitive duo including You Don’t Know Like I Know; Hold on I’m Comin’; You Got Me Hummin’; Soul Man; I Thank You; Don’t Pull Your Love Out; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868894 ROCKIN’ DORSIE, JR. & THE ZYDECO TWISTERS: Feet Don’t Fail Me Now. A collection of fifteen tracks of a spirited synthesis of zydeco, Cajun, and R&B music including Let Me Be Your Chauffeur; New Orleans; Walking to New Orleans; Worried Life Blues; To Nay Nay; Mountain Jack Blues; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868818 CANNED HEAT: Human Condition. One of the most popular bands in the sixties, they played at Monterey and Woodstock, and sold millions of albums. Nine tracks include Shut My Stuff; Hot Money; House of Blue Lights; Just Got to Be There; You Just Got to Rock; Human Condition; She’s Lookin’ Good; Over Open Your Back Door and Give It to Me. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868931 BEST OF THE DRIFTERS: On Broadway. Paving the way for the Soul Music phenomenon of the ‘60s, the Drifters had immense chart success. Here are twenty tracks filled with their hits including Dance With Me; There Goes My Baby; True Love; You Don’t Have to Go; I Ain’t Got You; You Got Me Dizzy; Honest I Do; Big Boss Man; Clouse Together; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868936 THE BEST OF THE FLAMIN’ GROOVIES. A collection of 12 tracks from one of the greatest garage bands of all time, including Shake Some Action; Married Woman; Slow Death; Way Over My Head; I Can’t Hide; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3869008 SLY & THE FAMILY STONE: Back on the Right Track. Released in 1979, this album features several of the original Family Stone members—a comeback of sorts. Eight tracks include The Same; You Are; Back on the Right Track; If It’s Alladin Up; You Got Me; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868877 IKE & TINA TURNER: Every Hit Single, 1960-1974. One of the most complete collections of their top hits, this 22 track CD includes Proud Mary; A Love Like Yours; Come Together; The Hunter; Sexy Ida; So Fine; I’m Yours; Bold Soul Sister; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868865 JAMES BROWN: Jam 80. Features “The Hardest Working Man” in show business live in a 1980 concert from Nashville Tennessee performing his funk classics including It’s Too Funky in Here; Try Me; Georgia; Cold Sweat; Hot Pants; Got That Feeling; Jam ’80; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3868842 DR. JOHN: Trader John. His music is a timeless tradition of the CrescentCities best styles of Funk, R&B and Traditional music played with an attitude of fun. Twelve tracks include You’re Just Too Square; Trader John; Helping Hand; Loser for You; One Night Late; New Orleans; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 3869032 BEST OF SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET: Texas Fever. Features Sir Douglas Quintet’s hits, legendary concert performances, and songs from their 1960 album released forty years comprising every facet of their music from blues to psychedelia, from country flavored Texas music to Ragnin’ Cajun Rock. Twenty tracks include Mendocino; Alamo Road; The Rain’s Came; Texas Me; Oh Boy; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 386880X BURDON TRACKS: The Eric Burdon Story. To many, Burdon is one of Britain’s greatest bluesman. This CD collects thirteen tracks from the Eric Burdon Band from 1975 including Take It Easy; House of the Rising Sun; Bird on the Beach; Lights Out; Boom Boom; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ CD 3869195 JOSE FELICIANO: High Sierra Smugglers. A legend in both the fields of music and guitar playing, this two CD collection includes 22 tracks showcasing his greatest hits: Light My Fire; Jealous Guy; In My Life; La Bamba; Estudioso; Samba Pa Ti; Mystery Train; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.99 $11.55

★ CD 3868761 AL HIRT: Jazz a-la-Carte. Hirt had an impressive career that produced over fifty albums, 22 chart records, one platinum and 4 gold albums along with twenty one Grammy nominations. This two CD collection includes 33 tracks covers his pop, Big Band, Country and Orchestral recordings including A Night in Tunisia; After You’ve Gone; Faded Love; I Walk the Line; and more. AIM. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ CD 3869016 TERRANCE SIMIEN & THE ZYDECO EXPERIENCE: Live! Worldwide. A collection of worldwide live performances on twelve tracks including: Dance Everyday; Zydeco Boogaloo; Uncle Bud; Mississippi; Mardi Gras in the Country; The Parti Que; Don’t Pull Your Love Out; and more. AIM. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ CD 3870524 BIG STAR: South West. The full 1975 WLX radio broadcast from Southwestern University, Memphis, Tennessee. Eight tracks; Femme Fatale; Oh Dana; Take Me Home and Make Me Like It; Jesus Christ; Death Cab for Cutie; Kissa Me; I Will Always Love You; and The Letter. FM $9.95

★ CD 3865983 DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence. It’s no surprise that sex, violence, and unbridled lust at the heart of countless platter recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of busty actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and grinding bands; including That Makes Me It; Charge It; I Want a Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ CD 3874990 A TRIBUTE TO THE BAKERSFIELD SOUND LIVE! This tribute CD collects 16 tracks, including Buckaroo; Have a Coke; I’ve Got a Tiger by the Tail; Swinging Doors; Cryin’ Time; and more. Among the artists performing are Chuck Mead, Wade Hayes, Johnny Lee, Rudy Gatlin, $12.99

★ CD 3868289 A TRIBUTE TO OUTLAW COUNTRY: Live from the Country Music Cruise. Live from a Country Music cruise, these fourteen tracks are a tribute to Outlaw Country and include Whiskey River; Rainy Day Woman; Storms Never Last; Honky Tonk Heroes; Good Hearted Woman and more performed by Chuck Mead and Band, Wades Hayes and Band. Tim Atwood and Band, and more. Star.Vista. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 3875067 EUROPE: Live at Sweden Rock. Recorded at Sweden Rock Festival on June 7, 2013. This must have two CD set collects 28 tracks, including Riches to Rags; Firebox; Sign of the Times; Start from the Dark; Carrie; Jabberjaw; No Girls Allowed; The Final Countdown; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

NEW VINYL RECORDS

★ VINYL 3875002 ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME LIVE, VOLUME 2. Presents a wonderful collection of performances from music legends in this ten track vinyl album. Includes Whoopi Goldberg’s ‘Staxin’ Going On Drunk; Ace Frehley’s ‘I Wanna Be Left Alone’, Lee Lewis’s ‘Big River’ by Johnny Cash and the Rock Hall Jam Band; Green River by John Fogerty & Friends; Let It Be by Paul McCartney and the Rock Hall Jam Band; and more. Tim’s. $21.95
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